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1.

Introduction

The National Affordable Housing Act, “the Act”, affirmed as a national goal the notion that every
American family has the right to affordable, decent housing in a safe and livable neighborhood. To assist
states and local governments achieve this national housing goal, the Act created a number of new
housing programs, among them the HOME Investment Partnerships. Additionally, in order to receive
direct assistance under certain Federal formula grant programs, Title I of the Act established the
requirement that states and local governments have a housing strategy that has been approved by the
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
This new “strategy document” is called the Consolidated Submission for Community Planning and
Development Programs, or the Consolidated Plan. The Consolidated Plan serves the following functions:
1) a planning document built upon a participatory process at the grassroots levels; 2) an application for
federal funds under HUD’s formula grant programs; 3) a strategy to be followed in carrying out HUD
programs; and 4) an action plan that provides a basis for assessing performance. The formula grant
programs covered by the Consolidated Plan are the Community Development Block Grant Program
(CDBG), the Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) Program, the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME)
Program.
2.

Summarize the objectives and outcomes identified in the Plan

The Performance Measurement System developed for use by grantees such as the Omaha-Council Bluffs
Consortium is based on a framework which utilizes the broad statutory purposes of the programs
funded by HUD: Suitable Living Environment, Decent Housing, and Economic Opportunity. The
framework also utilizes a set of outcomes that refine the objectives and provide greater definition to the
nature of the change or the expected result the objective is expected to achieve:
Availability/Accessibility, Affordability, and Sustainability. The framework takes the form of a matrix
using the three Objectives as one of the axes and the three Outcomes as the other. An Objective and an
Outcome are combined to form Outcome Statements that fill the matrix. For instance, the outcome
statement created by combing the Objective of Decent Housing with the Outcome of Affordability is
“Affordable for the purpose of providing Decent Housing”. Combination of Objectives with Outcomes
can also yield a new nomenclature by abbreviating the Objective and numbering the outcomes. For
instance, Decent Housing can be abbreviated to DH, and Affordability is the number 2 outcome to create
DH-2. The matrix items the Omaha-Council Bluffs Consortium community development program will use
are in bold in the following table.
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Outcome Measurement Matrix

Objective 1:
Suitable living
Environment

Outcome 1:
Available/Accessible
SL-1: Accessibility for the
purpose of creating suitable
living environments

Objective 2:
Decent Housing

DH-1: Accessibility for the
purpose of providing decent
housing

Objective 3:
Economic
Opportunity

EO-1: Accessibility for the
purpose of creating
economic opportunity

Outcome 2:
Affordability
SL-2: Affordability for
the purpose of
providing suitable
living environments
DH-2: Affordability for
the purpose of
creating economic
opportunity
EO-2: Affordability

Outcome 3:
Sustainability
SL-3: Sustainability for
the purpose of
creating suitable living
environments
SL-3: Sustainability for
the purpose of
providing decent
housing
SL-3: Sustainability for
the purpose of
creating economic
opportunities

Summary of Outcome Indicators
Outcome/Objective
DH-1: Accessibility for the purpose of providing decent housing
DH-2: Affordable for the purpose of creating economic
opportunities
EO-1: Accessibility for the purpose of creating economic
opportunities
EO-2: Affordability for the purpose of creating economic
opportunities
SL-1: Accessibility for the purpose of creating a suitable living
environment
SL-3: Sustainability for the purpose of creating a suitable living
environment

3.

Expected in 2015
350 households or housing
units
231 households or housing
units
330 client services
1 business assisted
5070 homeless people
assisted
40 demolished units

Evaluation of past performance

The City of Omaha’s housing and community development accomplishments are in accord with its
strategic plan and the accomplishments have had a positive impact on identified needs.
The City of Omaha successfully provided the following in the 2014 reporting year:





Constructed new affordable housing
Renovated existing rental housing
Removed architectural barriers
Developed affordable elderly housing
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4.

Supported LIHTC new construction and renovation of rental structures
Constructed or renovated and sold existing single family housing to first-time homebuyers.
Provided second mortgage deferred payment loans to homebuyers
Provided emergency repairs and handyman services to very low-income, elderly, and disabled
households
Provided energy conservation repairs to low and moderate income households
Provided interior and exterior lead removal services to low- and moderate income households
Rehabilitation financing
Removal of architectural barriers in housing
Provided homeowner and renter counseling
Provided funding for the development of permanent supportive housing
Provided homelessness prevention and rental assistance.
Provided acquisition, demolition, site preparation, professional services, public improvements
and/or conveyance of property for development of new housing units.
Summary of Citizen Participation Process and consultation process

Development of the Consolidated Plan involved an ongoing process of consultations with
representatives of low-income neighborhoods, non-profit and for-profit housing developers and service
providers, lenders, social service agencies, homeless shelter and service providers, faith based
organization, supportive housing and service providers, as well as with other units of government.
In addition to individual meetings with the various neighborhood, community, business, and
government representatives, the Planning Department held a number of public forums. The first of two
public hearings was held on June 3, 2015, of this year to gather the views of what the housing and
community development needs of the city. A second public hearing was held on March 7, to review past
performance and to present the current Consolidated Plan.
Several other forums were conducted in 2015 that permitted discussions of the needs of particular
population groups. In April, the City of Omaha held a seminar on how to apply for federal funds through
the City. In February the city met with the MACCH at their monthly meeting to discuss the need of
metropolitan areas homeless population. April and May additional focus group meetings where
conducted regarding the housing and community development needs of special needs populations such
as the elderly, people with physical and mental disabilities, people with AIDS. Two focus group meetings
were also held with representatives of neighborhood/community organizations and low-and moderateincome households. Several smaller meetings were held through the 2014 with individuals and
organizations interested in, or with a stake in the housing and community development activities of
Omaha.
The organizations consulted during the development of the 2016 Plan are identified in Table 2 –
Agencies, groups, organizations who participated below.
5.

Summary of public comments

Public comments are contained in the Attachment Citizen Participation Public Comments.
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6.

Summary of comments or views not accepted and the reasons for not accepting them

No comments not accepted.
7.

Summary

While a formal process of citizen participation assures opportunities for input by the community, the
City of Omaha is open to engagement of individuals and groups during any stage of the development of
the Consolidated Plan.
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PR-05 Lead & Responsible Agencies - 91.200(b)
1.

Agency/entity responsible for preparing/administering the Consolidated Plan

The following are the agencies/entities responsible for preparing the Consolidated Plan and those responsible for administration of each grant
program and funding source.
Agency Role
Lead Agency

Name
City of Omaha

Department/Agency
Planning Department

Table 1 – Responsible Agencies
Narrative
Consolidated Plan Public Contact Information
David Thomas, Assistant Director
Planning Department
1819 Farnam Street, Suite #1111
Omaha, NE 68183
402-444-5150 ext. 2018
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AP-10 Consultation - 91.100, 91.200(b), 91.215(l)
1.

Introduction

The following provides a summary of activities the jurisdiction plans to enhance
coordination between public and assisted housing providers and private and governmental
health, mental health and service agencies. It will then proceed to describe coordination
with the Continuum of Care and efforts to address the needs of homeless persons
(particularly chronically homeless individuals and families, families with children, veterans,
and unaccompanied youth) and persons at risk of homelessness. It will conclude with a
description of the consultation with the Continuum(s) of Care that serves the jurisdiction's
area in determining how to allocate ESG funds, develop performance standards and
evaluate outcomes, and develop funding, policies and procedures for the administration of
HMIS.
Summary of the jurisdiction’s activities to enhance coordination between public and assisted housing
providers and private and governmental health, mental health and service agencies

In the process of developing the Consolidated Plan, the City provides opportunities for
representatives a variety of agencies to gather to discuss issues, problems and solutions. These
opportunities take place at focus group meetings, of which five are held, and at public hearings,
of which two are held. Meetings often have a general framework, a topic, but can lead where
ever the participants want it to go. At these meetings some coordination occurs, or begins to
occur during the scheduled time and place of the meeting. Often groups of people continue a
discussion following the meeting and sometimes plans are made to meet again should that
need arise. The City can remain involved in the discussion, it will even facilitate another
meeting if that should be helpful, or it can simply participate.
In a more general way recognition of the need for coordination among agencies and ourselves,
is something to which the city stays tuned. From our perspective the development of new
programs or recent regulatory requirements that involve sub-grantees, CHDOs and other
entities may prompt the need to gather to discuss/coordinate how the new program or policy
will work. When federal or local funds are involved for housing and community development in
Omaha, we consider the facilitation and coordination a primary responsibility.
Describe coordination with the Continuum of Care and efforts to address the needs of homeless
persons (particularly chronically homeless individuals and families, families with children, veterans,
and unaccompanied youth) and persons at risk of homelessness
The principle mechanism of coordination has to do with the allocation of ESG funds. The City issues an
RFP, proposals are reviewed not only by the City but by the CoC (a CoC review team familiar with homeless
needs), the CoC makes recommendations to the City concerning what proposals to fund and the City
allocates ESG funds largely on that basis (following any needed discussion and clarification). The City
considers the CoC (comprised as it is of individuals—and agencies—working directly and daily with
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homeless persons) the experts on homelessness and the City is in dialogue the CoC over how best to
address those needs. (This process is described in greater detail in response to the next question.)
Chronically homeless individuals and families are identified through outreach efforts of several agencies
(Community Alliance, Heartland Family Service, the Nebraska Aids Project, Stephen Center, Siena/Francis
House, the VA and Youth Emergency Services). Once identified, they are assessed by those same agencies
and referred to what is currently the most appropriate of available housing options. Once housed, case
managers work with the individuals and/or families to stabilize their situation and connect them to
needed services. Housing subsidies often are needed as are the financial and other supports available
through mainstream resources. The City is the jurisdiction’s grantee for Shelter Plus Care, a 22 bed
program serving chronically homeless individuals with mental illness (and often substance abuse issues).
This is a program run in partnership with the Omaha PHA and Community Alliance. Other housing
programs serving the chronically homeless are Heartland Family Service’s Samaritan Program and the
Veterans Administration Supportive Housing (VASH) program. Emergency shelters and other programs,
including transitional housing facilities and the rapid re-housing program, also provide and/or work to
secure housing for the chronically homeless en route to ending their homelessness. In all, there are—
currently and planned—202 permanent supportive housing beds in this jurisdiction for chronically
homeless individuals and families.
Families with children are contacted initially—or often so—by emergency shelters and/or by the many
groups (listed in the previous paragraph) engaged in street outreach. They also are identified by homeless
liaison workers employed by the public school system for the specific purpose of identifying homeless
children (and families). Once identified, their situation is assessed and they are referred to the best of
available housing options. This could mean referral to area shelters if they are living on the street or, if
already in a shelter, to Heartland Family Service’s rapid re-housing program or to area transitional housing
and permanent housing options. Beds available for families with children, current and planned, are: 275
ES beds, 345 TH beds and 235 PSH beds.
Homeless veterans and their families are contacted/identified by the CoC’s outreach teams (listed above)
but also through Family Housing Advisory Service’s “Outreach to Veterans” program. Assessed and
referred, they are housed variously at emergency shelters and transitional housing programs until they
can be permanently housed. A grant per diem program, “Transitional Housing for Homeless Veterans” is
available through the Siena/Francis House, through the Lutheran Home, and through the newly
established “New Visions” program. The City was a partner in the development and expansion of
Siena/Francis House and provided the land and site development for the construction of the New Visions
program. The Nebraska Veterans' Aid Fund (NVA) offers temporary emergency aid fund that assists
veterans, their spouses, and dependents when unforeseen emergencies occur and other resources are
not immediately available. There are—current and planned—12 ES beds, 76 TH beds and 170 PSH beds
designated specifically for veterans.
Unaccompanied youth are contacted most often through the outreach efforts of Youth Emergency
Services (YES). Youths are contacted on the street or at the drop-in center provided by YES.
Unaccompanied homeless youth also are contacted by law enforcement officers on patrol and through
Child Saving Institute, an organization (like the State of Nebraska’s Child Protective Services) works to
reunify children with their families. In addition, the CoC’s Youth Task Force provides advocacy for
homeless youth and works to increase community awareness concerning the problem of youth
homelessness. Youth Emergency Services does provide transitional housing beds for unaccompanied
youth as do emergency shelters on a limited basis. Finally, Project Everlast works with youth in foster care
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to help them make the connections that will allow them to avoid homelessness once they leave the foster
care system. In all, current and planned beds for unaccompanied youth are as follows: 18 ES beds and 24
TH beds.
Persons at risk of homelessness are served in a variety of ways in an effort to help them avoid
homelessness. Contact with persons in need of services in order to avoid homelessness can come by
various sources. United Way of the Midlands, for example, has a “211” emergency assistance line; local
churches are a source of referrals; and so, too, hospitals, nursing homes and public schools. These groups
refer persons at risk of homelessness to food pantries—there are several in the jurisdiction—for food
assistance and to the local utilities (Omaha Public Power District and Metropolitan Utilities District) for
assistance with utility payments. There also are agencies—the Salvation Army is one—that provides rental
and utility assistance on a limited basis. However, financial assistance for those at imminent risk of
homelessness is provided primarily by Family Housing Advisory Services and Together, Inc. These two
agencies are receiving 2012 ESG funds from the City for this purpose. Previously, the City, as recipient of
HPRP funds, contracted with FHAS to run the CoC’s homelessness prevention program. Finally,
representatives from the CoC meet with representatives from institutions (hospitals and prisons, for
example) in an effort to find suitable housing for individuals soon to be released from those institutions.
Describe coordination with the Continuum(s) of Care that serves the jurisdiction's area in determining
how to allocate ESG funds, develop performance standards for and evaluate outcomes of projects and
activities assisted by ESG funds, and develop funding, policies and procedures for the operation and
administration of HMIS
On February 28, 2012, the City met with the Executive Director of the Metro Area CoC for the
Homeless (MACCH). The purpose of this meeting was to discuss and agree to the consultation
process that would be initiated the following day.
The following day the City met with members of the CoC, including its Administrative Staff,
members of its Board of Directors and representatives of key agencies. At this meeting, the City
discussed four topics: 1) the ESG application process, i.e., timeline and eligible activities; 2) the
2011 Substantial Amendment, its timeline and required content; 3) the 2012 Substantial
Amendment; and 4) the 2013-2017 Consolidated Plan with particular focus on the new sections
required by the HEARTH Act.
In early 2014, MACCH acquired a new CEO. The City has met with the new CEO on several
occasions since that time to discuss a variety of topics including ESG (how funding is to be
determined, activities to be funded, performance standards, along with policies and procedures
for HMIS). The result of these meetings is that the ESG process remains as it has been since
2012; namely: 1) The City issues an RFP, 2) Proposals are shared with MACCH, 3) MACCH’s
Application Review Team reviews the proposals and makes recommendation for funding to
MACCH’s Board of Directors, 4) MACCH’s Board approves or revises the recommendations of the
Review Team and forwards it’s (the Board’s) funding recommendations to the City, 5) The City
takes into consideration the Board’s recommendations and either approves or revises the
recommended funding amounts.
In the most recent ESG round, the City renewed its commitment to allocating funds as follows:
60% of the City’s ESG allocation for shelter operations, with the remaining 40% for rapid rehousing and HMIS.
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On August 27, the City initiated a Request For Proposals (RFP) process for 2015 ESG funds.
Proposals were due on September 30 and were shared with MACCH’s executive leadership.
MACCH’s Review Team reviewed proposals and made its recommendation for funding to the
MACCH Board. The Board approved the Review Team’s recommendations and forwarded them to
the City.
Following MACCH’s Board meeting where the ESG funding recommendations were discussed and
the Review Team’s recommendations approved, the City received complaints concerning the
recommended allocations for emergency shelters. In order to address these complaints the City
convened a meeting that included MACCH’s Board Chair, MACCH’s Executive Director and
Assistant Director, and the executive directors of the three emergency shelters for whom funding
was recommended.
At that meeting the process for determining ESG funding was reviewed, and the complaints
concerning the recommended allocations were aired. On the basis of this discussion, the City
exercised its option (Step 5) to revise ESG funding for shelters.
The meeting was adjourned and was followed immediately by a second meeting involving the
City and the three emergency shelter executive directors. Various ways of allocating the
homeless assistance funding for shelters were negotiated until an allocation amount for each
shelter was arrived at and considered acceptable to the executive directors.
NOTE: Prior to the above meeting, MACCH’s Board Chair and Executive Director indicated that
MACCH did not want the responsibility of reviewing ESG proposals and making ESG funding
recommendations to the City. The City will accommodate MAACH's request but will continue to

consult the MACCH through its executive leadership.

2.

Agencies, groups, organizations and others who participated in the process and consultations
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1

2

3

Agency/Group/Organization

COUNCIL BLUFFS

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Other government - Local

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

As a member of the Omaha Consortium the City of Omaha meet with the
City of Council Bluffs, IA regularly and regarding potentially all aspects of
the Consolidated Plan and specific action being undertaken/implemented
by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF OMAHA

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Victims of Domestic Violence
Services-homeless
Services-Health
Services-Employment

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless
Homeless Needs - Families with children
Homelessness Needs - Veterans
Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth
Homelessness Strategy
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

Poe Investments

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Business Leaders
Annual Action Plan
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4

5

6

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

R L Pelshaw Broker-Consultants

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Market Analysis

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

HABITAT FOR HAMANITY OF OMAHA, INC.

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

LEAGUE OF HUMAN DIGNITY

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Elderly Persons
Services-Persons with Disabilities

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
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7

8

9

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

FAMILY HOUSING ADVISORY SERVICES

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Service-Fair Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

White Lotus Group

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Education
Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Agency/Group/Organization

SIENA / FRANCIS HOUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-homeless
Services-Health
Services-Employment
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless
Homeless Needs - Families with children
Homelessness Needs - Veterans
Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth
Homelessness Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

10 Agency/Group/Organization

GESU Housing, Inc.

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

11 Agency/Group/Organization

Long School Neighborhood Association

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Civic Leaders
Neighborhood Organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
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12 Agency/Group/Organization

OMAHA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Planning organization
Business Leaders
Civic Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

13 Agency/Group/Organization

HOPE CENTER INCORPORATED

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children
Services-Education

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

14 Agency/Group/Organization

TOGETHER INC. OF METROPOLITAN OMAHA

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Elderly Persons
Civic Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development
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Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
15 Agency/Group/Organization

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
Douglas County General Assistance

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
PHA
Services-Children
Services-Persons with Disabilities
Services-Victims of Domestic Violence
Services-Health
Other government - County

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

16 Agency/Group/Organization

Eastern Nebraska Community Action Partnership

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children
Services-Elderly Persons
Services-Education
Services-Employment
Regional organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Anti-poverty Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
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17 Agency/Group/Organization

Latino Center of the Midlands

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Education
Services-Employment

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

18 Agency/Group/Organization

Empowerment Network

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Children
Services-Education
Services-Employment
Planning organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

19 Agency/Group/Organization

NP Dodge Real Estate

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
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Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
20 Agency/Group/Organization

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
OMAHA 100 INCORPORATED

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Service-Fair Housing
Business Leaders
Community Development Financial Institution

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

21 Agency/Group/Organization
Agency/Group/Organization Type

Nebraska Urban Indian Health Coalition
Housing
Services-Children
Services-Elderly Persons
Services-Persons with HIV/AIDS
Services-Victims of Domestic Violence
Services-homeless
Services-Health
Services-Education
Services-Employment
Health Agency

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless
Homeless Needs - Families with children
Homelessness Needs - Veterans
Homelessness Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

22 Agency/Group/Organization

Arch Icon Development

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

23 Agency/Group/Organization

Foundation Development

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Affordable Housing Developmeer

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

24 Agency/Group/Organization
Agency/Group/Organization Type

Heartland Family Service
Services-homeless

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless
Homeless Needs - Families with children
Homelessness Needs - Veterans
Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth
Homelessness Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

25 Agency/Group/Organization

OMAHA HOUSING AUTHORITY

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
PHA

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Public Housing Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

26 Agency/Group/Organization

J Development Corporation

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Affordable Housing Developer/Consultant

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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27 Agency/Group/Organization

Highlander Neighborhood Association

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Civic Leaders
Neighborhood Organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

28 Agency/Group/Organization

Global Bridges

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Potential Applicant

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

29 Agency/Group/Organization

Public Works Department, City of Omaha

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Other government - Local
Grantee Department

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Public Infrastructure

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

30 Agency/Group/Organization

Sheltering Tree, Inc.

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Potential Grant Applicant

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
31 Agency/Group/Organization

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
HOLY NAME HOUSING CORPORATION

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

32 Agency/Group/Organization

Omaha Healthy Kids Alliance

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Children
Services-Health
Services-Education

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Lead-based Paint Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

33 Agency/Group/Organization

Human Rights and Relations, City of Omaha

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Service-Fair Housing
Other government - Local
Grantee Department

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
34 Agency/Group/Organization

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
Mayor's Office, City of Omaha

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Other government - Local
Grantee Department

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

35 Agency/Group/Organization

Immanual Pathways

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services - Housing
Services-Elderly Persons
Services-Persons with Disabilities

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

36 Agency/Group/Organization

Intercultural Senior Center

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services - Housing
Services-Elderly Persons

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Non-Homeless Special Needs

Annual Action Plan
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Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
37 Agency/Group/Organization

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
Metropolitan Area Planning Agency

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Regional organization
Planning organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

38 Agency/Group/Organization

North Omaha Contractors Association

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Education
Planning organization
Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

39 Agency/Group/Organization
Agency/Group/Organization Type

Nebraska Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Services - Housing
Services-Persons with Disabilities
Other government - State
Annual Action Plan

OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

40 Agency/Group/Organization

OMAHA SMALL BUSINESS NETWORK

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Employment

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

41 Agency/Group/Organization

Neighborhood Action and Fact

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services - Housing
Neighborhood Assocoation

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

42 Agency/Group/Organization
Agency/Group/Organization Type

Open Door Mission
Housing
Services-homeless
Services-Health
Services - Victims
Business Leaders

Annual Action Plan
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Homeless Needs - Chronically homeless
Homeless Needs - Families with children
Homelessness Needs - Veterans
Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth
Homelessness Strategy
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

43 Agency/Group/Organization

Quality living Inc.

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services - Housing
Services-Persons with Disabilities

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

44 Agency/Group/Organization

MOSAIC

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Persons with Disabilities

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
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45 Agency/Group/Organization

REBUILDING TOGETHER

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

46 Agency/Group/Organization

Seldin Company

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services - Housing
Housing Management

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

47 Agency/Group/Organization

South Omaha Business Association

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
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48 Agency/Group/Organization

Spencer Management

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

49 Agency/Group/Organization

Turning Point

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children
Services-Education

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Anti-poverty Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

50 Agency/Group/Organization

World Group Commercial Real Estate

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Business Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
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51 Agency/Group/Organization

YMCA

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children
Civic Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting in which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

52 Agency/Group/Organization

The Builder Foundation

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Services-Education
Service-Fair Housing
Foundation

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

53 Agency/Group/Organization

Edmonson Youth Outreach

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Non-Homeless Special Needs

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
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54 Agency/Group/Organization

Omaha Public Schools

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Children
Services-Persons with Disabilities
Services-Education
Services-Employment
Other government - Local
Major Employer

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Homelessness Needs - Unaccompanied youth
Non-Homeless Special Needs
Anti-poverty Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

55 Agency/Group/Organization

Restoration Exchange Omaha

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Civic Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development
Preservation

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

56 Agency/Group/Organization
Agency/Group/Organization Type

Douglas County Housing Authority
Housing
PHA
Annual Action Plan
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What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Anti-poverty Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

57 Agency/Group/Organization

North Omaha Neighborhood Alliance

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Housing
Planning organization
Civic Leaders

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

58 Agency/Group/Organization

OIC Neighborhood Association

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Neighborhood Association
Neighborhood Organization

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

Annual Action Plan
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59 Agency/Group/Organization

J's Braintrust Consulting Services, Inc.

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Education

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Housing Need Assessment
Market Analysis
Economic Development
Anti-poverty Strategy

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.

60 Agency/Group/Organization

Midland Latino Community Development Corporation

Agency/Group/Organization Type

Services-Employment

What section of the Plan was addressed by Consultation?

Market Analysis
Economic Development

Briefly describe how the Agency/Group/Organization was
consulted. What are the anticipated outcomes of the
consultation or areas for improved coordination?
Table 2 – Agencies, groups, organizations who participated

The City of Omaha met with the organization in a meeting(s) at which input
was requested regarding all aspects of the Consolidated Plan and specific
action being undertaken/implemented by the parties involved.
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Identify any Agency Types not consulted and provide rationale for not consulting
At this stage of the HEARTH Act implementation—and the shift in programmatic emphasis it requires—all relevant agencies were consulted. The
CoC is comprised of representatives from most sectors of the community and ESG recipients are themselves in consultation with agencies with
whom they work in order to make their programs function. The CoC and its Board was consulted in the development of the homelessness
strategy plan and consulted as well in the identification of goals consistent with that plan.
Other local/regional/state/federal planning efforts considered when preparing the Plan

Annual Action Plan
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Name of Plan

Lead Organization

Annual Action Plan
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How do the goals of your Strategic Plan
overlap with the goals of each plan?

33

Continuum of Care

Metro Area Continuum of Care for the
Homeless

Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)

The goals detailed in the Homelessness
Strategy are consistent with the
Omaha/Council Bluffs 10-Year Plan to End
Homelessness. For example, the
Homelessness Strategy requires all ESGfunded programs to participate in the CoC’s
HMIS (or similar system for domestic violence
programs). This is consistent with the
following goal of the Omaha/Council Bluffs
10-year Plan: Comprehensive data supports
and documents goals to end homelessness,
as well as federal government indicators:
Data demonstrates progress on all goals in
10-Year Plan to End Homelessness and
indicators utilized by HUD. This goal requires
In addition, the Homelessness Strategy
prioritizes transitional and permanent
housing solutions for a wide range of
subpopulations, requiring services to be
provided and performance data to be broken
out by subpopulation, thus, allowing the CoC
to identify possible disparities in access or
outcomes for individuals and families in
various targeted groups. This overlaps with
another goal of the 10-year Plan: Agencies
will provide culturally competent services to
the homeless community without prejudice
or bias. 100% of the people served by the
Metro Area Continuum of Care have services
that meet their individualized needs. The
Homelessness Strategy prioritizes solutions
for long-term homeless and persons with
disabling conditions. Another goal in the 10year Plan reads: People in need have easy,
34

North Omaha Village Revitalization Plan
South Omaha Development Project

OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)

Empowerment Network
Omaha Chamber of Commerce
Annual Action Plan

immediate and appropriate access to all
services: Access is assured to comprehensive
mental, physical health care, and substance
use recovery; and another reads: People
experiencing chronic homelessness receive
housing and services specific to their needs: A
comprehensive case management team will
successfully connect 85% of the chronic
homeless population to stable housing. The
prevention portion of the Homelessness
Strategy emphasizes the development of a
Central Intake System along with the
development of a ¿Common Fund¿. These
goals overlap with the following 10-year Plan
goals: Prevention of Homelessness ¿ OmahaCouncil Bluffs will have a comprehensive
prevention response to homelessness; Easier
Access to Services ¿ People in need have
easy, immediate and appropriate access to all
services; and Availability of Comprehensive
Data ¿ Data supports and documents
progress. Finally, the ES/TH section of the
Homelessness Strategy emphasizes
coordinated assessment and so, overlaps
with the 10-year Plan¿s goal of easy,
immediate and appropriate access to all
services; the 10-year Plan reads: By 2018,
every person in need will receive an
assessment and be connected or served with
appropriate service on the same day. Access
is assured to comprehensive mental, physical
health care, and substance use recovery.
Goals are compatible with one another
Goals are compatible with one another.
35

North Omaha Development Project

Omaha Chamber of Commerce

Goals are compatible with one another.

Table 3 – Other local / regional / federal planning efforts
Narrative
This consultation process follows the requirements of 24 (CFR) Part 91 Consolidated Submission for Community Planning and Development
Programs and incorporates required changes that result from the HEARTH ACT to include activities the jurisdiction needs to enhance
coordination between public and assisted housing providers and private and governmental health, mental health and service agencies. The
consultation Process includes efforts to coordinate with the Continuum of Care and efforts to address the needs of homeless persons
(particularly chronically homeless individuals and families, families with children, veterans, and unaccompanied youth) and persons at risk of
homelessness. Through the consultation process with the Continuum of Care determinations of how to allocate ESG funds, develop performance
standards and evaluate outcomes, and develop funding and policies and procedures for the administration of HMIS.
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AP-12 Participation - 91.401, 91.105, 91.200(c)
1.
Summary of citizen participation process/Efforts made to broaden citizen participation
Summarize citizen participation process and how it impacted goal-setting
Development of the Consolidated Plan involved an ongoing process of consultations with representatives of low-income neighborhoods, nonprofit and for-profit housing developers and service providers, lenders, social service agencies, homeless shelter and service providers, faith
based organization, supportive housing and service providers, as well as with other units of government. The presentation of current goals
would often occur usually early in the meeting or consultation. Consultations/meetings were designed to gather information regarding the
housing and community development needs of the Consortium and elicit a discussions not just what was needed, but why and how
implementation of ideas might occur. Discussion ranged from the very specific actions that would be necessary to address the identified needs
to broad topics related to the kind of community we wanted the Consortium to be. Within these discussions goals would be identified and
refined along with strategies designed to achieve the goals.
Citizen Participation Outreach
Mode of
Outreach

Newspaper
Ad
Newspaper
Ad
Newspaper
Ad
Public
Meeting

Target of Outreach

Summary of response/attendance

Summary of comments
received

Summary of
comments not
accepted and
reasons

Public comments are
contained in the
Attachment Citizen
Participation Public
Comments.

No public
comments
were not
accepted.

Minorities
Minorities
Non-targeted/broad
community
Minorities
Non-English Speaking Specify other language:
Spanish and others if
requested

More than 90 individuals and 60
agencies were represented at the five
focus group meetings, grant writing
workshop and two public hearing.

Persons with disabilities
Annual Action Plan
OMB Control No: 2506-0117 (exp. 07/31/2015)
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URL (If
applicable)

Mode of
Outreach

Target of Outreach

Summary of response/attendance

Summary of comments
received

Summary of
comments not
accepted and
reasons

Non-targeted/broad
community
Residents of Public and
Assisted Housing
Table 4 – Citizen Participation Outreach
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URL (If
applicable)

Expected Resources
AP-15 Expected Resources - 91.420(b), 91.220(c)(1,2)
Introduction
The Omaha-Council Bluffs Consortium is the recipient of Federal funds under the terms of a number of programs administered by the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). A Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Entitlement is Omaha and Council Bluffs
primary source of HUD funding which is received on an annual basis. CDBG funds are used for all major housing renovation and new
construction programs with an emphasis on benefit to low and moderate-income households and addressing blighted conditions. CDBG funds
may also be used for economic development activities and for the provision of public services and facilities.
A second annual entitlement received from HUD is the Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME Fund) Entitlement. HOME Funds are used
solely for development of affordable housing opportunities through the rehabilitation and new construction of housing. All beneficiaries of
home funds have incomes that do not exceed 80% of the median family income for the Omaha NE-IA Metropolitan Statistical Area.
The Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) Program is a third entitlement from HUD received annually by the City of Omaha. ESG funds are passed
through to various local homeless housing and support service providers. Eligible activities for the ESG program include homeless assistance
activities, i.e., street outreach and emergency shelter; homelessness prevention activities, i.e., short and medium-term rental assistance and
housing relocation and stabilization services; rapid re-housing activities, i.e., short and medium-term rental assistance and housing relocation
and stabilization services; and HMIS. The City of Omaha retains seven and one half percent of ESG funds for the personnel and non-personnel
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costs of administering the ESG program.
Anticipated Resources
Program

Source
of
Funds

Uses of Funds

CDBG

public federal

Acquisition
Admin and
Planning
Economic
Development
Housing
Public
Improvements
Public Services

Expected Amount Available Year 3
Annual
Program Prior Year
Total:
Allocation: Income: Resources:
$
$
$
$

Narrative Description

The primary objective of the City of
Omaha’s Community Development
Program is the development of viable
urban communities by providing
decent housing and a suitable living
environment and expanding economic
opportunities, principally for persons
of low- and moderate-income.
4,231,548

160,652

0 4,392,200
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Expected
Amount
Available
Reminder
of
ConPlan
$

9,300,000
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Program

Source
of
Funds

Uses of Funds

HOME

public federal

Acquisition
Homebuyer
assistance
Homeowner
rehab
Multifamily
rental new
construction
Multifamily
rental rehab
New
construction for
ownership
TBRA

Expected Amount Available Year 3
Annual
Program Prior Year
Total:
Allocation: Income: Resources:
$
$
$
$

1,595,195

303,005

0 1,898,200

Annual Action Plan
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Expected
Amount
Available
Reminder
of
ConPlan
$

Narrative Description

The Omaha-Council Bluffs HOME
Consortium Program will use the
Home Investment Partnerships
Program to help meet the housing
needs of low-income families. The
program meets the needs of qualified
renters and homeowners through a
rental assistance program, the
creation of affordable
homeownership opportunities for
first-time homebuyers, the
rehabilitation and resale single-family
houses, mortgage financing, and the
construction of new rental housing
units. Consolidated Plan priorities and
community development objectives
will be met through the
implementation of the Fiscal Year
3,400,000 2016 activities.
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Program

Source
of
Funds

Uses of Funds

ESG

public federal

Conversion and
rehab for
transitional
housing
Financial
Assistance
Overnight
shelter
Rapid rehousing (rental
assistance)
Rental
Assistance
Services
Transitional
housing

Expected Amount Available Year 3
Annual
Program Prior Year
Total:
Allocation: Income: Resources:
$
$
$
$

Expected
Amount
Available
Reminder
of
ConPlan
$

Narrative Description

ESG funds will be allocated via an RFP.
Applications will be viewed against
CoC needs and assessed by a CoC
review team. The review team will
recommend to the City those
projects/activities it considers funding
priorities and the City will weigh
heavily the review team’s funding
recommendations.

386,724
0
0
386,724
740,000
Table 1 - Expected Resources – Priority Table

Explain how federal funds will leverage those additional resources (private, state and local funds), including a description of how matching
requirements will be satisfied
In order to achieve the goals of the Consolidated Plan, other entities must apply for Federal funds for which the City of Omaha is not itself
eligible. These sources of other Federal funds include, but are not limited to, 1) Public Housing Comprehensive Grant, Section 8 Assisted Housing
and related programs, 2) Federal Emergency Management Agency programs, 3) Community Services Block Grant programs, 4) the Section 202
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Elderly Housing Program, 5) the Section 811 Supportive Housing Program, 6) the Single Room Occupancy for the Homeless program, 7) the
Supplemental Assistance for Facilities to Assist the Homeless program, 8) Department of Health and Human Services, 9) Veterans
Administration, 10) Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant, and 11) the Shelter Plus Care Program.
State of Nebraska resources available for local investment include 1) the Nebraska Affordable Housing Trust Fund, 2) Nebraska Investment
Finance Authority Low Income Housing Tax Credit and Tax Exempt Bond programs, 3) Nebraska Energy Office Weatherization Program funds,
and 4) Nebraska Homeless Assistance Trust Funds. Private resources include private funds and equity, financial institutions, the Federal Home
Loan Bank Affordable Housing Program, charitable and foundation grants, and corporation donations.
The Nebraska Department of Economic Development allocates Nebraska Affordable Housing Program funds according to the State of Nebraska
Action Plan. The City of Omaha intends to apply for NAHTF and/or State HOME Program funds. The proposed program for FY 2016 Nebraska
Affordable Housing Program funds is incorporated into the Consolidated Plan to seek citizen input and to better coordinate housing and
community development programs in Omaha. The Consolidated Plan process is the City’s public hearing process for the Nebraska Affordable
Housing Program.
The Community Development Division of the Omaha Planning Department is knowledgeable about local, state, and federal resources for
affordable and supportive housing and has experience in working with local entities in securing such resources. The City will assist eligible
agencies in identifying resources and will aid appropriate organizations in preparing applications to public and private agencies for financial
assistance. If necessary, the City will recruit eligible agencies to apply for programs that will help achieve the goals of the Consolidated Plan.
If appropriate, describe publically owned land or property located within the jurisdiction that may be used to address the needs identified in
the plan
The Land Reutilization Commission (LRC) provides property to the City of Omaha at a nominal cost for redevelopment purposes. The property is
provided by the LRC on a scattered site basis.
Discussion
This Consolidated Plan cannot achieve the goals identified in this Consolidated using only the three federal entitlement programs. Other Federal,
State and local public funds must be included. While some project/actions may include primarily public funds, public funds alone would also be
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insufficient to achieve the goals of this plan and private funds from individuals, non-profit organizations and private organizations will be
needed.
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Annual Goals and Objectives
AP-20 Annual Goals and Objectives - 91.420, 91.220(c)(3)&(e)
Goals Summary Information
Sort
Order

Goal Name

Start
Year

End
Year

Category

1

Repair and Rehab.
of OwnerOccupied Housing

2013 2017 Affordable
Housing
Non-Homeless
Special Needs

2

Neighborhood
Revitalization

2013 2017 Affordable
Housing
Non-Housing
Community
Development

Geographic Area

NORTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA
Central City East of
72nd Street
SOUTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA
Low- and ModerateIncome Area
NORTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA
SOUTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA

Annual Action Plan
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Needs Addressed

Funding

Goal Outcome Indicator

Neighborhood
Revitalization
Affordable
Housing

CDBG: Homeowner Housing
$2,008,000 Rehabilitated: 950 Household
Housing Unit

Neighborhood
Revitalization
Affordable
Housing

CDBG: Jobs created/retained: 50
$1,000,000 Jobs
Buildings Demolished: 80
Buildings
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Sort
Order

Goal Name

Start
Year

End
Year

Category

Geographic Area

Needs Addressed

3

Affordable
Housing

2013 2017 Affordable
Housing
Non-Homeless
Special Needs

NORTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA
Central City East of
72nd Street
SOUTH
NEIGHBORHOOD
REVITALIZATION
AREA
Low- and ModerateIncome Area
City-wide Program
Area

Affordable
Housing

4

Housing
Placements (TH,
PSH, PH)

2013 2017 Homeless

City-wide Program
Area

Homelessness

Annual Action Plan
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Funding

Goal Outcome Indicator

CDBG:
$680,000
HOME:
$1,710,000

CDBG:
$20,000
HOME:
$171,000
ESG:
$300,000
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Public Facility or
Infrastructure Activities for
Low/Moderate Income
Housing Benefit: 1
Households Assisted
Public service activities for
Low/Moderate Income
Housing Benefit: 340
Households Assisted
Rental units rehabilitated: 27
Household Housing Unit
Homeowner Housing Added:
13 Household Housing Unit
Direct Financial Assistance to
Homebuyers: 40 Households
Assisted
Tenant-based rental
assistance / Rapid Rehousing:
70 Households Assisted
Tenant-based rental
assistance / Rapid Rehousing:
102 Households Assisted
Homeless Person Overnight
Shelter: 4570 Persons
Assisted

Sort
Order

5

Goal Name

Homeless
Prevention

Start
Year

End
Year

Category

2013 2017 Homeless

Geographic Area

City-wide Program
Area
Table 2 – Goals Summary

Needs Addressed

Homelessness

Funding

Goal Outcome Indicator

ESG: Homelessness Prevention: 70
$70,000 Persons Assisted

Goal Descriptions
1 Goal Name
Goal
Description
2 Goal Name
Goal
Description
3 Goal Name
Goal
Description
4 Goal Name
Goal
Description

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Low-interest loans and grants will be used to assist qualified homeowners with repairs including minor repairs including
for energy and health improvements and, improvements to reduce architectural barriers, exterior improvements and
more comprehensive rehabilitation.
Neighborhood Revitalization
Funds will be used to demolish to remove blight and to prepare neighborhoods for revitalization with infill housing and
infrastructure improvements.
Affordable Housing
Provide funding for affordable housing to qualified renter and first-time homebuyers households including those with
special needs by constructing new housing and the provision of homebuyer assistance. Housing will be constructed on an
infill and subdivision basis primarily within Omaha's Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Areas.
Housing Placements (TH, PSH, PH)
Case managers in CoC will increase the number of stable housing placements.
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5 Goal Name
Goal
Description

Homeless Prevention
Central/coordinated intake, the development of a "common fund", housing relocation and stabilization services, and direct
financial assistance will permit the CoC to increase the number of households assisted with homelessness prevention
services.
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AP-35 Projects - 91.420, 91.220(d)
Introduction
The Action Plan is that part of the Consolidated Plan that describes the various resources expected to be available
and the activities the City will undertake during Fiscal Year 2016 to address the priority needs and local objectives
identified in the strategic plan. In addition, the Action Plan serves as an application for federal funds under HUD’s
formula grant programs.
The formula grant programs covered by the Action Plan include the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG),
Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG), and Home Investment Partnerships (HOME) programs. The goals of the formula
grant programs covered by the Action Plan are 1) to strengthen partnerships among all levels of government and
the private sector to enable them to provide decent housing, 2) to establish and maintain a suitable living
environment, and 3) to expand economic opportunities for everyone, particularly low-income residents.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Project Name
Target Area Program (full rehabilitation)
Exterior Rehabilitation Program
Energy/Healthy Homes Program
Emergency Repair Program
Handyman Program
Target Area Program - Demolition
Project Demolition
Roof Replacement and Repair Program
Single-Family Infill Program
75 North Redevelopment Project
Step-Up Omaha Youth Employment Program
Business Development Program
North Omaha Agricultural Hub Project
Homeowner Counseling
Homeownership Financing Program
Supportive Housing Services
Program Administration and Planning
Single-family Infill Housing Program
Urban Homestead Rehabilitation and Resale Program
Multi-Family Housing Development Project - Council Bluffs
Program Administration - HOME
Emergency Solutions Grant

Table 3 – Project Information
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Describe the reasons for allocation priorities and any obstacles to addressing underserved needs
Programs administered by the City of Omaha will assist households with incomes below the
poverty line most effectively by providing affordable housing opportunities that are
coordinated with support services for individuals and families and with community and
economic development efforts in low income areas.
The Action Plan shows that during Fiscal-Year 2016 newly constructed and renovated multifamily and single-family housing will be made available for low-income occupancy through a
variety of City-sponsored housing programs. In addition, disabled renters and homeowners
will receive assistance to make their homes more accessible.
First-time homebuyers will receive low interest second mortgage financing and existing
homeowners will receive financial assistance for rehabilitation and barrier removal projects.
Other homeowners will receive emergency repairs and other smaller fix-up projects through
grants. Program participants will financial difficulties will receive counseling services.
It is estimated that over 60 percent of the households to be assisted during year 2016 will
have incomes below the poverty line. The provision of affordable housing, together with the
provision of supportive services, will help alleviate part of the financial stress these
households were under prior to receiving assistance. The provision of housing, in and of
itself, will not directly reduce the number of persons living below the poverty line. The
provision of supportive services as well as economic opportunities will, to some degree,
bring persons and families out of poverty. It is difficult, at best, to estimate actual numbers
of households that will be affected in this manner.
The above listed allocations are based on the allocation of 2015 ESG funds. These allocation
priorities were determined by a process involving the CoC. As described elsewhere in this
document, the CoC was asked by the City to establish funding priorities for ESG projects.
The CoC decided that 60% of ESG funding (the maximum amount allowable) should be
prioritized for emergency shelter operations and that the remaining 40% should be
prioritized for non-homeless assistance activity in the following ¿activity¿ order: 1) rapid rehousing, 2) prevention, 3) HMIS.
The City then initiated a Request For Proposals (RFP) process for 2015 Emergency Solutions
Grant funds. When proposals were received, they were shared with the CoC so that the CoC
(a review team created by the CoC) could evaluate the applications and make a
recommendation to the City concerning the proposal(s) that in the CoC’s view should be
funded. The above allocations reflect CoC recommendations for funding.
The principle obstacle to addressing underserved needs is the securing of additional funding.
Organizations are in place, processes and procedures are in place, sufficient collaboration
exists, most all of the elements necessary to address the housing and service needs of
homeless and near homeless households are in place; what is needed is additional
resources, funding primarily, in order to meet the need. It is an obstacle shared, in all
likelihood, with many other jurisdictions. And certainly new efficiencies and ways of
approaching existing needs are being explored all the time. Still, the need seems to be such
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that even with new and creative approaches, more resources and more funding will remain
the principle obstacle to fully addressing underserved needs.
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AP-38 Project Summary
Project Summary Information
1

Project Name

Target Area Program (full rehabilitation)

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $500,000

Description

Direct rehabilitation financing by the City of Omaha in targeted areas and concentrating on the Deer
Park Redevelopment Area through grants for homeowners for full housing rehabilitations.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
2

Project Name

Exterior Rehabilitation Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
Annual Action Plan
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Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $500,000

Description

Direct rehabilitation financing by the City of Omaha in targeted areas through grants for homeowners
for exterior rehabilitations.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
3

Project Name

Energy/Healthy Homes Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $160,000
Annual Action Plan
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Description

Direct rehabilitation financing by the City of Omaha in targeted areas through grants for homeowners
to provide health and energy efficiency improvements.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
4

Project Name

Emergency Repair Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Central City East of 72nd Street
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
City-wide Program Area

Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $250,000

Description

Grants to low-income homeowners to make critical emergency repairs and removal of architectural
barriers by the City of Omaha.

Target Date

12/31/2016
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Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
5

Project Name

Handyman Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Central City East of 72nd Street
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
City-wide Program Area

Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $250,000

Description

Grants to very low-income homeowners to make minor handyman repairs for elderly residents and
removal of architectural barriers by the City of Omaha.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
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6

Project Name

Target Area Program - Demolition

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $200,000

Description

Demolition of vacant, deteriorated single-family houses in rehabilitation target areas by the City of
Omaha.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
7

Project Name

Project Demolition

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Central City East of 72nd Street
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $200,000
Annual Action Plan
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Description

Demolition of unfit and unsafe housing units by Habitat for Humanity for future construction of infill
housing or blight eradication.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
8

Project Name

Roof Replacement and Repair Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Repair and Rehab. of Owner-Occupied Housing
Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $100,000

Description

Roof repairs and replacements for houses with critical needs for homeowners under 50% MFI and
either elderly or permanently disabled by Rebuilding Together Inc. targeting the Deer Park
Neighborhood.

Target Date
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Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
9

Project Name

Single-Family Infill Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $400,000

Description

Acquisition, rehabilitation, resale, demolition, site preparation, professional services, public
improvements and/or conveyance of property for development of new housing units by the City of
Omaha in the Low- and Moderate-Income Area including North and South Neighborhood Revitalization
Areas.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Annual Action Plan
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Planned Activities
10 Project Name

75 North Redevelopment Project

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $250,000

Description

Public improvements by the City of Omaha along North 30th Street, from Parker Street to Howard
Kennedy School at Binney Street, in support of revitalization of the site of former Pleasant View public
housing site. This $750,000 total project will be phased and dependent upon sufficiency of future CDBG
allocations.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
11 Project Name

Step-Up Omaha Youth Employment Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $300,000
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Description

Financial assistance to The Empowerment Network for an employment program for participants ages
14 to 21. CDBG funds will be used for wages for eligible participants employed by private business and
organizations and for program support.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
12 Project Name

Business Development Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Central City East of 72nd Street
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $50,000

Description

Funding assistance to Catholic Charities for a micro-enterprise technical assistance program to create
low- and moderate-income jobs.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
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Location Description
Planned Activities
13 Project Name

Business Development
North Omaha Agricultural Hub Project

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization

Funding

CDBG: $200,000

Description

Perimeter landscaping, attractive fencing, sidewalk/curb repairs, parking lot repair/beautification, and
exterior renovations to the Agriculture Hub building by Omaha Economic Development Corporation.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
14 Project Name

Homeowner Counseling

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing
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Funding

CDBG: $50,000

Description

Homeownership counseling services provided through Family Housing Advisory Services.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
15 Project Name

Homeownership Financing Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $60,000

Description

Operational support for Omaha 100 to provide affordable loans to home purchasers.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
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Location Description
Planned Activities
16 Project Name

Supportive Housing Services

Target Area

City-wide Program Area

Goals Supported

Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Affordable Housing

Funding

CDBG: $20,000

Description

Financial assistance to Heartland Family Services to provide Permanent Supportive Housing Services for
chronically homeless persons.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
17 Project Name
Target Area

Program Administration and Planning
City-wide Program Area

Goals Supported
Needs Addressed
Funding

CDBG: $889,000

Description

Personnel, non-personnel and indirect costs.
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Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
18 Project Name

Single-family Infill Housing Program

Target Area

NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
Low- and Moderate-Income Area

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

HOME: $1,000,000

Description

Site preparation, conveyance of land, construction of single-family houses by GESU Housing
Corporation, acting as a CHDO, and the City of Omaha and deferred payment loans to qualified
homebuyers. Five houses will be constructed by GESU Housing in the Clifton Hills South neighborhood
and three by the City of Omaha in Cornerstone II and three at Locust Glen. Eight of the houses will be
directly assisted with HOME funds.

Target Date
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Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
19 Project Name

Urban Homestead Rehabilitation and Resale Program

Target Area

Central City East of 72nd Street

Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

HOME: $520,000

Description

Acquisition, rehabilitation and resale of vacant single-family houses in Omaha and mortgage loans to
qualified low-income homebuyers by the City of Omaha.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
20 Project Name

Multi-Family Housing Development Project - Council Bluffs

Target Area
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Goals Supported

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Needs Addressed

Neighborhood Revitalization
Affordable Housing

Funding

HOME: $190,000

Description

Land acquisition and/or construction-related costs for 1 or 2 multiple-family housing development
projects at a location or locations to be determined.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
21 Project Name

Program Administration - HOME

Target Area
Goals Supported
Needs Addressed
Funding

HOME: $174,000

Description

Personnel and non-personnel costs.

Target Date
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Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities
22 Project Name

Emergency Solutions Grant

Target Area

City-wide Program Area

Goals Supported

Housing Placements (TH, PSH, PH)

Needs Addressed

Homelessness

Funding

ESG: $386,724

Description

Assistance for shelter operating expenses including personnel expenses, supplies, utilities, repairs,
security, insurance, equipment and furnishings.

Target Date

12/31/2016

Estimate the number and
type of families that will
benefit from the proposed
activities
Location Description
Planned Activities

Table 4 – Project Summary
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AP-50 Geographic Distribution - 91.420, 91.220(f)
Description of the geographic areas of the entitlement (including areas of low-income and minority concentration) where assistance will be
directed
Descriptions of geographic areas of the entitlement where assistance will be directed are found in the Grantee Unique Appendices.
Geographic Distribution
Target Area
Percentage of Funds
NORTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
40
Central City East of 72nd Street
90
SOUTH NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AREA
15
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
80
City-wide Program Area
100
Area of Minority Concentration
45
Area of Low-Income Concentration
12
Table 5 - Geographic Distribution
Rationale for the priorities for allocating investments geographically
Geographically, the Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Areas (NRSA) in Omaha’s northeastern and southeastern quadrants have the greatest
housing and economic problems and, therefore, these residents have the greatest need for assistance. Investments in housing will occur
throughout all predominantly low-income neighborhoods with special emphasis being placed on affordable housing activities within the
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Areas. Activities targeted to these areas include homeowner rehabilitation, rental assistance, construction
of new single-family and multi-family housing, rental rehabilitation, public facilities, counseling services, and homeless initiatives.
In the areas selected for investment the City hopes to achieve: 1) the conservation of existing neighborhoods and the preservation and
expansion of existing housing stock; 2) dramatically visible, concentrated improvement of strategic parts of neighborhoods with greatest
economic and housing needs; 3) the expansion of rehabilitation and new construction activity into low-income neighborhoods; 4) housing infill
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development which will make vacant property productive again; and 5) creation and retention of jobs for low- and moderate-income persons.
The Central City East of 72nd Street (CCE72) Area is an area where much of the Consortium housing stock is located. A significant amount of this
area has strong viable neighborhoods, but it also contains pockets where deferred maintenance has started to destabilize the physical and
economic conditions. Funding of primarily single-family rehabilitation for homeowners and for rental housing that directly benefits low- and
moderate-income households will contribute to stabilizing these areas.
City-wide programs will serve very low-income elderly or households with special needs with emergency or minor handyman projects. The
nature of homelessness makes it difficult to identify a specific area where assistance will be directed so funding for homeless program will be
considered to be city-wide also.
Discussion
Generally, Neighborhood Revitalization involves programs/activities that are more focused geographically such as within NRSAs; this includes
economic development programs and activities. The Affordable Housing activities that have high revitalization benefits, such as new housing
construction are also geographically focused. Affordable housing activities for which the primary benefit is a household are less geographically
focused. Examples of this are Handyman and the Emergency Repair Programs.
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Affordable Housing
AP-55 Affordable Housing - 91.420, 91.220(g)
Introduction
The Omaha-Council Bluffs HOME Program Consortium will use the Home Investment Partnerships
(HOME) Program to help meet the housing needs of low-income families. The HOME Program definition
of a low-income family is a family whose annual income does not exceed 80 percent of the median
income for the area, adjusted for family size. (This definition is generally the same as the CDBG
definition of low- and moderate-income household.) The program meets the needs of qualified renters
and homeowners through a rental assistance program, the creation of affordable homeownership
opportunities for first-time homebuyers, the rehabilitation and resale single-family houses, mortgage
financing, and the construction of new rental housing units. Consolidated Plan will address priority
needs and meet community development goals through the implementation of the Fiscal Year 2014
activities.
One Year Goals for the Number of Households to be Supported
Homeless
20
Total
20
Table 6 - One Year Goals for Affordable Housing by Support Requirement

One Year Goals for the Number of Households Supported Through
Rental Assistance
80
The Production of New Units
58
Rehab of Existing Units
90
Acquisition of Existing Units
0
Total
228
Table 7 - One Year Goals for Affordable Housing by Support Type
Discussion
The pivotal source of funding for affordable housing activities is the HOME Program, though other public
and private funds will be used in most activities. Without the use of HOME funds the amount of
affordable housing activity would decline dramatically.
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AP-60 Public Housing - 91.420, 91.220(h)
Introduction
The Omaha Housing Authority (OHA) is an agency whose 5-member board of directors is appointed by
the Mayor, confirmed by the Omaha City Counsel and is responsible for the City’s Public Housing
Programs. The OHA currently administers more than 2,500 public housing units of which 1,406 are
located in eleven high-rise towers originally built for the elderly, and 713 dwelling units of family
housing that are situated in three older (1940-1950 vintage) public housing family developments, and
381 dwelling units that are a mix of single-family and duplex scattered site housing.
Actions planned during the next year to address the needs to public housing
The Omaha Housing Authority (OHA) is currently seeking local, state and federal funds to help address
the needs of aging inventory in public housing. An example of the types of funds will be seeking will be
the Affordable Housing Trust Fund. The average age of our existing inventory is 45 years-old with no
major renovations. We are currently in the process of assessing current inventory to determine its useful
life once we have been able to prioritize the needs we can seek the funds necessary to make those
housing units viable and efficient to operate.
Look to create new partnerships with for-profit and non-profit entities to develop new affordable
housing for families and seniors with supportive services to enhance the quality of life.
There is also 7 point plan to improve the appeal of OHA to our residents and community. Some of these
have been implemented and the others are currently in process:
-Improve our admission policies so that we can screen potential residents more thoroughly to ensure we
are getting residents with minimal criminal activity and good standing work history. We believe this will
lead to a safer living environment and less evictions costing us less downtime and expense.
- We have recently submitted the paper work to get Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) funds from
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). If awarded these funds we are prepared to
move forward to improve our family Public Housing units which consist mostly of single family and
duplex homes.
-To ensure our residents are provided with a safe environment we have increased security patrols at
tower sites to help keep troubled activities down. We are accomplishing this by moving to private
security that has more experience in dealing with these issues.
-Install more security cameras at properties with issues to help deter inappropriate activities so that we
can closely monitor residents who participate or harbor these individuals.
-Stripe and Blacktop all OHA parking lots at towers and make them conform to Uniform Federal
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Accessibility Standards (UFAS) as applicable.
-Increase curb appeal with new signage, landscaping and fencing to help keep our buildings current with
the community revitalization efforts.
-Working to improve common areas for resident’s enjoyment to ensure longer retention creating fewer
turnovers.
Actions to encourage public housing residents to become more involved in management and
participate in homeownership
At OHA we encourage residents to become more involved in management and participate in resident
council meetings as well as fill out annual surveys to ensure we are doing everything we can to provide
quality and safe housing.
The Omaha Housing Authority (OHA) Homeownership Program is a comprehensive program designed to
empower residents to make informed choices and decisions throughout the home-buying process,
followed by long-term homeownership. Services provided to clients include a series of homeownership
education classes, budgeting management, one-on-one advisory sessions that will give understanding of
HUD1 Settlement Forms, Section 8 Addendum, Purchase Agreements, and Promissory Notes (PH),
preventative home maintenance, post-purchase education and delinquency advisory sessions. The
average purchase price of homes will be 55,000 and proceeds will be used to acquire additional
scattered-site housing for low-income families within the city council district. OHA will keep 10% of the
net proceeds for use in a special fund. Additionally, Public Housing and Section 8 clients are invited to
the OHA Homeownership Program Interest Meeting held monthly in order to gain a basic knowledge of
program requirements and ask posing questions about the extent of the program. Furthermore, clients
are referred to FSS and Employment Coordinators to participate in additional programs needed in order
to successfully become a future homeowner. Other services are offered thorough the continued
partnerships made with community organizations to include a yearly job and Homeownership Fair, Free
Tax Preparation Assistance, and foreclosure prevention classes. In all we have 245 participants that are a
part of the Omaha Housing Authority’s homeownership program.
OHA is encouraging residents to buy their own homes for several reasons. Homeownership develops
wealth, there are tax benefits, and residents become a part of a community in a stable way.
At OHA we encourage residents to become more involved in management and participate in resident
council meetings as well as fill out annual surveys to ensure we are doing everything we can to provide
quality and safe housing.
Discussion
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AP-65 Homeless and Other Special Needs Activities - 91.420, 91.220(i)
Introduction
The one year homelessness goals are derived from—and considered integral to the furthering of—the
CoC’s Homelessness Strategy. They were identified by ESG recipients and CoC administrators and
reviewed by the CoC’s Board and general membership. Though not listed below, all programs—those
receiving ESG, SHP and State of Nebraska or Iowa funding—are required to participate in the CoC’s HMIS
(or in a comparable system if a DV provider). Full participation of all CoC programs in a shared
information management system—whether the program is receiving public funds or not—is a goal of
the CoC.
Describe the jurisdictions one-year goals and actions for reducing and ending homelessness including
Reaching out to homeless persons (especially unsheltered persons) and assessing their individual
needs
Goal: Develop a system for “Outreach Information Sharing” (helping to ensure a coordinated approach
to outreach in the CoC)
Key Action Steps:
1) Increase HMIS participation of outreach teams/initiatives. (The Iowa Institute will conduct new user
trainings, ongoing user education, system reports and sharing agreements for any new or existing
initiatives)
2) Develop “Information Sharing Agreements” between agencies engaging in outreach. (The Iowa
Institute will work with MACCH Interagency Homeless Outreach and any other outreach project or
agency to encourage data entry, insure data quality and sharing)
Addressing the emergency shelter and transitional housing needs of homeless persons
Goal: Reduce the numbers of individuals and families who must sleep on the floors of emergency
shelters due to overcrowded conditions. In doing so, reduce the numbers of people sleeping in Overflow
so that no program operates over 100% capacity (overflow counts include persons who sleep on floor
mats, in chairs, or other temporary arrangements beyond the sleeping capacity a shelter was designed
to provide).
Key Action Steps: 1) The CoC, City of Omaha, and funders will work to ensure that sufficient emergency
beds, transitional housing beds, permanent supportive housing beds, and subsidized housing units are
available to match current and future homeless housing needs.


The CoC will work to develop creative solutions to expand all available housing options to
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address this unmet need.
2) ES providers will meet with IICA’s HMIS system administrators to identify indicators and establish the
following baseline measures for the July 1, 2013 ESG start date:






§ Utilization/capacity ratios for HMIS participating housing programs on the housing inventory
(this will identify Overflow beyond 100% bed capacity);
§ Counts of individuals and families served in ES and in TH programs, including CoC identified
sub-populations;
§ Count of new homeless individuals and families including sub-populations, with list of names
for outreach targeting;
§ Count of Long-term homeless who have a disability (chronic homeless), with list of names for
targeting case management/outreach;
§ All ES programs will assess and report to the CoC on the status of the overflow populations on
a regular basis.

3) Secure ES and TH program participation in Central Access network via HMIS data sharing and timely
HMIS data entry.
4) Using HMIS (or comparable DV database), shelters will access lists of their long-term residents in
shelter 60 days or longer. Each quarter, with their community partners, shelter staff will implement a
plan for outreach and engagement within each shelter to increase the numbers of persons or families on
the list who participate in the developing their own re-housing plan.
5) The CoC will assemble and analyze data from ES and TH programs to track CoC-wide progress on
goals. Results will be shared regularly with the CoC membership and with the broader community.
Helping homeless persons (especially chronically homeless individuals and families, families with
children, veterans and their families, and unaccompanied youth) make the transition to permanent
housing and independent living, including shortening the period of time that individuals and families
experience homelessness, facilitating access for homeless individuals and families to affordable
housing units, and preventing individuals and families who were recently homeless from becoming
homeless again
Goal: Develop a Central Access System (Technical Assistance Phase)
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(NOTE: this goal is listed below in the prevention section, as well, though with different action steps.)
Key Action Steps:
1) Develop a comprehensive and standardized assessment tool for use by all emergency shelters
2) Develop a common housing/service plan
3) Develop a housing interest pool to coordinate the provision of referrals to supportive housing
programs
Goal: Develop a System to Track Performance Measures
Key Action Steps:
1) Utilize HMIS data to track and report, on at least a quarterly basis, progress toward shortening the
period of time that individuals and families experience homelessness, on both a community wide and
agency wide level
2) Utilize HMIS data to track and report, on at least a quarterly basis, progress toward preventing
individuals and families who were recently homeless form becoming homeless again, on both a
community wide and agency wide level
Helping low-income individuals and families avoid becoming homeless, especially extremely lowincome individuals and families and those who are: being discharged from publicly funded institutions
and systems of care (such as health care facilities, mental health facilities, foster care and other youth
facilities, and corrections programs and institutions); or, receiving assistance from public or private
agencies that address housing, health, social services, employment, education, or youth needs.
Goal: Develop a Central Access System (Prevention/Diversion component)
Key Action Steps:
1) Implement Central Access to those agencies receiving Federal funds – including ESG - will participate
in. It is the goal of the CoC that all agencies within the geography of the CoC serving homeless and near
homeless populations will participate with the Central Access system.
2) Develop feedback system involving homeless/near homeless service providers and consumers, to
assess and guide development of the Central Access system.
3) Develop a plan with publicly funded institutions or systems of care, on how they may use Central
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Access, so as to not discharge their consumers into homelessness.
4) Using HMIS data, report quarterly to the CoC on: number of people experiencing homelessness,
number of people prevented/diverted from homelessness, number of people becoming homeless after
receiving (or being denied)prevention/diversion services.
Goal: Develop a Common Fund (i.e., a Financial Assistance Fund for the purpose of diversion and other
homeless/near homeless needs)
Key Action Steps:
1) Investigate Common Fund models in use in other locales and draft a strategy for creating one in our
CoC
2) Identify and meet with agencies most likely to have clients in need of Common Fund resources (ES,
for example)
3) Develop a Diversion component in HMIS. (The Iowa Institute will train users in relevant HMIS
components/modules for Central Access diversion activities.)
Goal: Develop Discharge Planning Process – Initial Phase
Key Action Steps:
1) Define and assign roles to develop and implement a discharge planning process
2) Develop and implement reporting system tracking number of persons released into homelessness and
from what institutions. (Agencies will show data about where clients are coming from prior to receiving
services by utilizing existing HMIS reports.)
3) Assess needs of those released into homelessness
4) Identify gaps of service for future improvements
5) Develop plan for increasing successful housing referrals for individuals discharged from public
institutions.
Discussion
As indicated at the beginning of this section, the homelessness goals listed above are derived from the
Homelessness Strategy. They are one year goals, identified by ESG recipients and reviewed by the CoC’s
board of directors and general membership. These goals are steps in accord with the Metro Area
Continuum of Care’s 10-Year Plan to End Homelessness.
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One year goals for the number of households to be provided housing through the use of HOPWA for:
Short-term rent, mortgage, and utility assistance to prevent homelessness of the individual or family
Tenant-based rental assistance
Units provided in housing facilities (transitional or permanent) that are being developed, leased, or operated
Units provided in transitional short-term housing facilities developed, leased, or operated with HOPWA funds
Total
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AP-75 Barriers to affordable housing - 91.420, 91.220(j)
Introduction
Public policies such as land use controls, zoning ordinances, housing and building codes, permits, fees,
and tax policies affect housing affordability. The City will work with County, State, Federal and other
local authorities to encourage a regulatory climate that minimizes negative impact on housing
affordability while, at the same time, maintaining needed health, safety, environmental, and City Master
Plan protections.
The City of Omaha’s Master Plan guides future investment in housing and development of land within
the City’s jurisdiction and in surrounding suburban areas. The Master Plan has established a policy that
guides growth and encourages redevelopment of deteriorating central city areas. The City will use its
regulatory authority in combination with development incentives to insure that the basic development
pattern set out by the Master Plan is implemented in all areas of the city.
Actions it planned to remove or ameliorate the negative effects of public policies that serve as
barriers to affordable housing such as land use controls, tax policies affecting land, zoning ordinances,
building codes, fees and charges, growth limitations, and policies affecting the return on residential
investment
Public policies such as land use controls, zoning ordinances, housing and building codes, permits, fees,
and tax policies affect housing affordability. The City will work with County, State, Federal and other
local authorities to encourage a regulatory climate that minimizes negative impact on housing
affordability while, at the same time, maintaining needed health, safety, environmental, and City Master
Plan protections.
The City of Omaha’s Master Plan guides future investment in housing and development of land within
the City’s jurisdiction and in surrounding suburban areas. The Master Plan has established a policy that
guides growth and encourages redevelopment of deteriorating central city areas. The City will use its
regulatory authority in combination with development incentives to insure that the basic development
pattern set out by the Master Plan is implemented in all areas of the city.
The City will continue to create affordable housing opportunities, both rental and home ownership,
through its Consolidated Plan strategy of rehabilitation and new construction of housing, provision of
home ownership programs such as the Omaha 100 first-time homebuyer and lease-purchase programs,
and the promotion of projects that address the needs of other low income households including
households having persons with physical and mental disabilities.
The City also will continue to upgrade the services of the Planning Department, particularly the Permits
and Inspections Division and Code and Condemnation Division, to provide more efficient and expedient
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service to the public.

There are no planned changes or major public policy actions to be undertaken in land use controls,
building and housing codes, permits and fees, which might affect the affordability of housing in the city.
Discussion
There are no planned changes or major public policy actions to be undertaken in land use controls,
building and housing codes, permits and fees, which might affect the affordability of housing in the city.
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AP-85 Other Actions - 91.420, 91.220(k)
Introduction
This section describes the actions the Consortium plans to take in the near future for the following
strategies: 1) obstacles to meeting underserved needs, 2) foster and maintain affordable housing, 3)
evaluate and reduce lead-based paint hazards, 4) develop then institutional structure, 5) enhance
coordination.
Actions planned to address obstacles to meeting underserved needs
Programs administered by the City of Omaha will assist households with incomes below the poverty line
most effectively by providing affordable housing opportunities that are coordinated with support
services for individuals and families and with community and economic development efforts in low
income areas.
The Action Plan shows that during Fiscal-Year 2014 newly constructed and renovated multi-family and
single-family housing will be made available for low-income occupancy through a variety of Citysponsored housing programs. In addition, disabled renters and homeowners will receive assistance to
make their homes more accessible.
First-time homebuyers will receive low interest second mortgage financing and existing homeowners
will receive financial assistance for rehabilitation and barrier removal projects. Other homeowners will
receive emergency repairs and other smaller fix-up projects through grants. Program participants will
financial difficulties will receive counseling services.
Approximately 262,000 overnight services will be provided to homeless individuals and families through
the City’s Emergency Solutions Grant program.
It is estimated that over 60 percent of the households to be assisted during the year will have incomes
below the poverty line. The provision of affordable housing, together with the provision of supportive
services, will help alleviate part of the financial stress these households were under prior to receiving
assistance. The provision of housing, in and of itself, will not directly reduce the number of persons living
below the poverty line. The provision of supportive services as well as economic opportunities will, to
some degree, bring persons and families out of poverty. It is difficult, at best, to estimate actual
numbers of households that will be affected in this manner.
Actions planned to foster and maintain affordable housing
The Consolidated Plan indicates the relative priorities for assistance among 1) different categories of
extremely low, very low and low-income households with needs for housing assistance, and 2) the
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activities appropriate for meeting the identified needs.
The principal features for achieving the objectives of this strategy include:













Increasing the supply of standard, affordable rental housing through the rehabilitation of
existing housing and the construction of new units;
Promoting home ownership opportunities through the acquisition and rehabilitation of housing,
the construction of new single-family homes, and the provision of below market rate mortgage
financing;
Preserving existing home ownership through the renovation of owner-occupied single-family
homes;
Providing rental assistance to alleviate rental cost burden experienced by very low and lowincome households;
Providing affordable housing opportunities designed to meet the needs of the elderly, people
with disabilities, large families, and other special needs groups;
Ensuring, at a minimum, a one-for-one replacement of housing units lost through demolition;
Addressing the needs of homeless individuals and homeless families through the provision of
services and assistance to shelter operators;
Providing for increased housing choice and opportunity both within and outside of areas of
minority and low-income concentration;
Creating economic development activities to help people achieve economic self-sufficiency;
Providing opportunities for nonprofit community organizations to develop and execute projects
which benefit lower-income residents;
Reducing lead-based paint hazards; and, Building increased capacity within the housing delivery
system to make the institutional structure more responsive to the needs of low- and moderateincome persons.

Actions planned to reduce lead-based paint hazards
The following strategies for evaluating and reducing lead-based paint hazards have the goal of
preventing childhood lead poisoning from lead-based paint in housing as well as responding to
situations of lead paint hazards causing lead poisoning.
1. Assist property owners to control lead-based paint hazards in Omaha homes through a LeadBased Paint Hazard Control and Healthy Homes programs with priority given to controlling
hazards in homes occupied by children under seven and especially children with elevated blood
lead levels.


Manage a Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control and Healthy Homes programs utilizing the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Office of Lead Hazard Control and
Healthy Homes (OLHCHH) funds and other funds that may be available for Lead-Based Paint
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Hazard Control: enroll property owners, inspect properties and prepare risk assessments,
prepare work write-ups, bid projects, monitor the construction work and conduct clearance
tests. Douglas County Health Department will prepare risk assessments for dwelling units when
a child has been identified with an elevated blood lead level and provide case management.
Administer and manage a FY2015 HUD OLHCHH Lead Hazard Reduction and Healthy Homes
Demonstration Grant for lead-based Paint Hazard Control. An application submitted in 2015 for
$2,232,839 was awarded to the City of Omaha. The goal for this grant is to control lead-based
paint hazards in 130 housing units. The program will be administered in coordination with the
Douglas County Health Department, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Omaha
Health Kids Alliance and other concerned organizations. This grant will conclude in November
2018.

2. Continue the cooperation among the Omaha Planning Department, the Douglas County Health
Department, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and community-based organizations.





Continue the cooperation with the Douglas County Health Department in identifying severe lead
hazard situations causing lead poisoning of occupants.
Collaborate with the Douglas County Health Department and other organizations to share
information for planning and resource development to address the problem of lead-based paint
in Omaha housing. Cooperate with the Douglas County Health Department, the Omaha Healthy
Kids Alliance and other community organizations to expand outreach for the Lead-based Paint
Hazard Control and Healthy Homes programs.
Manage Omaha Lead Superfund Site with funding provided by the USEPA through a cooperative
agreement which began on June 2015 and is funded through May 2022. This program continues
soil sampling and remediation as well as exterior lead-based paint stabilization activities, public
education and outreach, development of best management practices and institutional controls
in the Omaha Lead Site as originally defined by the USEPA. The exterior paint stabilization
activities target homes with deteriorated lead based paint and the education and outreach
activities target homeowners living in homes built before 1978. Additionally, the Omaha Lead
Registry (www.omahalead.org) provides information about lead hazard control activities
undertaken throughout Omaha by the USEPA, the City of Omaha, and other organizations as
well as private individuals.


Actions planned to reduce the number of poverty-level families
The City of Omaha supports and coordinates a range of programs that contribute to the goal of assisting
households with incomes below the poverty line to overcome poverty. Causes and conditions of poverty
are a composite of factors encompassing social and economic background, limited education, location in
a depressed area or area of high unemployment or underemployment, physical or other special
hardships including poor health, and inability to compete effectively in the market place because of
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prevailing or past restrictive practices.
The City’s goals in reducing the number of households with incomes below the poverty level are to 1)
increase the number of affordable housing units; 2) to provide wide ranging supportive services
designed to assist individuals and families to remain in their homes through nonprofit organizations; 3)
to expand the economic mix of residents within low income areas and increase affordable housing
opportunities outside of low income areas; and 4) to provide training, educational and employment
opportunities for low income people.
The following anti-poverty strategies characterize City of Omaha programs and policies that assist
households in overcoming poverty.
1. Administer and support housing programs including homeowner and rental rehabilitation, new
construction, rental assistance, new homebuyer assistance and relocation assistance which:




Increase quality housing opportunities for low income households;
Provide training and counseling to assist people in remaining in their homes; and,
Provide counseling and referral to assist individuals and families to meet other needs.

2. Support improvements in public facilities which house services such as health care, employment
services, child care, services for persons with disabilities, history and cultural activities, youth clubs,
recreation and community centers.
3. Support activities that expand the economic mix of residents within low-income areas and activities
that increase affordable housing opportunities outside of low-income areas.
4. Build financial strength in low-income neighborhoods and create jobs for low-income people with the
following emphases:







Promote small business development and expansion;
Support business park development in North Omaha and South Omaha;
Support efforts to create incentives for private investment in low-income areas; and,
Improve the commercial building stock of neighborhood business districts;
Renovate and/or construct streetscape and other public improvements in neighborhood
business districts;
Provide job training and human resources development.

Actions planned to develop institutional structure
The institutional structure within the City of Omaha that will deliver and manage the affordable and
supportive housing programs includes elements from the public and private sectors. The Housing and
Community Development Division of the Planning Department will play the lead role in administering
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the housing strategy. The Division is responsible for implementing Omaha’s community development
programs and administers property maintenance code and zoning code enforcement activities. The
Mayor and City Council must approve the Division’s plans and programs prior to implementation. The
support of past and present Mayors and members of the City Council has been a critical factor in
Omaha’s success in meeting the City’s housing needs.
Funding from the Community Development Block Grant Entitlement Grant Program is the foundation for
the diverse programs that assist low- and moderate-income Omaha residents with housing needs. The
City of Omaha will administer its Community Development Block Grant housing development programs
identified in the Action Plan. In addition, the HOME Investment Partnerships Program and Emergency
Shelter Grant Program are administered by the City of Omaha.
The Omaha Housing Authority will be responsible for Public Housing and Section 8 Assistance Programs
and activities, including operation of the City’s HOME Rental Assistance Program.
Nonprofit organizations are an important component of the City of Omaha’s housing strategy and have
taken a leadership role in developing innovative projects to assist low- and moderate-income persons.
Holy Name Housing Corporation, New Community Development Corporation, and GESU Housing, Inc.
develop housing that is well constructed and architecturally compatible with surrounding housing. Holy
Name Housing Corporation will construct and rehabilitate single-family homes in low- and moderateincome neighborhoods and North Omaha and South Omaha, respectively. NeighborWorks and GESU
Housing. Inc. constructs new housing in North Omaha. Omaha Habitat for Humanity will construct new
houses on land provided by the City in the 33rd and Spaulding Redevelopment Area in the North Omaha
NRSA.
Another nonprofit entity, Omaha 100, Inc., is a partnership among neighborhood residents, City and
State governments, and the private sector. With the assistance of the financial and corporate
communities, Omaha 100 creates new home ownership opportunities for Omaha’s low- and moderateincome families and provides financial support to nonprofit affordable housing developers.
Family Housing Advisory Services (FHAS) is a nonprofit counseling agency that provides comprehensive
financial counseling to families in economic crisis, mortgage default counseling to assist families
threatened with foreclosure, and rental housing counseling to help families locate safe, decent and
affordable accommodations. FHAS provides counseling services for clients of City-sponsored affordable
housing and homeless housing initiatives. The agency also administers a client tracking, client advocacy
and case management system for the Omaha Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless.
Actions planned to enhance coordination between public and private housing and social service
agencies
The City of Omaha is committed to working with organizations to provide decent and affordable housing
for all citizens. In some cases, providing suitable housing only addresses part of the client’s needs. An
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individual/family may need financial counseling in order to budget their income, meet their obligations,
and remain in the home. Other types of counseling as well as supportive services may be necessary to
assist the client in improving their living skills. Physical or mental health problems may make it difficult
for persons to maintain their independence or a reasonable quality of living.

Fully aware that coordination with a wide variety of service providers, both public and private, improves
the effectiveness of housing programs, the City is continuing its joint activities with many community
organizations. Primary to these activities is the consultation and cooperation solicited by the City in its
development of this document. The City attempts to leverage its resources, augment existing programs,
and develop new programs by working with other organizations to address priorities and implement
strategies outlined in The Consolidated Plan.

The City currently operates a rental assistance program with supportive services with the Omaha
Housing Authority, works with a the League of Human Dignity to provide barrier removal services for
persons with disabilities and operates a lead-based paint hazard removal program with Douglas County
Health Department and community and educational organizations. Similar cooperative activities are
anticipated for the future.
In addition to major joint activities, the City works with the Omaha Housing Authority, private housing
developers/owners, physical and mental health care providers, and a full range of social service agencies
in referring individual clients to the appropriate resources as the need arises. This occurs most often
through the City’s continuum of care strategy and as a result of client needs identified during the
relocation process.
The City will continue its present coordination among between individuals, organizations, and
governmental entities to maximize services to all citizens, complement existing programs/services, and
leverage resources.

In addition to ongoing efforts, the City will focus on the following three strategies:
1. Broaden the opportunities for communication between the public and private sectors in the areas of
housing development, financing, and service delivery;
2.Work with emergency shelter providers and homeless service providers to continue a comprehensive
service approach to homelessness, reduce the duplication of services and continue the development
and implementation of a 10-year plan to work toward the elimination of chronic homelessness; and,
3. Meet with a wide range of service and housing providers on a regular basis to share information,
coordinate activities, develop programs, and resolve problems.
Discussion
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Program Specific Requirements
AP-90 Program Specific Requirements
Community Development Block Grant Program (CDBG)
Reference 24 CFR 91.220.(I)(1)
Projects planned with all CDBG funds expected to be available during the year are identified in the
Projects Table. The following identifies program income that is available for use that is included in
projects to be carried out.
Intoduction
Narrative

1. The total amount of program income that will have been received before
the start of the next program year and that has not yet been reprogrammed
2. The amount of proceeds from section 108 loan guarantees that will be
used during the year to address the priority needs and specific objectives
identified in the grantee's strategic plan
3. The amount of surplus funds from urban renewal settlements
4. The amount of any grant funds returned to the line of credit for which the
planned use has not been included in a prior statement or plan.
5. The amount of income from float-funded activities
Total Program Income

0
0

0
0
0

Other CDBG Requirements
1. The amount of urgent need activities
2. The estimated percentage of CDBG funds that will be used for activities that
benefit persons of low and moderate income. Overall Benefit - A consecutive
period of one, two or three years may be used to determine that a minimum
overall benefit of 70% of CDBG funds is used to benefit persons of low and
moderate income. Specify the years covered that include this Annual Action Plan.

0
90.00%

HOME Investment Partnership Program (HOME)
Reference 24 CFR 91.220.(I)(2)
1. A description of other forms of investment being used beyond those identified in Section 92.205 is
as follows:
2. A description of the guidelines that will be used for resale or recapture of HOME funds when used
for homebuyer activities as required in 92.254, is as follows:
City of Omaha
The Home Investment Partnerships Program requires that the City of Omaha establish resale/recapture
provisions to ensure long-term affordability of homeownership housing assisted with HOME funds. These
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provisions apply to the City’s HOME-funded homebuyer program and do not apply to other HOME-funded
projects.
The City of Omaha will use both the recapture and resale provisions for the purpose of maintaining long
term affordability for HOME funded homebuyer housing units. The resale provision will be used for units
located in the City of Omaha designated Area of Presumed Affordability (APA) while the recapture
provision will be used for units located outside of the APA.

Recapture Provisions
Beginning after project completion, the HOME-assisted housing for the initial homebuyer shall meet the
affordability requirements for not less than the applicable period specified in the following table:

Amount of Homeownership

Minimum Period of

Assistance Per-Unit

Affordability in Years

Under $15,000

5 Years

$15,000 to $40,000

10 Years

Over $40,000

15 Years

If the housing does not continue to be the principal residence of the family for the duration of the five,
ten or fifteen year affordability period, or if the housing is sold during the affordability period, the City of
Omaha will recapture only the amount available from the net proceeds from the sale of the HOMEassisted house.

For HOME-assisted housing projects, except for the Bridge 21 Project, the principal amount of the
mortgage/deed of trust will depreciate at the annual rate of 5% over a ten-year period.

Bridge 21 Projects shall be repayable loans with a zero percent (0%) interest rate normally amortized over
a 30 year/360 month period. The balance of the HOME assistance available from the net proceeds of the
sale of the HOME-assisted house will be recaptured if the housing is sold or no longer remains the principal
residence of the household.
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Council Bluffs
To ensure long-term affordability of homeownership housing assisted with HOME Program funds, the City
of Council Bluffs has established a resale/recapture policy. Beginning after project completion, the HOME
assisted housing shall meet the affordability requirements for not less than the applicable period specified
in the following table:

Amount of Homeownership

Minimum Period of

Assistance Per-Unit

Affordability in Years

$10,000 - $15,000

10 Years

Infill Program & Katelman Project: For HOME assisted new construction activities on projects, with down
payment assistance of $10,000; the principal amount of the mortgage will depreciate 10 percent per
year ($1,000). For HOME assisted new construction activities on projects, with down payment assistance
of $15,000, the principal amount of the mortgage will depreciate 40 percent during the first year
($6,000) and 6.67 percent each year thereafter ($1,000). During the affordability period for both levels
of assistance, the remaining balance of the HOME assistance will be recaptured if the housing is sold or
no longer remains the principal residence of the household. At the end of the ten-year affordability
period, the HOME assistance provided will be completely forgiven.
Under the City of Council Bluffs' HOME program, assistance will not exceed $15,000.
For newly constructed housing, after the initial ten years, the principal amount of the mortgage will
depreciate 50 percent. The balance of the HOME assistance will be recaptured if the housing is sold or no
longer remains the principal residence of the household. At the homeowner’s option, the remaining
principal balance may be repaid anytime thereafter.
A description of the guidelines for resale or recapture that ensures the affordability of units acquired
with HOME funds? See 24 CFR 92.254(a)(4) are as follows:
Resale Provisions Within the Area of Presumed Affordability
The City of Omaha has completed a market analysis that documents that homes within a portion of North
Omaha have modest values and are affordable to low-income homebuyers using conventional financing.
This market analysis documents that homes within the Area of Presumed Affordability are affordable and
that any sale within this area will be affordable and that market forces will ensure continued affordability
of HOME-assisted properties. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development has concurred
with the results of the market analysis.
The City may select the HOME resale option for a project within the Area of Presumed Affordability before
HOME Program assistance is provided to the initial homebuyer. Upon the selection of the resale option
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the City will not impose resale/recapture restrictions on HOME-assisted, homeownership activities for the
subsequent homebuyer. The Area of Presumed Affordability is the following Census Tracts: 2.00, 3.00,
6.00, 7.00, 11.00, 12.00, 52.00, 53.00, 54.00, 55.00, 57.00, 58.00, 59.01, 59.02 60.00, 61.01, 61.02, 62.02,
63.01, 63.02, 63.03.
If the City does not select the resale option for projects within the Area of Presumed Affordability before
HOME Program assistance is provided to the initial homebuyer, the Recapture Requirements described
above shall be used. This resale provision applies only to the affordability requirements of the project and
does not nullify any terms of the mortgage/deed of trust securing the HOME-funded assistance.
3. Plans for using HOME funds to refinance existing debt secured by multifamily housing that is
rehabilitated with HOME funds along with a description of the refinancing guidelines required that
will be used under 24 CFR 92.206(b), are as follows:

Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG)
1. Include written standards for providing ESG assistance (may include as attachment)
Written Standards for Providing ESG Assistance
a. Standard policies and procedures for evaluating individuals’ and families’ eligibility for assistance
under ESG.
Street Outreach
People experiencing homelessness (24 CFR part 91.5) in Douglas and Sarpy Counties are eligible
for street outreach. Outreach worker observation or statement from person or family seeking
assistance is sufficient for determining eligibility. Street outreach is coordinated among providers.
Emergency Shelter
People experiencing homelessness (24 CFR part 91.5) in Douglas and Sarpy Counties are eligible
for emergency shelter.
Rapid Re-housing
Eligible participants meet the following criteria:
-- 30% of AMI
-- Lack of sufficient resources
-- Literally homeless (24 CFR part 91.5)
-- Assessment for RH as best fit for family or individual
-- If coming from TH, ensure they are timing out of TH program
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Prevention
Eligible participants meet the following criteria:
-- Reside in Douglas and Sarpy Counties
-- 30% AMI (extremely low income)
-- Lack of sufficient resources/networks
-- Imminent risk of being homeless (HUD-definition)
-- Assessment determining household need for case management and financial assistance
b. Policies and procedures for admission, diversion, referral, and discharge by emergency shelters
assisted under ESG, including standards regarding length of stay, if any, and safeguards to meet
the safely and shelter needs of special populations, e.g., victims of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, and stalking; and individuals and families who have the highest barriers
to housing and are likely to be homeless the longest.
1 -- Evaluating Families’/Individuals’ Eligibility for Assistance
HUD requires that ESG programs provide evidence of homelessness for persons served by ESG
dollars. However, HUD also stipulates that “lack of third-party documentation must not prevent
an individual or family from being immediately admitted to emergency shelter.” That means that
ES staff depends on guest participation to get needed verification information, and that
participation does not always happen at intake, for various reasons. To the extent possible,
persons initially entering a shelter will be asked to describe their living situation just prior to entry,
how long they were staying there, and why they came to the shelter rather than using other
resources. They may also be asked to confirm or clarify the information they gave at a later time.
Shelter staff will make every effort to gain information needed for documentation of homeless
status, if needed, within the first 3 days of entry to the extent that is possible. For persons with
prior homeless history in HMIS, shelter staff may verify homelessness via HMIS data.
2 -- Admission, Diversion, Referral and Discharge from ES
Admission:
Emergency Shelters will employ an emergency triage-style process to first focus on safety and
stabilization when a client initially enters a shelter. ES stabilization strategy begins with the initial
phone call or face to face admission interview to assure appropriate placement and determine
immediate needs. Depending on challenges persons may present, assessment and verification of
homelessness may not be feasible at entry. Once stabilization is achieved, all individuals and
families in ESG-funded shelters have the opportunity for onsite case management. All ESGfunded shelters have onsite case management available during normal business hours to address
the diverse needs of all family members.
Referrals:
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In some situations, demand for case management may be so great, or an individual’s challenges
may be so extensive, that needs exceed staffing capacity at the shelters. When that happens, two
strategies are employed. The first strategy is prioritization of resources: when case management
need is high, Special Populations such as families with young children, persons with disabilities or
acute health problems, DV victims, persons experiencing a mental health crisis, or chronically
homeless will be prioritized for targeted case management in the first few days after entry. The
second strategy is a referral to CoC partner agencies for specialized case management. When
special needs are identified, such as serious mental illness or serious health problems, shelter staff
will contact and refer individuals to case managers at appropriate partner agencies. Those
partners include Community Alliance, Visiting Nurse Association, Charles Drew Health Center
Homeless Clinic, Nebraska Legal Aid, Veterans Administration and affiliations, Omaha Housing
Authority, Nebraska Aids Project, One World Health Center, Lasting Hope, Douglas County, and
many more (please see CoC’s List of partners).
LoS Standards:
ESG-funded shelters aim to comply with HUD’s ESG Length of Stay guidelines for an average of
75% of all individuals served in shelters next year. LoS for persons in shelters will be monitored
by the CoC monthly/quarterly/annually using HMIS-generated ESG reports. Each ESG shelter will
track its own average LoS performance to compare to the community-wide standards. If any
shelter was unable to meet the 75% target, they will explain the reasons and their plan to reduce
length of stay. Results will be shared regularly with the CoC membership.
Discharge:
Emergency shelters do not require occupants to sign leases or occupancy agreements, but all
have basic requirements for resident behavior. Requirements are written and posted and
include the process for appealing the discharge decision. Residents are informed of and
expected to comply with those requirements, and of their rights including appeal process. If a
program participant violates program requirements, Emergency Shelters may terminate their
assistance in accordance with the shelters’ established process that recognizes the rights of
individuals affected. The Shelter staff will exercise judgment so that a program participant's
assistance is terminated only in the most severe cases. Residents and staff will be informed of
the reasons for termination and right to appeal. Reason will also be recorded in HMIS as
“reason for leaving” so terminations can be tracked and reviewed community-wide.
3. Safety/privacy safeguards
Safety:
Any emergency shelter that receives ESG assistance for shelter operations will meet or exceed the
HUD’s minimum safety, sanitation, and privacy standards. If any of those safety or sanitation
standards cannot be met at this time, the shelter will explain its plan to address and correct the
situation.
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Privacy/confidentiality:
All ESG-funded shelters will have written policies and procedures to ensure the security and
confidentiality of all records containing personally identifying information regarding any resident.
Written policies will include requirements regarding record retention periods, confidentiality, and
rights of access to records.
1. Policies to address Special Needs Populations:
Some ESG funds will be assigned specifically to shelters dedicated to serving victims of domestic
violence. Chronic/long-term homeless, Veterans, Youth, and high need or vulnerable clients are
provided opportunities to participate in all appropriate ES programs or activities.
ESG-funded Emergency Shelters make the following services available to all residents:
On Site
 Individualized Case Management
 Healthcare access (partnership with Visiting Nurse or Charles Drew Homeless Clinic)
 Transportation assistance (including shelter vehicles, bus vouchers, and referrals to other
CoC transportation service partners)
 Mental Health Services (partnership with Community Alliance)
 Housing assistance (via shelter case managers and in partnerships such as Heartland
Family Service rapid re-housing, Family Housing Advisory Services, and others)
 Mainstream Services applications (via Nebraska DHHS Access Nebraska case workers
available on site, as well as shelter case managers)
 Substance Abuse/addiction Services
 Education support services (partnership with Omaha Public Schools for tutors,
transportation, etc,)
 Children’s services (partnership with Completely Kids)
 Food Services (breakfast, lunch, dinner, etc.)
 Laundry Services
 Employment referral/preparation
 Basic Needs/supplies (clothing, grooming supplies, diapers, formula, etc.)
Shelter staff and case managers regularly make referrals off site to CoC partner agencies,
and help arrange for residents’ transportation to those meetings/appointments. Referral
partners include most of the CoC member service agencies, with frequent referrals to:
Off-site Partnerships/ Referrals
 Veterans’ Administration homeless programs (for residents identified as veterans)
 Nebraska AIDS Project
 Nebraska Legal Aid
 Douglas County General Assistance
 Salvation Army
 Together Inc.
 Omaha Police Department
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SOAR
Social Security Administration
Workforce Development
Ponca Tribe
ESG sub-grantees will track services and referrals using HMIS (or other system if a DV
provider) to the extent possible.

Accessibility:
ESG-funded shelters will be readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities. If
accessible accommodations are not currently available in any shelter, that shelter will explain how
they plan to address accessibility in the future. Also, some ESG funds will be assigned specifically
to beds dedicated to victims of domestic violence.
To monitor equity in access to shelters and services across special populations, the CoC will
analyze HMIS-generated reports and data from other sources to compare access data as well as
outcome data. Analysis will compare community-wide access by special populations and
outcomes associated with those populations to identify and correct possible disparities or create
programs to address gaps in appropriate temporary housing for special populations. Results will
be shared with the CoC membership.
c. Policies and procedures for assessing, prioritizing, and reassessing individuals’ and families’ needs
for essential services related to emergency shelter.
Persons who contact shelters for service are interviewed briefly to assure that they are in
immediate need and that they are accessing shelter at the appropriate location. Intake workers
will contact other shelter providers as needed when placement cannot be made at the shelter
that the client first contacts.
When admitted, basic client demographic and homeless status information will be collected to
the greatest extent possible. Persons admitted with serious special needs will be referred to
shelter case managers within 48 hours of entry. Also, guests identified as long-term or chronically
homeless will be identified via an HMIS-generated list and referred to case managers as well.
Within the first few days in shelter, all residents will be invited to work with case managers to
create and implement a stabilization plan.
HMIS data will also be used to generate a list of persons in shelter for 30 days, 45 days, 60 days,
etc. This list will assist case managers and shelter staff in prioritizing efforts to stabilize housing
for longer-term residents, and will work to revise plans as needed.
d. Policies and procedures for coordination among emergency shelter providers, essential service
providers, homelessness prevention and rapid re-housing assistance providers, other homeless
assistance providers, and mainstream service and housing providers.
Coordination is secured by means of the following:
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-- Providers participate in HMIS (or like system for DV)
-- Providers attend monthly CoC meetings and participate in relevant CoC Task Forces, both of
which ensure networking and linkage crucial to the coordination of services
-- Each person seeking ESG assistance is offered an assessment by the ESG-funded program for
eligibility screening and housing plan with appropriate referrals to providers for housing,
mainstream resources, support, treatment, and other programs to prevent or end their
homelessness.
e. Policies and procedures for determining and prioritizing which eligible families and individuals
will receive homelessness prevention assistance and which eligible families and individuals will
receive rapid re-housing assistance.
When eligible families and individuals seek housing assistance, the assistance they receive—
whether rapid re-housing or prevention—will be determined by the criteria listed below.
Rapid Re-housing
Eligible participants meet the following criteria:
-- 30% of AMI
-- Lack of sufficient resources
-- Literally homeless (24 CFR part 91.5)
-- Assessment determines whether or not RH is best fit for family or individual
-- If coming from TH, ensure they are timing out of TH program
-- A participant must pay 30% of his or her income toward rent and utilities while receiving
rapid re-housing assistance.
Prioritization: Resources are prioritized to those having low to moderate barriers to housing
stability and likely to sustain housing following ESG assistance. Those determined to have high
barriers to housing stability are referred to longer term assistance/subsidies, including
assistance in completing a vulnerability index, if needed.
Prevention
Eligible participants meet the following criteria:
-- Reside in Douglas and Sarpy Counties
-- 30% AMI (extremely low income)
-- Lack of sufficient resources/networks
-- Imminent Risk of being homeless (HUD-definition)
-- Assessment will determine homeless prevention intervention (case management, financial
assistance, referral to mainstream resources, etc.)
-- A participant must pay 30% of his or her income toward rent and utilities while receiving
prevention assistance.
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Prioritization: Prevention participants are assessed on a first-come-first-served basis. Their
current circumstances are assessed using HUD’s list of homeless risk factors. The speed
necessary to prevent homelessness is the primary factor determining who, among eligible
participants, is to be the first served (a participant with a next day court summons will receive
priority over a participant with a three day notice of eviction).
f. Standards for determining the share of rent and utilities costs that each program participant must
pay, if any, while receiving homelessness prevention or rapid re-housing assistance.
Verification of income occurs prior to approval for financial assistance and again before approving
any additional financial assistance. Documentation of the participant’s expenses, including how
the participant is contributing to housing costs will be determined and on file. This will serve as
documentation of need and will determine the amount of the financial assistance provided. The
participant’s file also will contain a plan to sustain housing following financial assistance, including
either a plan to increase income or decrease expenses.
g. Standards for determining how long a particular program participant will be provided with rental
assistance and whether and how the amount of that assistance will be adjusted over time.
a. Participants receive approval for the minimum amount of financial assistance necessary to
prevent homelessness and if rapidly re-housed, prevent re-entry into homelessness.
Documentation of a financial need should be kept with the participant’s file for each month of
financial assistance received, therefore participants should not be approved for more assistance
than can be justified given their income and expenses at a given time, generally this should be
no more than three months of assistance at a time. In all, a participant cannot receive assistance
for more than 18 months with the amount of assistance adjusted in accord with participant
income.
h. Standards for determining the type, amount, and duration of housing stabilization and/or
relocation services to provide a program participant, including the limits, if any, on the
homelessness prevention or rapid re-housing assistance that each program participant may
receive, such as the maximum amount of assistance, maximum number of months the program
participants receives assistance; or the maximum number of times the program participants may
receive assistance.
Participants receive case management services at least once per month for the duration of
assistance. The participant and case manager develop a housing stability plan with specific goals
and referral linkages.
b. Participant circumstances—along with their performance on the housing stability plan—
determine the type, amount and duration of housing stabilization and/or relocation assistance
that they will receive. However, eighteen months of assistance is the maximum participants can
receive, whether in the form of Prevention or Rapid Re-Housing services. Referrals occur if more
intensive services are needed. Three months of assistance is typically adequate for successful
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housing stability. Participants may receive housing stabilization and/or relocation assistance a
maximum of two times.
2. If the Continuum of Care has established centralized or coordinated assessment system that
meets HUD requirements, describe that centralized or coordinated assessment system.
MACCH has recently implemented a coordinated assessment system in accord with HUD’s
requirements. That system assesses clients via the Vulnerability Index (Vispdat2.0) and based on
that assessment, clients are referred to housing and service programs appropriate to client
needs.
3. Identify the process for making sub-awards and describe how the ESG allocation available to private
nonprofit organizations (including community and faith-based organizations).
The City initiates a Request For Proposals (RFP) process for the allocation of Emergency Solutions
Grant funds. When proposals are received, they are shared with the CoC so that the CoC (a review
team created by the CoC) can evaluate the applications and make a funding recommendation to the
CoC/MACCH Board. The Board then reviews the recommendation and in turn makes its funding
recommendation to the City. The City considers the Board’s recommendation and makes a final
funding determination.
The RFP itself is announced over the CoC’s listserve. All CoC agencies and programs are required to
be on the listserve. All agencies/individuals contemplating the development of homeless programs—
including community and faith-based organizations—are told that they must be on the CoC’s listserve
and further, that the City is reticent to fund any program not affiliated with the CoC. It is by means of
the listserve that private nonprofit organizations, including community and faith-based organizations,
are notified of the possibility of ESG funding.
Prior to the RFP, the CoC is asked by the City to establish both funding priorities for ESG projects and
for evaluating proposals once they are received. In the past, this process has worked as follows: the
CoC sends a message over its listserve inviting participation in a meeting(s) devoted to identifying ESG
funding priorities and determining proposal evaluation processes.
In the most recent effort to determine funding priorities (2015), the City determined that 60% of ESG
funding (the maximum amount allowable) should be prioritized for emergency shelter operations,
this in keeping with past ESG funding priorities, and the CoC prioritized the remaining 40% as follows:
1) rapid re-housing, 2) HMIS.
In early 2014, MACCH acquired new leadership in the form of a new CEO. The City has met with the
new CEO on several occasions since that time to discuss a variety of topics including ESG (how
funding is to be determined, activities to be funded, performance standards, along with policies and
procedures for HMIS). The result of these meetings was that the ESG process was to remain for 2015
as it had been for the past few years; namely: 1) The City issues an RFP, 2) Proposals are shared with
MACCH, 3) MACCH’s Application Review Team reviews the proposals and makes its
recommendation for funding to MACCH’s Board of Directors, 4) MACCH’s Board approves or revises
the recommendations of the Review Team and forwards it’s (the Board’s) funding recommendations
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to the City, 5) The City takes into consideration the Board’s recommendations and either approves
or revises the recommended funding amounts.
On August 27, 2015 the City initiated a Request For Proposals (RFP) process for 2015 ESG funds.
Proposals were due on September 30 and were shared with MACCH’s executive leadership.
MACCH’s Review Team reviewed proposals and made its recommendation for funding to the
MACCH Board. The Board approved the Review Team’s recommendations and forwarded them to
the City.
Following MACCH’s Board meeting where the ESG funding recommendations were discussed and
the Review Team’s recommendations approved, the City received complaints concerning the
recommended allocations for emergency shelters. In order to address these complaints the City
convened a meeting that included MACCH’s Board Chair, MACCH’s Executive Director and Assistant
Director, and the executive directors of the three emergency shelters for whom funding was
recommended.
At that meeting the process for determining ESG funding was reviewed, i.e., the five-step process
detailed above, and the complaints concerning the recommended allocations were aired. On the
basis of this discussion, the City exercised its option (Step 5) to revise ESG funding for shelters.
The meeting was adjourned and was followed immediately by a second meeting involving the City
and the three emergency shelter executive directors. Various ways of allocating the 60% homeless
assistance funding for shelters were discussed until an allocation amount for each shelter was
arrived at and considered acceptable to the executive directors.
NOTE: Prior to the above meeting, MACCH’s Board Chair and Executive Director indicated that
MACCH did not want the responsibility of reviewing ESG proposals and making ESG funding
recommendations to the City. It requested that the City re-assume responsibility for reviewing
proposals and solely determining ESG allocations. The City will accommodate MACCH’s request but
will continue to invite input from MACCH’s executive leadership.
4. If the jurisdiction is unable to meet the homeless participation requirement in 24 CFR 576.405(a),
the jurisdiction must specify its plan for reaching out to and consulting with homeless or formerly
homeless individuals in considering policies and funding decisions regarding facilities and services
funded under ESG.
The City of Omaha, as ESG recipient, has implemented a plan to consult with homeless or formerly
homeless individuals when considering and making policies and decisions regarding ESG-funded
facilities, services, or other assistance.
That plan involves meeting with homeless/formerly homeless individuals to discuss proposed and
possible ESG uses. The meeting provides the opportunity to discuss other issues concerning the
network of homeless services available in the community.
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The next such meeting is scheduled for April 4th, 2016 and will be held at Siena/Francis House.
Homeless individuals from all ESG funded programs plus other homeless and formerly homeless
individuals from other CoC programs are invited to attend.
The meeting is conducted by a representative of the City of Omaha and begins with a brief description
of the Emergency Solutions Grant. The programs receiving 2015 ESG funds will be listed and briefly
described. A general discussion will follow, punctuated by several questions suggested by the Metro
Area Continuum of Care. The questions are: Are you receiving the help you need to get housing and
support? What is helping the most? How could services be improved to address your homelessness?
What would help to shorten your homelessness? What would have helped you prevent your
homelessness – what services?
Participant comments are recorded and later organized and typed for distribution to ESG
subrecipients and CoC administrative staff. They also are retained by the City for the purpose of
informing the ESG allocation process in 2016.
3. Describe performance standards for evaluating ESG.
The following performance standards were identified by the CoC for each program type. However,
they are currently under review by MACCH’s new executive leadership and may be revised/updated
in the future:
Prevention: Standard #1 – Number served successfully with dollars available, success defined as
homelessness avoided throughout term of program; Standard #2 – Reduction in a given household’s
need for prevention services (need for either financial assistance or housing and relocation services).
Outreach: Standard #1 – Number moved to shelter or other housing, no longer living on the street or
in locations unfit for human habitation; Standard #2 – Number moved to permanent supportive
housing; Standard #3 – Number whose housing barriers have been reduced due to services provided
by (facilitated by) Outreach workers, i.e., medication regimens maintained, mental/medical/dental
services accessed, other mainstream benefits accessed.
Emergency Shelter: Standard #1 – Number in need for whom shelter is provided thereby reducing the
number of people living on the streets or other unfit locations; Standard #2 – Reduction in shelter
length of stay; Standard #3 – Number successfully placed in “next step” housing (transitional,
permanent, permanent supportive), success defined as absence of return to emergency shelter;
Standard #4 – Number whose housing barriers have been reduced due to services provided by
(facilitated by) Shelter workers, i.e., increase in income, medication regimens maintained,
mental/medical/dental services accessed, other mainstream benefits accessed.
Rapid Re-Housing: Standard #1 – Number served successfully with dollars available, success defined
as future homelessness avoided throughout term of program; Standard #2 – Reduction in average
number of days clients are homeless prior to rapid re-housing placement; Standard #3 – Reduction in
number of households again seeking rapid re-housing assistance; Standard #4 – Number whose
housing barriers have been reduced due to services provided by (facilitated by) Rapid Re-Housing
staff, i.e., increase in income, medication regimens maintained, mental/medical/dental services
accessed, other mainstream benefits accessed.
Discussion Narrative:
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All ESG program requirements and governing performance standards were developed in collaboration
with the Metro Area Continuum of Care for the Homeless (MACCH). MACCH, under new leadership, is
reviewing the performance standards and may propose revisions and changes in the future.
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MACCH Gaps Analysis

Survey Results
(4/8/2015)
Criminal Histories

•
•

No discharge placement for those straight out of jail
Individuals discharged from jail with no ID- need good discharge
plan
Housing for Felons

•

 Comments:




We continue to penalize persons released from incarceration post conviction. If
time has been served, there should not be continued penalties once released.
Very difficult to understand these, and I've been around for more than 20 years.
Poor!
No discharge placement..." option sounds like that is a plan in comparison to the
others. Is this correct or is this a statement that shows the problem needs to be
addressed? I answered according to the assumption it was a need because there is
no placement options.

Healthcare/Medical

•
•

Lack of Medicare Expansion
Lack of dental care

 Comments:


Lack of Medicaid expansion.

Behavioral Health

•
•
•
•

Lack of affordable mental health resources
Funding for medications- using hospitals to get medications
Difficult to find landlords that will work with individuals with
severe mental illness
Not enough affordable detox/ treatment
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•

Affordable/ free treatment for substance abuse

 Comments:


Huge deficits in community based treatment options. Lack of follow-through.
Poorly paid and trained staff. Limited financial resources for agencies providing
basic help.

Transportation

•
•

Public transportation
School transportation

 Comments:


PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN OMAHA NEBRASKA IS SIMPLY AWFUL. TANF rule
that prohibits help with car repairs etc. when client lives on bus routes is oppressive
and completely unrealistic.



OPS Elementary Schools do a pretty good job of providing transportation between
shelters and schools.

Education/Resources

•
•
•

Have more outside resources come into shelters
No gradual decrease in service, sudden loss of services
Access to General Assistance- takes a while to apply/be
approved/receive
TIE: Middle class shrinking causes increase in homeless
individuals and families & Resources needed for those newly in
PSH, gradual reduction in services
Education/ prevention for new tenants and landlords
Transparency of what MACCH does
Educating public about issues/ funding

•
•
•
•

 Comments:


Education/prevention for new tenants and landlords exists in our CoC and is
underutilized. Duplication of services is not needed; rather, asking MACCH to do a
better job creating a collaborative atmosphere to assess needs and steer education
efforts. The same logic applies to outside resources coming into shelters. Less
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duplication and more leveraging! The new leadership of MACCH has made the
priority of transparency lesser of a need through his (CHARLES) work style and
intentionality.

Individual Finances

•
•
•
•

Deposits for housing/ utilities
Barriers for housing- Background and credit checks
SSI can’t afford rent increases
Barriers to Social Security

 Comments:


Financial Education exists in our CoC and we need MACCH to help facilitate the
collaborative leveraging of resources. NO DUPLICATION please! How can SOAR help
with the barriers to SSI?

Agency Finances/Issues

•
•
•

Funding for supportive services
Prevention funds run out quickly- not enough funds to meet need
Case managers have to do more and more paperwork which takes
away from direct client work
Monetary help with deposits/ services to maintain housing
Harder to get grants

•
•

 Comments:


Prevention and supportive services are needs in our CoC. We need to have an
assessment of the varying levels of services available BEFORE we ask for more
funding dollars to support start-up programs. There has to be a way that the CoC
collectively can leverage resources to meet gaps in services.

Domestic Violence

•
•
•

DV clients have no long term options for safety and services
DV offenders need to be held accountable
DV shelters have more clients returning home
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 Comments:


What is the current housing availability for DV survivors/clients? Are there new
funds coming available to the CoC? Are there DV programs that historically
collaborate well with CoC programs? This is an area that needs a little more
transparency in terms of resource availability. The more we know collectively the
more we can help.

Landlords

•
•
•

Expand affordable housing resources
Hard to find places that take General Assistance
Decrease in # of landlords that take Section 8

 Comments:


This is an area that HUD should take the lead on in terms of overall housing
assessment. They have the birds eye view of all of the key players. It is fair to state
that the CoC would not be able to bring in all key players because of their current
priority on homelessness - as far as funding goes. HUD could get a better turn out at
this point and that is what we ultimately want.

Shelters/Emergency Shelter

•
•
•

Not enough mental health beds
Shelters are over capacity
Individuals discharged from hospitals and jails to emergency
shelter
Longer shelter stays

•

 Comments:




Overall, it was difficult to select choices and categorize as 1, 2, etc. So many issues
are important, hard to pick one over the other.
Longer length of stays is actually a positive outcome.
The shelters are there to serve the homeless. They are not around to divert or
prevent homelessness. If they could help people longer and we have funds to
prevent homelessness, we may see a drastic decrease in homelessness in our CoC.
This strategy is simple but it is burning the candle on both ends. Re-entry, longterm/chronic medical illnesses, and mental health are subpopulations within the
CoC who need attention by way of funding and services.
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Recommendations

 Not all recipients could use the Google survey format


Possibly try Survey Monkey in the future?

 Wording from last year’s meeting was unclear


Need to make sure thorough notes are kept to capture meaning of each item
Special Needs Population Focus Group Meeting
4/28/15

Jim: Most of projects we deal with are special needs populations. The Target Area Program is
an owner rehabilitation program that provides extensive rehabilitation and energy conservation
projects for homeowners. The administrator of that program is Norita Matt. What percentage of
the clients that are served by the Target Area Program are elderly?
Norita: I would say 15-20% and then there are a small percentage of people that are disabled. It
varies. There would be about 20% at Prospect Village but you are doing a lot of families and
single people. Everybody has needs for housing.
Jim: We also have smaller, less comprehensive rehab programs. The Reinvestment Area
Program but the Emergency Repair Program provides critical emergency repairs to very low
income households that are elderly but in this case they are provided throughout the City. The
Target program refers to the area east of 72nd Street.
Norita: Most of the work we are doing is in the initiatives which is limiting. We will be in Deer
Park in 2016-2017.
Jim: We are finding it necessary to compliment other redevelopment activity with additional
rehabilitation activity to end up with a greater impact and a greater impact in areas. We are
targeting certain neighborhood, Prospect Village and Deer Park but we are requesting additional
funds from the State but they are definitely being geographically targeted. The Handyman
Program provides less extensive minor repairs to elderly people with accessibility removal
improvements. The Owner and Renter Barrier Removal Program is conducted by the League of
Human Dignity and they focus on people with disabilities and improving the accessibility of the
house in which they live. Are there issues that you see with the clients and are you seeing more
elderly or is there new technology?
We are always looking for new technology but we are mostly constructing ramps and installing
platforms. In terms of what we see, it’s predominately a program to assist people with
disabilities in their homes so they don’t have to look at nursing facilities and institutional
placement. We are a small program and we had a contractor leave us a couple of years ago. I
feel we are starting to dig ourselves out of debt. The loss of one contractor is very significant to
what we can do on behalf of people with disabilities.
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Jim: If you are running a small program but this issue is not something that we have not
experienced within the Planning Department.
Norita: We have the same problem.
Jim: Construction is one of the highly volatile industries and when something happens in the
economy it can ripple through to the housing industry.
I think this year we made some gains in getting out of that bind. We are looking forward to
serving more people than we have in the previous years.
Jim: Along those same lines we have recently funded the Healthy Homes Project working with
the Healthy Kids Alliance to identify health and safety and energy efficiency issues. Again, we
are focused on the Prospect Village area to have maximum and long term impact. We are
wondering how the addition of full and minor rehabs will impact healthy homes in these areas.
Another program administered by the Healthy Kids Alliance has to do with asthma detection and
mitigation, if possible. It’s in a larger area and they are working with the Med Center or
Creighton to take the results/findings from what they find and incorporate into some larger
research dealing with asthma. We have housing development, economic development,
homeowner counseling and financing. At the end of the CDBG program, we provide $20,000 to
Heartland Family Services to provide supportive services in permanent supportive housing
facilities. In the homeless realm, an important transition was pushed to accept the fact that some
people will not be able to live independently in housing without some kind of support. This is an
attempt to provide support for some clients to function. There needs to be the appropriate level
of service for each client, i.e. you don’t need to provide nursing home care for someone that only
needs someone to stop by once a week. Omaha has many of the same kinds of needs but because
we are not so big, the level of services is not clear. Heartland Family Services has been doing
this for a couple of years and there is hope it is useful for the population that they serve. The
Rental Rehabilitation Program can provide assistance to people with special needs. In home
ownership, there is the person at hand and if they have a disability, you can accommodate. In
Rental Rehab you have situations in which people have yet to rent the unit. The Barrier Removal
program will help renters as well. Homeowners have a little more likelihood to get accessibility
issues taken care of. The ESG (Emergency Solutions Grant) provides funding for emergency
shelters and rapid re-housing and a number of other services for homeless population. This is
our program for 2015 and we are development the program for 2016. Do you feel like there are
issues that are not being addressed that could be? We are not going to change the economy with
this focus group meeting but if there is an adjustment to a current program or the implementation
of a new program, we would like to hear about it.
Norita: I would be curious to find out what agencies everyone is with.
I’m Keri Jeune with J Development Company. We do affordable housing with non-profits. On
our own we do some historic preservation projects and new construction mixed-use projects. We
have a big project across from our office in Council Bluffs. We just finished the Stephens Center
expansion and we are working with Heartland Family Service on their north Omaha projects.
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I’m Barry Larson with the Builder Foundation associated with the Metropolitan Area Builders
Association. We work with educational institutions such as Metropolitan Community College,
Omaha Public Schools, Goodwill providing opportunities for people to get into the construction
business and the industry. We also create affordable housing; our first project was Southern
Valley Townhomes at 17th & Q Street, 48 townhomes.
Norita: We are bringing neighborhoods to Omaha through NESU.
Doug Rourke(?): I am the Barrier Removal Program Advisor with the League of Human
Dignity. We work with people with disabilities and help them be as independent as possible in
their home.
Linda (?) with League of Human Dignity. I am the Housing Design Specialist. I design ramps
and showers for people with physical disabilities. They are so grateful and relieved that they can
get out and go shopping, etc. It’s very rewarding.
Bob Gomez: I am the Director at the Omaha League of Human Dignity. We are able to
profoundly affect the lives of people with disabilities and make life easier.
I’m Abby Showers(?). I work for the Heartland Family Service as the Housing Director. We
serve folks that are homeless and have a disabling condition. We have about eight different
homeless programs including one time assistance, rapid re-housing and supportive re-housing.
Jim: It is important that we hear about the various populations. Very often the discussion is
dominated by service providers for the elderly. The focus group meetings are not exclusive but
often talk about affordable housing; homeless needs or conditions in neighborhoods or economic
development are interrelated and provide insight for all participants. Are there any topics that
you would like to discuss in terms of populations with special needs? We cover a lot of ground
in the Consolidated Plan and very often we are sluggish to respond. Most projects take a couple
of years to make it past the initial idea phase before submitting it to the City as an application.
Continuum of Care is a wonderful network and is the most organized of service providers. I do
appreciate your time and effort to attend. Is anyone planning on submitting an application for
Federal Funds for the 2016 Plan? The deadline is June 1st. Please get ahold of me if you have
any questions before that. There will be another focus meeting this week regarding
neighborhoods, housing and economic development and another one next week.
I have a comment. I have seen in the projects that we do, there is a lack of resources for
providing financial assistance for youth projects. In my opinion, there are a lot of limited
resources to provide housing components and services to youth and mostly because youths
cannot sign formal rental leases, etc. We work with a lot of non-profits that struggle to find
funding for that and unfortunately there are many youth that do not have a home or a safe home.
Is there a funding stream or an avenue from the City?
Jim: We get approached or in discussions to address issues related to the youth signing a lease.
It has been made difficult because of the State of Nebraska’s fumbling of the foster care system
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which has put greater vulnerability to the State’s youth than if it had been administered well.
Often we get into discussions about youth leaving correctional facilities without a place to go.
Because of our size, we may not have the magnitude of attention, although we should have
noticed issues with the criminal justice system/youth and related issues. The homeless group
also deals with issues associated with youth on a regular basis. It would be great if you could
find someone who had a thoughtful approach to deal with a population that would benefit, the
City would be glad to sit down and sort out how to help. These things require coordination and
nothing happens in isolation. I agree, we do need to play a part in addressing issues with youth.
If it was addressed sooner than later, then it might alleviate stress on the longer term housing
needs as they become adults.
Jim: There is a short term response from the systems that would need to help those issues.
Thank you for that comment. Any other comments? This will culminate the first public hearing
and invite everyone that attended a focus group meeting. It will let people know the level of
Housing and Community Development needs and emphasizes the scarcity of resources that is the
reality of what we do. It’s important for everyone to understand and we have to select carefully,
not in terms of level of need but can we have an effect and are there organizations that can
follow through and work with the City and do we have the kinds of resources that can impact.
The public hearing date has not yet been scheduled.
Neighborhoods/Affordable Housing/Economic Development Focus Group Meeting
4/30/15
John: Southerly, we had this demographic shift and it got real messy, business development got
real messy in South Omaha where individuals would open up a business on Monday and by that
Thursday they would be shut down by the City for not having the appropriate licenses and
paying the appropriate fees and taxes. So the City came to us 21 years ago and said time out,
Catholic Charities, can you develop a culturally sensitive training program so we can have
sustainable business that are very legitimate. We are very proud because I think the vacancy rate
in the South Omaha business district is zero or close to zero along with the “Q” Street business
districts and work with the Vinton Street business district as well. What we do is essentially
provide a lot of technical assistance and that includes a formal training course of 40 hours for
individuals that want to determine whether or not they are appropriate for an entrepreneur
enterprise. There are a lot of individuals that come to the class, take the class and make an
informed decision not to pursue the business which is appropriate. We also provide microbusiness loans up to $5,000.00 but more so, the major focus of our program is business
development plans with our clients so they can get the necessary capital from the network in
South Omaha. We have good relations with all the branches in south Omaha. We have been
working with the City on this program for 20 years. We also receive funding from the Nebraska
Department of Economic Development and all those banks. Our public funding is the City of
Omaha and the Nebraska Department of Economic Development and foundation funding. A big
chunk of funding comes from the Community Reinvestment funds.
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Jim: John and his organization was a recipient of an award during the Community Development
Week celebration for the work done in the past. It’s great and we are pleased that you are
continuing your interest in working with the City and others for that purpose. A couple of other
economic development directly related projects is the Step Up Omaha Youth Employment
Program which is working with the Empowerment Network to connect the CDBG funds that the
City provides and the General Fund money which is $200,000.00 in addition to the $300,000.00
that the City provided in 2015, pays wages for the youth that are coordinated by the
Empowerment Network and businesses. The Empowerment Network coordinates with
businesses to provide opportunities and pays a portion of the wages for the youth and in that way
have the experience and the responsibilities and the benefit of having employment and the look
and feel of the day to day of that existence. Another economic development oriented approach is
more geographically focused and is the North 24th Street Culture and Commerce District. The
24th & Lake is the historical center of Omaha’s African American community and is a place that
has a history of providing arts and entertainment that would probably not be found in a similar
extent except maybe Kansas City would be the next location. It has not had that experience
recently but the hope is to bring back North 24th Street to a level that is vital by working with
various organizations to provide the perspective that it can happen. We are glad to be involved
in that. The purpose of this focus group meeting is the development of the 2016 Plan and is to
check the pulse of people who serve people in low and moderate income neighborhoods through
economic development efforts or our residents of these areas or both and to get an understanding
of what might be the current needs. Are there changes that are occurring? Is a particular need
getting worse? Are the needs that have been identified in the past still persisting and so we take
that opportunity annually with the communities that we work with.
Willie Hamilton: My big thing is contracting. How is the Planning Department plan on
addressing that in this particular area to build capacity in the contractor field which is huge over
the next 20 years?
Jim: There has been a recent proposal that was approved for $400,000.00 to initiate and
designed for training purposes. If you know more about it, I would appreciate an explanation.
Hamilton: Councilman Jerram actually introduced the bill and the Mayor went along with it.
The partners or organizations will have training opportunities because a lot of our folks don’t
have the skillsets to go out and do some of these jobs particularly the population at risk for
returning citizens. That is our focus is to be able to create leadership as well as creating our own
school for the trades. We are actually partnering with the City as well as Workforce Solutions
which is part of the $400,000.00. They want organizations who are working in training to be
able to provide some skillsets for the folks we are trying to reach. I would suggest that anyone
who is trying to get into that field to contact Erin Porterfield at Workforce Solutions to build a
relationship with her. Workforce Solutions is located at 56th & Ames next to Time Fitness. We
have been going out for the last two years and building relationships with different entities that
are going to do some building such as Metro Community College, (?) Metals, 75 North and the
CSO project and of course, OPS which will be huge and will drive everything else because they
are trying to figure out what type of percentage of goal because we don’t have permanent rights
in any state. They are looking at diversity and inclusion to be able to address the problem. The
whole focus is trying to address poverty and the unemployment rate in north and south Omaha.
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(?): inaudible
Jim: For 2016? We are working with several organizations. We are working with OEDC to
develop an artist’s studio space and would be more like what is happening at the Hot Shops.
You would have to apply and studio space is huge for artists. The original plans were to use
storage containers which is unique and the City is providing space for a parking lot near there.
Also, the Union for Contemporary Arts is also working with that project to encourage the overall
district, for purposes of arts and entertainment. We would certainly encourage any private
undertaking and others things that would attract people are restaurants. Arts is a great strategy
for doing that but by itself it would have to be more comprehensive.
(?): There was talk about actually putting in a mini-wall and was supposed to be tied in with
Bemis and Jazz. That would be considered Destination North Omaha which is historic.
Jim: It is called the North Omaha Development plan and is defined as the North Neighborhood
Revitalization Strategy Area. At the center would be the 24th and Lake Street node which would
include live theater and working with Mr. Beasley and Bemis but was at an idea stage. The other
impact might be the 75 North Development and will have an educational and art as well as a
recreational and technological focus as well.
(?): That is definitely moving forward. As we know, 30th Street is going to change, Phase II is
getting ready to close the Coca Cola Bottling Plant and it has been approved to take over Howard
Kennedy which is part of the revitalization of 75 North. I am hoping that the community has
more input on how everything is going to flow. There will be community meetings and I hope
that the City is part of that.
Jim: I mentioned this project in the early part of the discussion and it is something that the City
will be very deeply involved in for the next 10 years or maybe longer. The approach that 75
North takes is one that includes a focus on area resident’s well-being, economic development
and education. This approach that they have used in other places and have actually constructed
new schools but in this case in Nebraska, charter schools are not allowed so they have had to
work closely with OPS to hopefully transform Howard Kennedy School into one that is a higher
performer and area residents and the rest of the community. I would like to see recognition that
this is happening and I hope it occurs and Omaha embraces this approach in other places. It’s a
huge place to build upon, relatively speaking. In the past we have had smaller projects but this
should be viewed differently because of its magnitude and more holistic approach.
(?): I know 75 North and Lozier’s just built the Nelson Mandela School at 30th and Martin
which will be a bookend to Howard Kennedy and then what is being done at Adams Park. How
are all these things being coordinated together with the community? I don’t think that the
community knows that these projects are taking place. They need to be aware and they need to
be involved.
Jim: I am less familiar with what is happening at Adams Park. I didn’t know anything about
Lozier providing funds for the Nelson Mandela School. Othello Meadows has been working
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with the City Parks Department, the Planning Department and the Public Works Department to
coordinate the effort and not to mention OPS. I have spoken with him about the public
participation and he has conducted dozens of meetings with various groups and various
locations. I have attended several but it is a big task. If you are just hearing about it, you want to
hear more about it. I don’t think he will stop doing that although they have the first phase pretty
well defined as primarily housing. The next phase will be the accelerator campus and it will be
very necessary to receive input from the community. I think there is a great deal of flexibility on
his part for adjusting the approach or the actual development of that area. He has been working
with this for over a year and has been doing public meetings for that long at least.
(?): Some people are not in tuned or don’t care what is actually transpiring in North Omaha.
Jim: That is a human kind of response. My experience is you will find people at the very end
wishing they would have learned more about it. I think Othello and the City would be glad to
participate in forums if you could direct us. Othello has been in contact with all kinds of groups
but I am sure he is up to more, I know we are.
(?): I was not aware of any other community meetings other than the one at Howard Kennedy. I
see the City playing a bigger role in bringing all these groups together and maybe holding a
community wide forum to have Othello, to have Susan from Nelson Mandela and even to have
the CSO project and OPS and have the bond issue. I don’t know if you are aware that Jacobs is
actually looking for more minority folks to become a contractor because it is a big issue with
capacity in North Omaha.
Jim: There is actually quite a lot going on that if put together would have more impact than
considered separately.
(?): I have a question for you, is the issue on updated information on 75 North, CSO. I was
interested in information.
A lot of folks are not aware that in order for you to do any of the other projects, you have to
apply for Tier I and Tier II and fill out the paperwork.
Are you referring to contractors?
That is a big issue now. A lot of folks don’t have the skillsets or do not have the capability to do
a $50,000 or a $100,000.
That would be the education part to learn those types of things.
At Metro Community College, bidding is a big component, estimating, bonding and a line of
credit. Folks need to understand the process and have assistance to walk them through that and
we have not been able to get that ball rolling in North Omaha. If you guys could bring in some
type of training, estimating, bidding then I know there are at least 40 contractors that we
represent.
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Jim: The issue of contractors is one that affects the programs that we were looking at. Because
of the housing mortgage crisis, home sales slowed down throughout the country and probably
more affected North Omaha because the amount of foreclosures that occurred in the City was
most heavily experienced in North Omaha therefore slowing down construction with the trades
which is one of the first things to be impacted by a slowdown in the economy which was directly
related to housing. My point is that many people got out of the construction trades as a result
and we have struggled to get sufficient contractors to do the projects that we are working on.
Omaha faired better with other things going on including CSO, OPS projects and the activity at
the Med Center. As much as that hurt us maybe this is the perfect opportunity to get the ball
rolling in the right direction and create construction as a career path for people in the community.
It is being recognized as an issue and ultimately solutions will emerge from people’s concerns.
(?): OPS has actually taken a lead and getting ready to model Benson High School after Tech
High. As you said, a lot of folks retired and a lot of folks got out of the business and it is a huge
gap in Omaha. That is why we actually created our own school and partnered with Metro to get
folks to have the skillsets. For our population, the trades and entrepreneurship is the right thing
because a lot of guys are returning citizens and can’t go through a lot of the barriers that other
folks have but the trades don’t care if you are an ex-felon. They care about you being on time,
doing the job and doing it right. A lot of our guys need someone to guide them through.
So, as far as the contractors that you work with, I know that Metro has a really good program. I
took classes and got my degree and came back home but is there any obstacles to get into those
program. Is it a money or educational issue?
Right now, the biggest problem is reading and math. A lots of the folks came here to Metro but
they can’t do the basic math or the basic reading.
What type, are they returning citizens, or just out of high school?
The demographics are all of the above. You have individuals who have graduated from high
school and can’t read their diploma and if you do your research, most of the folks in the criminal
justice system are illiterate and when they get they don’t have the experience or teachings.
That just doesn’t make sense.
A lot of those programs in the prison system are gone. It’s supposed to be set up for
rehabilitation but a lot of the guys are not being rehabilitated and that’s why the recidivism rate
is so huge. 78% of the folks coming out of the criminal justice system in three years go back
because they can’t find housing, they can’t find jobs and a lot of them can’t read or fill out a
basic application.
That starts in early childhood and some of those issues have to be addressed as well-that they
don’t come out of high school knowing how to read or write and do some basic math. That is a
bigger issue of reorganizing some of the way that our youth are taught in schools, more real life
skills that lead them to a job or after school.
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The majority of them coming out of prison want to do something.
We are actually meeting with a group that are ex-felons. When they are in prison, you have a
captive audience-why would you wait until after they get out and try to give them the necessary
tools they need. It is difficult to get those programs in the prison. Now, because of the cost
factor, you are talking $34,000.00 for a male.
Is it publically funded?
Metro used to be in the prison but for whatever reason they took that away and made it more
difficult. They took a lot of the programs within the prison that were working and took them
away. We are trying to get a group of returning citizens that are successful called the “Round
Table” to meet on a consistent basis and talk about what they did to not go back and be able to be
a model for folks who actually want to do that. I can talk all day but if I am not an ex-felon, I
don’t have the same challenges. But, if you have an individual like Ray, a lifelong felon but for
the last 20 years he has had a business and thrived. We are trying to put a face to a returned
citizen – there is a stigma. We need to know what we need to do to assure that an ex-felon does
not go back.
When you are talking about the cost factor, if they are sitting in there they can be learning to read
so they can fill out that application when they get out.
We are working on that. That is our second component. We have to take away a lot of the
barriers that these individuals have to go through. Entrepreneurship can do that. You have a lot
of folks within the prison system that are entrepreneurs. They have to be entrepreneurs to be in
the system in the first place. There are designers, engineers but don’t have the avenues to be able
to give them the skillset to be able to start their own business. We want them to start their own
business and hire their own folks. That is the second component of entrepreneurship is to teach
those individuals the skillset to start their own business. We bring that particular group to our
building, to take them from A to Z. We are partnering with the Chamber, (?), Nebraska
Enterprises Fund and Del Gines is our consultant and he is only one in 4,000 folks in the country
that can actually do that. We are actually pushing entrepreneurship as well as the contracting
field.
Do you have different classes that are provided for the people to enroll or do you rely on
volunteer entrepreneurs and community business people?
We are actually getting ready to open our school but are waiting on the certification from the
State of Nebraska. There was a curriculum already created for the school. We will bring in
different folks to do certain components like credit.
What is the name of the program and do you have to enroll for six months, twelve months?
Our program is a 10 week program and is called the Commodity Center and basically classes
will probably open June 1st or June 15th at the latest. We have been certified as of Friday to be
an official school and recognized by the State of Nebraska. Right now, everybody is trying to
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knock our door down, we have about 10 offices, 60,000 square feet and have partnered with the
City, unions, businesses and OPS to really move and drive this along. We are participating in the
Step Up Program with Willie Barney and those folks. We have also brought in the Web School
so folks will be able to come in and do the web school and in ten weeks they can actually make
between $35-40,000.00 a year in just the web school alone.
What is a number that someone can call to find out more information?
(402) 965-1002
All those services fit the community like a glove but we attempted to do a program with the
Omaha Corrections Center about 5 or 6 years ago but there was barrier after barrier and it was
too challenging to navigate the bureaucracy at that time.
Can you give us some examples?
Number one, no funding.
That has been addressed, Del Gines is with the Federal Reserve Bank and has actually gotten
some major investors that have been able to provide that missing link to funding. The Nebraska
Enterprise Fund has a micro lending program and will be a part of our conference and talk about
“Black Men and Black Money” and how that works. A lot of these folks don’t have the credit so
if they had a $5,000-20,000.00 line of credit would go a long way and also when they get paid.
Some have to wait 90 days to get paid. I don’t know too many black folk in business that can put
that kind of money aside and be able to pay their employees so there are things that are
happening to fill that void.
Jim: This is a great conversation and may be one that is necessary to continue in another
location. Are there any other concerns or conditions that anyone feels are important to include
those in this discussion? I mentioned the fact that the housing industry has been distressed and is
improving. Is there anyone out there that confirm that?
(Inaudible)
I know for my generation, we rent and then might move to a better apartment in the same city
and then we can’t ignore the stigma of not having services like grocery stores and don’t have to
drive 15 miles.
Jim: And the consequences, money, clothes. Only one way.
I would like to piggyback what he is saying but not only for those who have attempted home
ownership with all kind of opportunities that assisted them with being a home owner practically
nothing down and lost their home. It would be nice to see a second chance program to assist
people who have proven over so many years that they are working and back on their feet and
give them some kind of class and give them the same kind of opportunities to buy a second home
and not having to come up with $25,000.00.
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A first time home owner, if connected with the right resources, can put zero down. That is a onetime thing and so when you go back to purchase a home for a second time, good luck to you. It
would be nice to see a program implemented with some kind of curriculum to go through classes
and the same opportunities to purchase a home with nothing down.
Jim: Maybe not exactly as what you have described but certainly something that does provide a
chance for a second chance. Jerry, is a first time homebuyer considered a first time homebuyer if
they have not owned a home in three years?
Jerry: Yes.
That is important to educate people in North Omaha, people in general about that. There are
generations where this generation is the first generation to purchase a home and they don’t know
anything about purchasing a home. It would be nice to consider enrolling in a class for first time,
first generation home owner with helpful tips on how to be a good neighbor and how to be a
good home owner.
Jerry: Exactly what you were saying. It’s important to us and we want people to take pride
where they live and take pride in people that live next to them how to be a good neighbor. We
have developed a program where we will have Saturdays where they will learn about ownership
upkeep, getting along and how to help with crime.
That’s awesome, hopefully you will advertise.
Jerry: That is always the issue. Not so much getting people to come but using the information.
That is a critical component of Habitat’s program. We choose people that come into our
program and not only do they build the house but they go through 15-16 hours of home
ownership training even so much as how to take care of the plumbing in your house, how to
service your furnace and how to change the filters. People don’t know that they have to clean
their sidewalks after a snow. It is a huge issue for people who have not owned a home. It is a
big education piece.
Jim: In fact, for City sponsored projects, I think it is 50-60 hours. The City requires a similar
undertaking for a potential homebuyer. Is that right, Jerry?
Jerry: There is a system put together in collaboration with Omaha 100, City of Omaha, GESU
Housing, Holy Name Housing and so on. We have worked together for years at trying to help
low to moderate, first time homebuyers get into housing. Family Housing Advisory Services
does have a homebuyers education plan and is required by all of our applicants to be able to
purchase. They go over budgeting, how to get a loan and they have a maintenance piece. All of
our applicants are required to take that homebuyer education piece. We also have a financial
manager that go over additional counseling with credit, money management which helps them be
successful home owners in the future. The education helps them when they have problems. In
2007 and 2008 the homebuyer market fell apart but at the same time, everybody is not home
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ownership material. After going through the bubble in 2004-2006, if you were breathing and had
a social security number, you could get a loan with no money down with adjustable rate
mortgages which what brought down the housing industry. There are minimum requirements to
get into homeownership now but it is not a lot. We have found that you have to have some skin
in the game in order to make sure a person will be a responsible home owner. We are all
working together to provide mortgage loans and work with individuals to get market interest
rates. Home ownership could be argued that it is a right or a privilege. It is a combination of
both but at the same time, using the sources that are out there to get in home ownership is
critical.
At Douglas County Housing Authority there are a couple of housing programs, Crown and
NIFA. We also have the Section 8 homeownership program but what we have found is the
number of people who come to us and think that there is absolutely “no hope” to become a home
owner. After explaining the steps they need to take, a lot of them jump on board and are
successful. It’s learning what opportunities are there and that there is hope.
This is an issue for returning citizens, they cannot rent from an apartment complex but have to
rent from a private owner. How can we deal with the fact that a lot of folks that can’t get quality
housing due to the fact that they are a felon. I was unaware that a lot of the information that I
was given was inaccurate and you can rent but the City chooses to enforce a law that you cannot
rent to a felon.
Jim: I do not know about that. I am not familiar with that but I know that ex-felons have a huge
problem getting housing and I think it forces the felons back to the circumstances where they
were not at their best. This issue of post-incarceration has always been here and is at a peak and
is not going to go away. Maybe we need to sit down and figure out something to address this
issue.
Do you deal with transitional housing?
Jim: We are a funder of transitional housing.
That is a big issue to actually quality transitional housing for folks coming out. Some pay
$600.00 per month for a room and have to pay child support along with other barriers like getting
a job and that’s why they go back. Women are the fastest growing prison population which is
creating more of a problem and is a huge issue.
Jim: It is and you have seen its impact in Nebraska and how we have responded and recently
was not the correct response.
We are partnering with Community Alliances and other organizations by setting aside close
counseling services one-on-one and almost daily and take a chance with people coming out of
the system. This just started on April 1st.
Jim: The City is partnering through OHA for people who are trying to transition out of
homelessness which is also a difficult undertaking. There are programs but not enough of them.
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There is not a whole system to provide support for homeless people and former incarcerated
people have to go through.
A lot of the barriers have been articulated but another thing that is not mentioned is that maybe
97% of the individuals that I supervised had either chronic alcohol or substance abuse problem
or suffered from mental illness or both. If you put substance abuse or mental illness on top of
that then that is a bad student and are heading back to Lincoln under those circumstances.
You are absolutely right, they closed the mental health centers all over the state and prisons
became the warehouse for mental illness.
That is one of the key issues, mental health is on the forefront because of Nikko Jenkins. Most
of them are on meds but once they get out they might have 30 days and after that they have to
fend for themselves. They don’t have the necessary resources to get the meds they need. Some
type of strategic plan needs to be come up with.
Access is a huge issue and Nebraska not electing the medicated expansion for adults that do not
have children but imagine the type of access that would avail the ex-offenders if they at least had
basic health insurance for physical/medical as well as behavioral health issues.
Maybe we could talk to Gov. Ricketts who is one of our supporters and he might be open if we
can show how that plays a role in individuals being re-incarcerated. We need to get a group
together to talk about that.
It won’t be this year, they already voted it down.
Jim: I must say, this was a great and lively discussions about very important issues that must be
continued. Please get ahold of me but if you already have a group that might benefit from others,
there were connections made here and I think now might be a good time to push for something
that might work.
I host the Hungry Club at Big Mama’s and I would love to have you and definitely Omaha 100.
I am also in the process of restarting my show on the new radio station called “Real Talk”,
Channel 22. We have a pretty good following and I am really excited my show kicks off on
Monday from 8-9:00pm. I want to bring different folks on the show. The Hungry Club would
be a perfect avenue especially for Omaha 100.

Neighborhoods/Affordable Housing/Economic Development Focus Group Meeting
5/4/15

Jim: This is the focus group for affordable. The 2015 Action Plan is the one developed through
last year’s effort and many of the projects are the same; rehabilitation, construction of housing,
continued economic development efforts. Other projects that are happening around which we
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will be participating in is 75 North which is the old Pleasantview public housing site. We are
participating with a redevelopment group called 75 North and providing housing on the outside
of where the public housing used to be. I will be called a Mixed-Use development and the first
phase will be $25 million that includes Complete Streets that are welcoming and will
accommodate all types of transportation including pedestrians and public transportation. 30th
Street can be called a race track and is heavily used by large trucks and that will be reduced with
the Complete Streets model. There will be a road diet; narrowing of the street and parking along
the side. The streets on each side will be constructed new and will be easier to accommodate the
Complete Streets model. There will be all new infrastructure and the total project will exceed
$100 million dollars in four phases. Charles Drew, which is already in the area, will be
expanding. The federal government (Omaha Housing Authority) was the owner of the property
and sold to 75 North with the stipulation that they be provided a portion for a development for
veterans and can accommodate families of veterans – multi-family rent situation but it will be
designed for the needs of veterans but there will be more than one bedroom units and in those
cases family members could also live.
How about high-rises or multi-plexes?
Jim: There will not be a high rise. The highest will be four stories but then there will be singlefamily housing as well. The development will be mixed income; some housing will be available
for affordable to low- and moderate income people, some will be at market rate. The first phase
has two or three buildings, 109 units, half market rate and half affordable low- and moderate
income people and 60% is the upper limit.
Disabled veterans?
Jim: This is the first phase, the development for the veterans will come later. The second phase
will include an apartment complex with a pool and other amenities that are unusual in north
Omaha. The development will have an accelerated campus which will be a multi-purpose
facility that will accommodate events of all kinds; performance venues, classrooms,
technological educational type of environments, artistic/studios, stages and a variety of things
that would be suitable for educational purposes. Mostly for children but not exclusively and
there is the intention to have greenhouses and outside gardens so there is a lot that will be going
on. There is hope that it will be looked at as something new and not as a replacement.
The foundation sounds amazing. It’s just the character of the people I am worried about.
Jim: Management will be an important factor, execution of the development (construction and
quality of materials), amenities that will positively or negatively impact the area. There is desire
to have people from all over Omaha visit the location for the events that will be occurring to
provide a source of money flowing in instead of just out in north Omaha. There will be
commercial and other kinds of offices and uses. It will be designed to be flexible in case another
type of use shows interest or a type of use not do as well then it will be designed to accommodate
something different. Omaha is experiencing a nice, positive resurgence or adjustment with a
move further east to those locations that were not considered as appealing. The 75 North
development will be an important factor.
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Are they just in that location or will they be going down further?
Jim: They are just in that location but I don’t think that is where they want to stop. They want to
do this project and learn from it and hopefully have thoughts on other locations and how to
improve or execute more development.
That’s an amazing foundation and what they are going to do with that area, especially with what
they are going to do with Charles Drew.
Jim: The health care field is experiencing changes and recognition of the amount of service that
is actually provided in north Omaha is not sufficient for the amount of need there.
CHI/Creighton is constructing a hospital at 24th and Cuming. It’s a large facility and will have
some of their emergency. They expect to get very serious about the construction side of it.
There is an issue with all of the landowners and they want a particular lot to allow them to access
the site from that location so that may delaying it somewhat but it is going to happen. That will
also serve the healthcare needs of north Omaha very well. On the other hand, what is going to
happen to St. Joe’s? It’s not a clear picture. The City will have its rehabilitation program; our
funding has been on the slow but steady decline. We have for the past 10 years or so applying to
the State of Nebraska for Nebraska Affordable Housing Program Funds so that has helped. They
have changed it around a bit and we are in competition of the other parts of the state but there is
housing needs in rural parts of Nebraska and we are hoping that it will not dramatically impact
the amount of money that is received. That continues to be a source of revenue for our projects.
Is there any questions?
What will it be called?
Jim: It will not be public housing. There will be multi-family housing units that will be
affordable like Section 8 and units that use low income tax credits. The idea is that it will be a
mix of incomes so there will be market rate housing and affordable housing. But in addition to
apartments, there will be single family houses constructed as well but east of 30th there is a
dramatic terrain change but it does create an interesting view of the rest of City directly to the
east and the skyline of downtown. There has been interest in some locations along there also so
we are hoping that will be very appealing for potential homeowners. It will be more apartment
dwellers than homeowners which are not unusual and are becoming more common in Omaha.
Seventy Five North Development are also working with Omaha Public Schools to improve 30th
Street and the narrow sidewalks which are unsafe. They are going to make an improvement
called the Walking Bus that will go north toward Howard Kennedy Elementary School. It will
be a larger pedestrian right-of-way for bicyclists and pedestrians and all kinds of modes of
transportation with a linear park and playground.
Where does that start?
Jim: The redevelopment area starts at about Parker which is the property that the gas station is
on is to the south so it goes all the way down to the interstate and all the way up to the cemetery.
The redevelopment area goes completely to Lake Street. At this point the focus is activity in a
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small area but not so small that you cannot have appreciation for what is happening there. The
intention is to see how this works, learn from it and do more of the same thing.
There is a lot of land and does not appear when you talk about it. There were a lot of projects
there with the high rise on the east side of the street.
Jim: I didn’t realize that until I was looking at the aerials of the area.
The view will almost be like having lake front property because a four story building will be
looking out onto the Council Bluffs section or the downtown skyline.
Jim: We are hoping it has its appeal.
I am a little concerned about a pool.
Jim: It will be part of the apartment building and will be accessible to the rest of the
neighborhood.
They will have things that are geared to children; centers for art and they can get more skills.
Jim: Some of the housing will have its backyard by the cemetery. Charles Drew will expand but
they are intending to do more and that site will be used for teaching purposes which is a major
plus for Charles Drew and north Omaha.
That will open more jobs in the medical field.
Jim: Right. Both Creighton and the Med Center are working together to help Charles Drew
meet their goal.
It is the only medical facility in north Omaha as old as north Omaha. As you mention, the
facility does not meet the need of the growing population in north Omaha.
Jim: It will be a big improvement along with the whole development. The city will be
supportive of it on the fringes and an approach would be to take work from the strength of a
development and neighborhood and continue to develop with that in mind. There are some
things that are happening closer to 30th and Bedford but are not part of this development.
The east side of 30th Street is where all the development will probably be because the school is
on the west side.
Jim: I honestly don’t know but what was mentioned had something to do with the old Coke
plant.
The Coca-Cola plant is on the west side and north of Howard Kennedy.
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Jim: So that would be a more obvious direction. There is already some redevelopment
happening going south but to head north makes sense but I am not promising.
Will the service station remain?
Jim: The redevelopment area stops at Lake Street so there can be a focus and concentration of
effort. There are just not enough funds to impact that large of area because the reality of the new
funds reality. We are focusing on new housing construction, rehabilitation as well as some
social and educational services and making them available to residents of the Prospect Village
area which surrounds the cemetery and is directly south of 75 North area. Healthy Kids Alliance
are working with households with a child with asthma and go to the house to figure out what
might be contributing to it and recommends changes. They are working with the Med Center so
that they can use this approach to contribute to a study which will contribute to a larger effort.
There are also other energy saving efforts and smaller rehabilitation efforts designed specifically
for energy efficiency. If you can keep save people money and keep more money in people’s
pockets it has an economic impact on the neighborhood.
Will there be any training going on?
Jim: Creighton is offering a small class for households to better manage their funds and provide
them with the skills needed. Trainers have been through the same process and don’t allow them
to get away with things that other trainers might not be able to say anything about. It will focus
on helping people budget better, save money, identify longer term efforts and become more
familiar with the banking system. Meetings are conducted weekly or once a month and provide
dinner and childcare thus eliminating many of the excuses for attending. Changing behavior is
not easy and takes a lot of focus, knowledge and support.
That one is for women only but Family Housing Advisory also does financial management at
24th and Lake Streets and is open to anyone, free of charge as well. They do matched savings as
well for someone who is trying to go back to school, start a small business or purchase a home.
The business education is done in partnership with others. Homebuyer education is done on site
as well.
Jim: Family Housing Advisory Services is a very strong partner that the City works with.
Without them we could not construct housing for home ownership. It’s necessary, according to
the Federal government. Basically, if you have a housing concern/issue ranging from landlord
trouble to foreclosure, it would not be a bad idea to contact Family Housing Advisory Services.
Omaha 100 is a consortium of lenders that works with the City’s specific program and others to
help others get into home ownership situations which is hugely important.
We also help kids who are transitioning out of the foster care system. There are about 300 kids
who are getting financial education as well and we match 2-1 for them between the ages of 14-26
years old. A large majority of people that transition from foster care end up homeless so it’s an
effort to keep them from being homeless so they get the 2-1 match but their match also extends
to transportation which is a 4-1 match so if they save $2,000 then they get an $8,000 match to
help them get transportation to get to school and the things that they need to do as well.
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Where is this office located?
2401 Lake Street
Jim: The Lake Point facility. It’s a wonderful building.
And it’s called Omaha 100?
Omaha 100 does mortgage financing. Family Housing does homelessness prevention, home
ownership, foreclosure prevention and has a fair housing center and financial education, match
savings and all those things.
I am interested in this because I have a granddaughter who is 20 and is trying to go to college.
She lives in an apartment and that is a lot of money she is paying so I was just wondering if this
is something she could check out to see if she can get some help? She is not going back to
college now because she cannot afford the apartment and a college fund.
Our tenant services program is 934-6763. That can help her examine her rental situation to see if
there is something more affordable.
She is trying to go to college, she is probably 21 now. She enrolled in college but she could not
afford the apartment and college fund so maybe she can talk to someone and they can guide her.
Because we realize that everybody is not at that point to save $50 or whatever to do the
entrepreneurship but they can even do the match savings but it’s going to end up being $3,600
after a couple of years. We also have a (?) component and that was one where we trying to help
people establish the healthy habit of savings so if they save $5 up to $20 a month or whatever a
total of $100 but it matches 100% to help them feel the success of saving. I saved something and
I got something for it. One lady that went through that called back after two years and she was
living in transitional and said that I just wanted to let you know that I have saved over $3,700
over those past two years. It was really to get her in the habit and it comes with energy
conservation education so they learn, let’s not do your nails, do it yourself, save on the latte, but
just find some money by turning off lights and use that $5 to save and we will match.
Is that the kind of things you talk to them about when they come to visit you?
It is goal oriented and we have a family stability program that is partially funded by the United
Way. The Family Stability program is to help people, one goal in the city is education and there
are so many people that are not graduating. One of the things identified is that is a person is
mobile and goes from place to place and there is no use to think about this because I know I am
going to move and does not make any difference. We are trying to stabilize people so that in the
end the child will be stable and the academic will go up. In that partnership allows us to work
with someone who is in trouble and is goal oriented so they determine what their outcome will
be. We work with them to provide some rental or utility assistance and during that transitioning
period to help them become stable and come out of some really bad situations
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Jim: Are there any other questions or concerns? All the support services and the new
development are important but are there any broader issues?
I know this is not in the area where you are dealing with but I am in the Central Park
Neighborhood Association and there are a lot of blighted houses in the area and I am not sure
why they sit there for years. I am concerned that you are dealing with another area.
Jim: This is our concern also but we are trying to be more geographically focused but if a
homeowner or property owner keeps the property secure and safe and the grass is mowed then
that is something we don’t intervene with. If it becomes unsafe or the lawn is not mowed then
the City can intervene but a complaint will trigger attention. We don’t have enough resources to
approach things more systemically. It’s where we are with regard to resources.
Is there a certain person that you can take this to, I don’t want to complain. Someone needs to
look at it, there are broken windows and a house that had a fire sat vacant for four years.
Jim: There are places to call, go to the City of Omaha website and weeds and litter.
I called weeds and litter and they said they can’t do anything; it would have to be very high.
They brought me some grass seed today but it’s such a big thing and needs more than me.
Jim: That is a serious problem in many locations and the overall fabric of a neighborhood begins
to deteriorate when you get too much of that and it’s not that stable. You have a lot of reason for
concern; a neighborhood could slide to a point that it causes a ripple effect.
Shouldn’t a neighborhood association help?
Jim: Are they organized? Do they hold meetings regularly?
They have a cookout once a year where everyone eats and communicates but after that you don’t
get anything from it. I know both of the people in charge and they don’t tell anything that is
going on.
Jim: That is an important way to handle problems. A neighborhood association helps spread out
the work. It doesn’t always have to be the same people if you have a good attendance by a
representative group of neighbors.
We don’t have that at all. This has been going on for three or four years and aren’t they given
stipend money to see that the neighborhood is kept up, not only Central Park but all
neighborhood associations.
Jim: There may have been a time.
We don’t want to see drugs and these homes and vacant lots in our neighborhoods. We get
together and try to develop a plan where we can watch after each other and prevent anyone from
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coming into our neighborhood and dump garbage. I am on my neighborhood association and we
had that problem where people would drive into our neighborhood that did not reside and just
dump trash. Our president at first contacted the City, same as you did, and they put out some
“No dumping” signs. It became upon us, as a neighborhood and a community, to become more
watchful, we called it in and took down license plate numbers. It took a long time but it finally
stopped until they realized they could no longer come into our neighborhood without getting
spotted.
We don’t have anyone in our neighborhood like that.
Our neighborhood association is not as big as this room.
Did you have someone to call?
I think her name was Bridget with the Police Department and every year we had to fill out
paperwork. It was working together to get rid of the problems.
I had a neighbor that was three houses down and it was so bad that I went over and helped clear
it out and put it out. It’s like that every week. I don’t understand how the police can drive by
that and it’s all down in the street. People had to walk out in the street. I don’t understand.
Aren’t they supposed to report those kinds of things to the proper people that take care of that?
Jim: I would hope that all city workers would contact the right person. A lot of what you are
talking about now and one thing that would help is the Neighborhood Clean-up.
Jim: If you had an organized…
I’m talking about a person that lives in a house and never takes the trash out and it’s not setting
out because you can’t get it in the can.
Jim: That’s probably the health department that should have been contacted.
Why should I be the object when we have police? I have been the object in my neighborhood
because I am always calling. Nobody else was calling.
Jim: That is another advantage to have a neighborhood organization that gets people’s attention
because they represent more than just a single household. You can be more persistent or keep up
your effort because you would get support from your neighborhood. That’s exactly what needs
to happen and the very purpose of it. It’s just the way things are, we need to be better neighbors
to each other.
During those times when your neighborhood association is having their annual gatherings would
be a good time to suggest getting together to discuss some concerns.
I didn’t want to say this but the neighborhood association man lives down and around the corner
from me and his house abuts with the alley. The alley is so bad that no one can drive through
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there so everyone comes through my end of the alley. I keep the potholes filled in on my end so
I can get in my garage. It keeps me working all the time and getting rocks from here and there.
It’s just awful. He sees it and has to see it every day. It’s so bad that the cars can’t get up
through there.
He probably feels defeatist. If only he could speak more opening with you about that.
Jim: I think a neighborhood can develop a standard that everyone generally agrees with so once
he understands the standard he can follow it unless he thinks that no one is complaining.
He walks around with his garbage can and picking up trash out of the street and why doesn’t he
do something with his trash. His priorities are wrong.
Jim: You can register with the city as a neighborhood association and get a place in the directory
so you can get contacted if there is a zoning issue occurring in your neighborhood. You have to
continue to keep it up.
Where does the money come from for the party?
Jim: I have no idea.
Usually everybody brings something or if the members are not contributing then he may be
doing everything on his own. We only got pop and cookies because we are tiny. The flyers are
on us, we are tiny.
Jim: Food can make a big difference. It is surprising the difference it makes. Is there anything
else that anyone would like to contribute? I appreciate everyone coming in the rain.

Public Hearing (conducted by the City of Omaha Planning Department)
Wednesday, June 24, 2015
7:00 PM
Omaha/Douglas Civic Center
1819 Farnam Street – LC Level
Presentation on Nebraska Enterprise Zones by Don Seten
The State of Nebraska’s adoption and enactment of Legislative Bill 800 on April 9, 2014,
renewed and reactivated The Nebraska Enterprise Zone Act, as set forth in Title 85 of the
Nebraska Administrative Code, Chapter 1B. The Act will be implemented and overseen by the
Nebraska Department of Economic Development (NDED).
The Act is intended to help stimulate economic investment in designated zones which show signs
of economic decline or stagnation. The key factors of economic distress, indicating the need for
new economic investment, include a decline in overall population and comparatively high rates
of poverty and/or unemployment.
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The City of Omaha will consider adoption of a resolution of intent to apply for the designation at
their June 30, 2015 City Council meeting. The application deadline is July 6, 2015.
Up to five Enterprise Zones across the state will be designated. There may be only one in the
Omaha area that will need to meet the criteria of at least one of the key factors of economic
distress, and it may be no more than 16 square miles in size. Areas established as Enterprise
Zones will retain the designation for a period of ten years. Each Enterprise Zone shall have a
seven member Association Board that will be comprised of residents, property owners, business
operators and/or representatives of groups with an interest in the goals of the Enterprise Zone.
There is no additional State funding presently earmarked for the program, at least for the initial
year of the program.
Existing funds distributed on a competitive basis by the NDED include the Housing Trust Fund,
Job Training program, the Site and Building Development Fund, the Business Innovation Act,
and various State contract awards. Projects within designated Enterprise Zones which apply for
State funds will receive a priority, such that when competing proposals are considered equal, the
location within an Enterprise Zone will be the tie breaker consideration.
Designation of a zone will require the City to establish an Enterprise Zone board, and to make a
commitment of $500,000 of public and/or private funds for investment within the Zone. Existing
project plans and program budgets allow the City to readily exceed the fund commitment
requirement.
Jim: All destinations are needed in north Omaha.
How does Adams Park fit in?
Jim: Education is one of the three general areas along with well-being and neighborhood.
Education is hugely important to the development effort and Kennedy Elementary School is up
the street a few blocks. Behind the school is a small residential area and Adams Park. 75 North
is working with Adams Park for the purpose of gardening efforts and training and educational
purposes. And of course, at Bedford to the north is the Malcolm X development.
Where do we fit in with the new development?
Jim: This is a learning experience that will help us understand what we do. This is a new
undertaking and hopefully more of this will continue. Nothing tells a story better than pictures
about the housing and community development needs in Omaha (Rehab, Handyman and
Emergency Repair program before and after pictures were shown). The Barrier Removal
Program, through the League of Human Dignity, assist to help people stay in their homes by
needed rehabilitation.
Are there any warranties in place for structural problems that they run into and fix?
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Jim: I think there is a year warranty on the work itself. I know we have gone back in some
instances when it has been longer than a year and done some work. The legal extent of the
warranty is a year.
I am seeing structural damage underneath. Is that only a year? I am seeing a case where there is
a Band-Aid being put on.
Don: When we rehab some of these homes from 1930 or 1940, we completely redo them. We
do not get into homes where there is cracking or bowing on foundations because we do not want
to sell homes to lower income homebuyers to set them up for repair costs down the road. We are
very comprehensive in terms of our approach. Roofs are almost routinely done, kitchens are
redone, windows and doors throughout the house are replaced and new siding is installed. We
have very high standards that exceed the state’s minimum requirements for decent housing. Our
rehabs are very expensive.
If it is one year and one day, is the company still liable?
Don: We can only take on liability for so long but if there is going to be a severe structural
problem; we are going to find it during the rehab process.
Pat: It depends on what level the rehab is being done. Some rehabs are very extensive and other
programs that only address certain issues because of the guidelines for the program or the
amount of money going into the home. Under the owner-occupied rehab program we have state
funding and the in order to receive the funds. We have other programs that do not have the state
guidelines; if we are only doing a partial rehab there are requirements in place for only the work
that is done that has to meet specific codes. There may be some of those issues with a partial
rehab. Handyman and Emergency only does small repairs. Our owner-occupied program is
comprehensive because of the funding. Our Urban Homestead is a full rehab where the City
purchases housing and rehabs and resells and standards are met. The City itself has standards as
well that have to be met. There is a range, so when you talk about a warranty it is a typical one
year warrant but we have went back after a year to repair safety and hazard items. There has to
be an end.
Jim: When that end occurs, the money goes to another property; you have to draw a line and we
do a good job of helping people and effectively using our funds.
Pat: We work with other programs as well to do some rehabs. In Prospect Village the City has
partnered with Habitat, Rebuilding and Omaha Healthy Kids Alliance to do more and bring in
additional funding and do additional things. In a lot of cases it is not a full rehab but a safety
hazard, health hazard or a quality of life issue.
Is there any type of inspection that is done down the road?
Pat: For homeowners there are not subsequent inspections. There are inspections done
throughout the process. We have Construction Specialists who work with the contractors to
assure that the work is done according to the standards along the process. Our Construction
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Specialists are very skilled and have owned their own construction businesses and have had a lot
of professional experience in the field. At the end of the project there is a compliance letter
issued. For the rental programs like multi-family and single-family, as required by our funding
sources, there are subsequent inspections done on a periodic basis.
Jim: (more rehab photos shown including lift chair by League of Human Dignity). Can the lift
chair be reused when a new family moves into the home?
Yes, it can be reused.
Jim: (more rehab photos shown including concrete in apartment building by League of Human
Dignity). The City works with investors to do rehabilitation of houses that are required to be
occupied by low-moderate income people. The City not only builds houses but also demolishes
houses (before and after pictures). Cornerstone, located near downtown and Creighton
University Hospital, includes new construction and is located along Florence Blvd.
What is the average cost?
Don: There are 10 similar homes in the Cornerstone development and have appraised at
$135,000.00.
Jim: (before and after aerial shown of the area with the former Fontenelle View Homes)
GESU Housing is working to develop in-fill housing (photos shown).
What is the cost of the houses?
They are appraised at $128,000.00, $600-650 monthly payments. The owner has to get a
$68,000.00 mortgage on their own and $60,000.00 is HUD money.
Jim: They have a special model they use. The $60,000.00 never has to be paid on unless the
house is sold; if it is occupied for 10 years then it would be 50%.
How do we find out about this program?
NP Dodge is the realtor and has been advertised through them. Omaha 100 is the non-profit that
help buyers qualify.
Jim: (photos of older homes) The City provided funding for North 49th Avenue that provides a
connection for Taylor, Boyd, Sahler and Sprague. (more photos showing the impact with the
proper kind of investment). The Special Needs Focus Group meeting covered the lack of
funding and supportive housing for youth when youth age out of the foster care system. It will
not go away, please help us figure it out. The availability for contractors for rehab work is now
improving; we struggled with contractors and things have been getting better based on some
initiatives. Need to have it on the radar for the importance of encouraging youth to choose the
construction trades which are important.
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There are so many folks aging out of the trades. We are partnering with Benson High School
and we have started our own school.
Jim: The Homeless Continuum of Care Group chose to say we need to look at how the focus
group meeting is being conducted. They are persistent and working hard at the homeless
population.
What is the formula for the City to identify homes to purchase and sell?
Jim: The process is to have someone tell us that there is a potential house.
Don: I would work with the Construction Specialists but ultimately there is a budget to
determine how much it would cost to develop the house in terms of rehab.
How do you identify homes?
Don: We primarily use a real estate agent but we also look around ourselves. We get notices via
e-mail from HUD and Fannie Mae. We keep an eye on potential buy and resell projects within a
certain area. It will be difficult to sell a house if there are boarded houses nearby.
Jim: There is an economic issue, not just the amount that the house costs and the rehab costs but
what is the amount it will resell for?
Don: Are we going to find someone that wants to live in that block? An application was
submitted last November for NAHTF funds and is trying to identify another 7 homes to buy
located east of 72nd Street.
Jim: The neighborhoods and economic development discussed Highlander North 75
development, the need for job training services, neighborhood residents getting problems
addressed and the importance of neighborhood associations, organizations, watches, etc. Are
there any questions regarding the program or comments?
How can the Planning Department rationalize taking more land mass when you have streets in
North Omaha that are deplorable?
Jim: I have no say in that. You would have to talk to the Mayor or members of the Planning
Board. The HCD division is in the process of making the kinds of improvements to help fill in
that “donut hole”.
The resources that will take to maintain and upkeep the areas further west will be at the expense
of the very target areas you are talking about.
Jim: The hope is that the places being annexed will be able to pay for themselves in the long
term.
Don: A cost benefits analysis is done for proposed annexations.
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It will be at our expense if those areas are annexed into the City because resources will go to
those areas that are annexed in. I’m not the person to talk to the Mayor, civilly, but the staff
needs to know that people are paying attention to our resources being drained and creating this
“donut hole” in the City by this annexation and shifting the resources out west. We never seem
to get them back on our side of town. Why can’t we develop and provide some quality training
programs to people that are incarcerated so that when they come out these very houses can be
rehabbed and go back to those areas that need it.
We actually went to the Tecumseh State Penn where you actually have a captive audience where
there could be an 18 month program with a certificate. The unions do not have enough bodies or
skilled employees. We went to the Mayor, Chamber and Governor whom are big supporters but
there are not enough resources.
Jim: It’s not only necessary to have training, but they are having trouble finding a place to live
which is a major goal on the horizon.
In the City of Omaha, a felon cannot rent from apartment complexes; you have to go to a private
owner.
I am Neighbor Works Home Solutions or New Community Development and it would depend
upon the offense.
Do you have a list of apartments or housing that we can go to?
Get me your e-mail address and I can get that to you.
Jim: Sometimes this is the best thing that happens at these meetings.
I am a lifelong resident on the near south side and would like to compliment the City’s on its
Micro Enterprise activities. There is a very dynamic and robust small business community
which is no accident but in large part to the City’s collaboration. Unfortunately, the criminal
record blemishes opportunities in the job market and a lot of folks returning from the system that
are very talented and the talents need to be available in the marketplace which is one way to
alleviate the criminal record barrier.
The sewer separation that has devastated 24th Street and looks like a ghost town and may look
like a ghost town in the next 10 years? How does that fall into the Planning Department’s
developmental aspects as it applies to business development?
Jim: We coordinate with the public works department and the sewer separation effort to assure
that the street scape improvements are done only one time.
Did the original sewer separation area include the 24th & Lake area?
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Jim: We took a very intensive approach at 24th & Lake heading south and as no businesses were
fronting the street, we took a less intensive approach but the street scape improvement was
focused more intensively at Hamilton. The intention was to start at Lake and maybe do some
other work. I’m not sure how it transpired. The attention was to intensely street scape the street
where all the businesses were but it was torn up for quite a while.
Does the Planning Department have any responsibilities as it applies to the business development
that is presently there and has suffered?
Jim: Not sure I know the answer to that in the sense that we would like to contribute to that and
help.
We have not only experienced a number of businesses that have gone out of business because of
that but a number of businesses that are barely staying above board. In conjunction with that
there were several individuals that anticipated putting a business in the area and backed off
because the corridor between 24th and Lake and 24th and Ames desolate for the next 10 years.
Jim: That is an area I am much familiar with. I am going from 24th and Lake south. It is a
Public Works issue and not a Planning Department issue.
I am talking about the City’s plan of development.
What can you do to reimburse them or support them as they are going out of business? They are
going into their savings to stay afloat.
In any other part of the City, these guys would be in jail. The City has to own up to some
responsibility for the sewer project and its devastating effect on 24th & Lake.
It’s absolutely criminal. I talked to the CSO people and told them that but the City has allowed
this and has enabled this catastrophe to go on for months and months and months. Any other
part of the City, you guys would be in jail.
Jim: I have no idea how to respond to that. I appreciate the input. I cannot answer for the whole
department, the Public Works department or the City.
Is there a similar meeting or anything with a section of the Planning Department that is
responsible for this genocidal act that has happened in North Omaha?
Jim: The Capital Improvement budget is probably the source of the funding, the plan that chose
the various projects for the sewer separation. You could connect with the Capital Improvement
budgeting process. The Planning Department coordinates it with the various departments that
have capital needs such as Library, Public Works, and Parks & Recreation.
Which department head or individual would be responsible for the activity that is causing the
difficulty on 24th Street because of the sewer separation and the lack of education, services and
support of the people that are residing, have businesses and have had businesses in that area?
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Jim: I don’t know who would be responsible for that. The Capital Improvement budget process
takes the heads of the various departments and presents/develops a five year plan and is then
taken to the City Council and approved.
Is the City Council ultimately responsible?
Jim: Yeah, that is the case.
I am interested in the department that is responsible for the planning of structure on the city
street and the responsibility as it applies to notification, education and support during that
process.
Jim: I am not just familiar with the Public Works department but much of what you are talking
about is the Public Works department.
That is an important piece. It really lies at the Mayor’s feet for what needs to be looked at but
that is vital for the businesses. It needs to be brought up to the surface and accountability has to
take place. I’m surprised that I am hearing there is no accountability for what you are talking
about.
Jim: The City Council and the Mayor.
If we cannot get any reprise from the City Council and/or the Mayor, what is the next step?
Don: Vote them out, that’s your recourse. The Mayor went to various public libraries and
neighborhood meetings to gather input. The issues are huge and critically important but the staff
here tonight is a housing development staff. Your issues are more broad than we have expertise
and responsibility for and are unable to answer. The CSO sewer separation project is essentially
a Public Works department project and budget falls at the feet of the City Council and the
Mayor. You would need to voice your complaints directly to the Mayor’s office.
David: It would be something you take to your Councilman. We certainly can relay this and
pass it on but more effective still is to talk to your Councilman or the Mayor.
Pat: The person to contact in the Mayor’s office is Cassie Seagren, the Economic Development
Chief of Staff.
Second Public Hearing for the 2016 Action Plan
3/7/16
Jim: Are proposing for the 2016 Housing and Community Development program. We do a lot
of things but we may not do everything that you think we should. Are there questions, concerns?
Willis: When are you going to start in 2017 a redevelopment plan for north Omaha on the west
side of 24th Street.
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Jim: We are going to start it in 2016. The location that you are talking about is within the North
NRSA and to do certain kinds of activities like acquire property we have to have a
redevelopment plan so there are various redevelopment plans within the North NRSA. We are
going to create another one called King Science West Redevelopment Plan with the idea to
mirror the activity east of 24th Street west of 24th Street. We like to keep things simple. Is
actually a part of a neighborhood, Neighborhood Action and Fact, one of the original target
neighborhoods from the late 70’s or early 80’s. That will be our next redevelopment effort and
will be happening in 2016, actually very soon.
Willis: Will we be informed?
Jim: You will be more than informed, you will be involved and you will be helping guide the
process. Anything else? Thank you all for coming. Good night.
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First Public Hearing Notice (6/24/15) – Omaha World Herald
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Omaha Star
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El Perico
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2016 Action Plan Summary – Omaha World Herald
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El Perico
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Second Public Hearing Public Notice – March 7, 2016
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El Perico
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Omaha Star
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Grantees Unique Appendices
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2016 CDBG Program

Program

Description

2016
CDBG
Budget

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

$1,160,000

$1,160,000

$0

$0

$1,160,000

repairs

$500,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$500,000

$0

$200,000

$600,000

Goals

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

Housing Rehabilitation and
Demolition
Single-Family Housing
Rehabilitation Program

Direct rehabilitation financing by the City
of Omaha in targeted areas through grants
for homeowners and investors. Programs
include owner-occupied full
rehabilitations and exterior
rehabilitations, and energy
conservation/healthy homes projects.

55

housing units

Emergency Repair and
Handyman Program

Grants to low-income homeowners to
make critical emergency repairs and
removal of architectural barriers and
grants to very low-income homeowners to
make minor handyman repairs for elderly
residents and removal of architectural
barriers by the City of Omaha.

800

Blight Removal Program

Demolition of vacant deteriorated singlefamily houses in the Low- and ModerateIncome Area by the City of Omaha and
demolition of unfit and unsafe housing
units by Habitat for Humanity for future
construction of infill housing or blight
eradication.

35

demolitions

$400,000

$400,000

Roof Replacement and Repair
Program

Roof repairs and replacements for houses
with critical needs for homeowners under
50% MFI and either elderly or
permanently disabled by Rebuilding
Together Inc. targeting the Deer Park
Neighborhood.

10

housing units

$100,000

$100,000
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Program

Description

Sub-total

2016
CDBG
Budget

Goals

66
800
35

rehabilitations
repairs
demolitions

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

$2,160,000

$2,160,000
100%

$0

$200,000

$2,360,000

Housing Development
Single Family Infill Program

Acquisition, rehabilitation, resale,
demolition, site preparation, professional
services, public improvements and/or
conveyance of property for development
of new housing units by the City of
Omaha in the Low- and Moderate-Income
Area including North and South
Neighborhood Revitalization Areas.

22

housing sites

$400,000

$400,000

$0

$0

$400,000

75 North Redevelopment
Project*

Public improvements by the City of
Omaha along North 30th Street, from
Parker Street to Howard Kennedy School
at Binney Street, in support of
revitalization of the site of former
Pleasant View public housing site. This
$750,000 total project will be phased and
dependent upon sufficiency of future
CDBG allocations.

1

public
improvement

$250,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$250,000

22

housing sites

$650,000

$650,000

$0

$0

$650,000

jobs

$300,000

$300,000

$200,000

$300,000

$800,000

Sub-total
Economic Development
Step-Up Omaha Youth
Employment Program

Financial assistance to The
Empowerment Network for an
employment program for participants
ages 14 to 21. CDBG funds will be used
for wages for eligible participants

275
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Program

Description

2016
CDBG
Budget

Goals

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

employed by private business and
organizations and for program support.
Business Development Program

Funding assistance to Catholic Charities
for a micro-enterprise technical assistance
program to create low- and moderateincome jobs.

35

North Omaha Agricultural Hub
Project

Perimeter landscaping, attractive fencing,
sidewalk/curb repairs, parking lot
repair/beautification, and exterior
renovations to the Agriculture Hub
building by Omaha Economic
Development Corporation.

1

Sub-Total

jobs

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$150,000

public and site
improvements

$200,000

$200,000

$0

$300,000

$500,000

310
1

jobs
public and site
improvements

$550,000

$550,000

$250,000

$650,000

$1,450,000

340

clients

$110,000

$110,000

$0

$4,000,000

$4,110,000

32

clients

$20,000

$20,000

$406,100

$0

$426,100

372

clients

$130,000

$130,000
100%

$406,100

$4,000,000

$4,536,100

Public Services
Homeownership Program

Homeownership counseling services
provided through Family Housing
Advisory Services and operational
support for Omaha 100 to provide
affordable loans to home purchasers.

Supportive Housing Services

Financial assistance to Heartland Family
Services to provide Permanent Supportive
Housing Services for chronically
homeless persons.

Sub-Total
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Program

Description

Goals

2016
CDBG
Budget

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

$892,200

-

-

-

$892,200

$10,000

-

-

-

$10,000

$902,200

-

-

-

$902,200

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

Program Administration and
Planning
Personnel, non-personnel and indirect
costs.
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing
Implementation Program
Sub-Total
Total CDBG Program

$4,392,200

$3,490,000

$656,100

$4,850,000

$9,898,300

2016
HOME
Budget

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

$912,000

$680,000

2016 HOME Program

Program

Description

Goals

Homeowner Housing
Development
Single-family Infill Housing
Program

Site preparation, conveyance of land,
construction of single-family houses by
GESU Housing Corporation, acting as a
CHDO, and the City of Omaha and
deferred payment loans to qualified
homebuyers. Five houses will be
constructed by GESU Housing in the
Clifton Hills South neighborhood and
three by the City of Omaha in
Cornerstone II and three at Locust Glen.

11

units
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$2,592,000

Program

Description

2016
HOME
Budget

Goals

Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

Eight of the houses will be directly
assisted with HOME funds.
Urban Homestead Rehabilitation
and Resale Program **

Council Bluffs
Multiple-Family Housing
Development Project

Acquisition, rehabilitation and resale of
vacant single-family houses in Omaha
and mortgage loans to qualified lowincome homebuyers by the City of
Omaha.

7

units

$520,000

$520,000

$535,000

Land acquisition and/or constructionrelated costs for 1 or 2 multiple-family
housing development projects at a
location or locations to be determined.

2

units

$190,000

$190,000

$0

$0

$190,000

20

units

$1,710,000

$1,710,000

$1,447,000

$680,000

$3,837,000

$188,200

-

-

-

$188,200

$188,200

-

-

-

$188,200

$1,710,000

$1,447,000

Sub-Total

Program Administration

Personnel and non-personnel costs.

Sub-Total

$1,898,200

Total HOME Program

2016 ESG Program
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$1,055,000

$680,000

$4,025,200

Program

Description

Emergency Shelter Operations

Assistance for shelter operating expenses
including personnel expenses, supplies,
utilities, repairs, security, insurance,
equipment and furnishings.

Rapid Re-Housing

Housing stabilization and relocation
services and financial assistance for
homeless individuals and families

Homeless Management
Information System

Data management and report generation
for Metropolitan Area Continuum of Care
for the Homeless agencies

Sub-total

Program Administration

2016
ESG
Budget

Goals

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

4500

households
assisted

$214,632

$214,632

$0

$232,034

$446,666

70

households
assisted

$131,088

$131,088

$0

$141,790

$272,878

$12,000

$12,000

$0

$12,900

$24,900

$357,720

$357,720

$0

$386,724

$744,444

-

4570

households
assisted

Personnel and non-personnel costs for
ESG Program administration.

$29,004

$386,724

Total ESG Program
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Low and
Moderate
Income
Benefit

-

-

$386,724

-

$0

149

-

$386,724

$773,448
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Total 2016 Entitlement

2016
Budget

Other
Public
Funds

Private
Funds

Total
Project
Cost

CDBG Program

$4,392,200

$656,100

$4.850,000

$9,998,300

HOME Program

$1,898,200

$1,447,000

$680,000

$4,025,200

$386,724

$0

$386,724

$773,448

$6,677,124

$2,103,100

$1,066,724

$14,796,948

Emergency Solutions
Grant
Total Entitlement
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2016 NAHTF

Goals

2016

Other

NAHTF

Public

Private

Project

Total

Budget

Funds

Funds

Cost

Program

Description

Locust Glen
Subdivision Project

Construction of three single-family
houses by the City of Omaha at 18th
and Locust.

4

housing
units

$300,000

$550,000

$280,000

$1,130,000

Neighborhood Infill
Housing Project

Site preparation, conveyance of land,
construction of single-family houses
by GESU Housing Corporation and
the City of Omaha and deferred
payment loans to qualified
homebuyers. Five houses will be
constructed by GESU Housing in the
Clifton Hills South neighborhood and
four by the City of Omaha in
Cornerstone II.

9

housing
units

$500,000

$858,000

$630,000

$1,988,000

Single-Family
Housing
Rehabilitation
Program

Direct rehabilitation financing by the
City of Omaha through grants for
homeowners in the King Science
Redevelopment Plan Area.

9

housing
units

$250,000

$196,000

$0

$446,000

$1,050,000.0

$1,604,000.0

$910,000.0

$3,564,000.0

Sub-total

22

households
assisted
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Area of Low Income Concentration

The City of Omaha defines “Area of Low-Income Concentration” (ALIC) as a census tract(s) in which 40%
or more of the population lives in poverty. Of the five tracts that meet this definition, one will be excluded
from this designation because of substantial differences in its population and in the general character of
the tract itself. Census tract 16, while having a poverty rate of 85% is not a typical of the census tract
meeting the definition of ALIC.

The primary reason for this difference is the location of Creighton University, a medium sized urban
university located adjacent to the north of downtown within tract 16. According to the 2010 Census, of
the 2,577 people living in census tract 16, only 139 live in households, the remaining population lives in
group quarters, primarily university dorms. All of the households in census tract 16 are renter households.
Fewer than 10% of the people living in households are in family households, compared to approximately
60% for the other ALIC census tract. The remaining 90% live with non-related individuals, probably
Creighton students living nearby but off campus. The determination of poverty is based on the number of
people living in households which, in the case of census tract 16 has a household population that less than
15% of the household population of any of the other tracts meeting the ALIC definition. In addition and
further emphasizing the likelihood of the household population being students, the small number of
people living in households in tract 16, have a per-capita income that is approximately 55% of the other
tracts that meet the ALIC definition. A reasonable explanation for such disparity among the city’s poorest
areas is that the households within census tract 16 are primarily made of students being supported by
their families.

The census tracts that will be used to as Omaha’ ALIC area include: 6, 7, 11 and 59.02. The 2.1 square mile
ALIC is located within an area which is north of Cuming Street, south of Fort Street, east of 40th Street and
west of Florence Boulevard/20th Street (See Map 1). The total number of people in the ALIC that live in
poverty is 3,866 or 51.5% of the population according to the 2006 to 2010 America Community Survey
(ACS).
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Map 1
Area of Low-Income Concentration

Racial and Ethnic Composition
The racial composition of the ALIC is quite different from that which is found in Omaha. The largest
difference is the fact that the largest racial group within the ALIC is the African American population at
73%, compared to Omaha which is its white population at 75%. Other differences in the racial composition
are considerably smaller between the City and the ALIC with the largest difference found in the category
“Some other race”.

The broadest ethnic category used by the Census, “Hispanic/Latino Origin” is somewhat smaller in the
ALIC with 8% of the population compared to 13% for the City.

Table 8
Population, Race and Ethnicity
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ALIC

Omaha
%

#
7,503

Total:
Population of one race:

#

%

408,958

7,144

95.2%

396,689

97.0%

White alone

1,127

15.0%

298,815

75.3%

Black or African American alone

5,498

73.3%

55,950

14.1%

American Indian and Alaska Native
alone

97

1.3%

3,391

0.9%

Asian alone

67

0.9%

10,014

2.5%

1

0.0%

326

0.1%

354

4.7%

28,193

7.1%

Population of two or more races:

355

4.8%

12,269

3.0%

Population of Hispanic Origin

598

8.0%

53,553

13.1%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone

Source: 2010 Census

Age
As indicated by the median, the age of the population within the ALIC is younger at 28.7, than that of the
City at 33.5. The proportion of the population up to 19 years is 15% greater in the ALIC than in Omaha.
Starting at the age range 20 to 34 years Omaha maintains the higher proportion of the population.
Table 9
Age
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ALIC
#
Median Age

Under 5 years

Omaha
%

28.7

#

%
33.5

630

8.5%

30,504

7.5%

5 to 19 years

2,562

34.6%

84,467

20.6%

20 to 34 years

2,126

28.7%

147,605

36.1%

35 to 59 Years

1,416

19.1%

130,409

31.9%

60 to 74 Years

373

5.0%

43,326

10.6%

75 Years and Older

293

4.0%

22,887

5.6%

Source: 2010 Census

Household Composition and Size
Differences exist in the composition of households within the ALIC compared to the city as a whole. The
percentage of households having one or more people under 18 years within the ALIC is 40%, compared to
the City at 31%. Households with one or more members 65 or older is the same as the city.These age
categories can be considered measures of vulnerable within a populations and the ALIC has a clearly
higher proportion. The other household type within the ALIC which is significantly different from the City
is the percentage of Married-couple families at 26% in the ALIC compared to the City at 41%.

The number of persons per household in the ALIC is approximately the same as the City as a whole at 2.6
and 2.5 respectively.

Table 10
Household Composition and Size
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ALIC
#
Total:

Omaha
%

#

2,872

%

162,627

Households with one or more
people under 18 years

1,147

39.9%

50,832

31.3%

Households with one or more
people over 65 years

611

21.3

15,192

21.0%

1,714

59.7%

96,477

59.3%

Married-couple family

736

25.6%

66,101

40.6%

Other family

748

26.0%

30,376

18.7%

1,158

40.3%

66,150

40.6%

Family households

Nonfamily households

Person Per Household

2.6

2.5
Source: 2010 Census

Housing
The vacancy rate for housing in the ALIC is 11.2%, approximately 3 percent points higher than the City.
Tenure for the ALIC is approximately the inverse of that of the city. The cost of housing is less within the
ALIC than for the city as a whole. The median rent in the city is $708, or 56% higher than that of the ALIC.
The median housing value of owner-occupied units in Omaha is 164% higher than in the ALIC.

Table 11
Housing Units, Vacancy, Tenure and Costs

ALIC
#
Total Housing Units:

Omaha
%

2,408
Annual Action Plan
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#

%

177,518
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ALIC

Omaha

#
Occupied

%

#

%

2,139

88.8%

162,627

91.6%

269

11.2%

14,891

8.4%

Owner occupied

1,071

37.3%

94,815

58.3%

Renter occupied

1,801

62.7%

67,812

41.7%

Vacant

Tenure:

*Housing Cost:
Median Gross Rent
Median Housing Value

$454

$712

$49,903

$131,900
Sources: 2010 Census
*2006 to 2010 ACS

Economic
Basic measures of economic well-being find those living in the ALIC much worse off economically than
those in the entire city. At less than $10,000, the per capita income within the ALIC is 38% of the city
per-capita income. A similarly dramatic difference is found for median household incomes with the
ALIC at $17,427 and the city as a whole at $46,230. The unemployment rate within the ALIC at 21%, is
more than four time the rate for the entire city. The proportion of the population that is of low- and
moderate-income is 83.2%, compared to 45.0% for the city.

Table 12
Housing and Vacancy and Tenure
ALIC
#
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Omaha
%

#

%
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ALIC

Omaha

Income:
Per Capita
Median Household Income

$9,975

$26,123

$17,427

$46,230

Unemployment Rate:

Low/Moderate Population

6,640

21.4%

4.9%

83.2%

174,060 45.0%

Source: 2006 to 2010 ACS
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Area of Minority Concentration

The City of Omaha defines “Area of Minority Concentration” (AMC) as any census tract in which 75% or
more of the population is a racial minority or is Hispanic. Two areas, one in north Omaha and one in South
Omaha meet this definition of AMC. (See Image 2 “Area of Minority Concentration”)

Map 2
Areas of Minority Concentration
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The Areas of Minority Concentration (AMC) occupy 8.9 square miles and, as preciously stated, are in two
locations in the eastern part of the city (See Map 2.) The AMC includes the following fifteen Census Tracts:

Table 13
Area of Minority Concentration Census Tracts
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North

South

3.00, 6.00, 7.00

27.00

8.00, 11.00, 12.00

29.00

52.00, 53.00, 59.01

32.00

59.02, 60, 61.01

Racial and Ethnic Composition
As would be expected, the racial and ethnic composition of the AMC is considerably more diverse than
the City of Omaha. The largest minority group is that comprised of African Americans with 51 percent of
the population, compared to fourteen percent for Omaha’s population. The next largest minority group
are people of Hispanic origin at 13%, ten percentage points higher than for Omaha. The proportion of the
population that is white one-fifth the city-wide proportion.

Table 14
Population, Race and Ethnicity: Area of Minority Concentration

AMC

Omaha
%

#
37,420

Total:
Population of one race:

#

%

408,958

35,526

94.9%

396,689

97.0%

5,175

14.6%

298,815

75.3%

18,311

51.1%

55,950

14.1%

American Indian and Alaska Native
alone

334

0.9%

3,391

0.9%

Asian alone

478

1.3%

10,014

2.5%

20

0.1%

326

0.1%

White alone
Black or African American alone

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
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AMC

Omaha
%

#

%

#
1,169

3.3%

28,193

7.1%

Population of two or more races:

1,410

4.0%

12,269

3.0%

Population of Hispanic Origin

8,629

23.1%

53,553

13.1%

Some other race alone

Source: 2010 Census

Age
The age of the population within the AMC is younger than that of the City of Omaha as indicated by the
five year difference in the median age. The largest percentage difference within the age range is among
people 20 to 34 years with the city having the greater proportion. The next largest difference is within the
school age range, those 5 to 19 years, with the AMC having a seven percentage point advantage.

Table 15
Age: Area Minority Concentration

AMC
#
Median Age

Omaha
%

28.6

#

%
33.5

Under 5 years

3,890

10.4%

30,504

7.5%

5 to 19 years

10,168

27.2%

84,467

20.6%

20 to 34 years

7,933

21.2%

147,605

36.1%

35 to 59 Years

12,360

33.0%

130,409

31.9%
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AMC

Omaha

#

%

#

%

60 to 74 Years

1,756

4.4%

43,326

10.6%

75 Years and Older

1,413

3.8%

22,887

5.6%

Source: 2010 Census

Household Composition and Size
Differences exist in the composition of households within the AMC compared to the city as a whole. A
higher percentage of households have one or more people less than eighteen years in them within the
AMC at 44%, than does the City at 31%. The AMC also has a higher proportion of family households than
does the city. Other family households comprise more than two times the proportion of the population
in the AMC than in the city.

The number of persons per household in the AMC is somewhat higher at 2.9, than in the city at 2.5.

Table 16
Household Composition and Size:
Area of Minority Concentration

AMC
#
Total:

Omaha
%

12,730

#

%

162,627

Households with one or more
people under 18 years

5,621

44.2%

50,832

31.3%

Households with one or more
people over 65 years

2,554

20.1%

15,192

21.0

Family households

8,326

65.4%

96,477

59.3%
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AMC
#

Omaha
%

#

%

Married-couple family

4,942

38.8%

66,101

40.6%

Other family

5,065

39.8%

30,376

18.7%

Nonfamily households

4,404

34.6

66,150

40.6%

Person Per Household

2.9

2.5
Source: 2010 Census

Housing
The housing vacancy rate in the AMC is five percentage points higher than the vacancy rate for the city as
a whole. Renters are a greater proportion of households within the AMC at 57% while the city favors
owners at 60%.

The cost of housing is less within the AMC than for the city as a whole. The median rent in the AMC is
$484 compared to $712 for the city. The median housing value of owner-occupied units in the AMC at
$67,738 is considerably less, nearly half, compared to the city as a whole.

Table 17
Housing Units, Vacancy, Tenure and Costs:

Area of Minority Concentration

AMC
#
Total Housing Units:
Occupied
Vacant

Omaha
%

14,713

%

177,518

12,730

86.5%

162,627

91.6%

1,983

13.5%

14,891

8.4%
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AMC

Omaha

#

%

#

%

Tenure:
Owner occupied

5,487

43.1%

94,815

58.3%

Renter occupied

7,243

56.9%

67,812

41.7%

*Housing Cost:
Median Contract Rent

$484

$712

Median Housing Value

$67,738

$131,900
Sources: 2010 Census
*2006 to 2010 ACS

Economic
At $11,300, the per capita income within the AMC is less than half that of the city. Though not as dramatic,
a similar difference is found for median household incomes with the AMC at $25,171 and the city as a
whole at$46,230. The unemployment rate within the AMC is 17.1%, more than three times higher than
the city as a whole.

Table 18
Housing and Vacancy and Tenure:

Area of Low-Income Concentration

AMC
#

Omaha
%

#

%

Income:
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AMC

Omaha

Per Capita

$11,300

$26,123

Median Household Income

$25,171

$46,230

Unemployment Rate:

Low/Mod Population

29,015

17.1%

4.9%

76.6%

174,060 45.0%

Source: 2006 to 2010 ACS
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Central City East of 72nd Street Area
The City of Omaha provides assist low and moderate-income households to rehabilitate their homes.
Rehabilitation activity may require a household to seek private funds to leverage City funds. Most
rehabilitation programs operate in areas where households with very low-incomes make up a large portion
of the populations; near where other redevelopment activity is taking place. Low and moderate income
also live west of current redevelopment areas in older homes that might also need rehabilitation. Providing
limited assistance to an expanded area would permit these low- and moderate-income households to
receive assistance. The expanded area is called the Central City East of 72nd Street (CC East 72nd) and has
the following boundaries: 72nd Street, south of I-680, west of the Missouri River, and north of Harrison
Street. (See Map 1)
The following table provides the census tract for the CC East 72nd area.
CCE72 Area Census Tracts

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

11

12

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34.01

34.02

35

36

37

38

39

40

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59.01

59.02

60

31.01

61.02

62.02

63.01

63.02

63.03

64

65.05

65.06

70.01

70.02

70.03

71.01

71.02

73.04

2010 Census
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Map 1
Central City East of 72nd Area

Racial and Ethnic Composition
The racial composition of the CCE72 area is somewhat different from that which is found in Omaha and
has more than half of the city’s population. The 212,280 person area contains the two areas of minority
concentration and has a White population that comprises 62.4% of the single-race population. The next
largest racial group is the African American population at 21.9%, all but approximately 11,000 of the
56,000 African Americans in the entire city. All other racial groups are within a percentage point of the
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city rate with the exception of the “Some other Race”category12.0% of the populations compared to 7.1%
for the city.
The broadest ethnic category used by the Census, “Hispanic/Latino Origin” is a larger proportion of the
CCE72 area at 17.4% compared to 13.1% for the city. The CCE72 area contains 46,000 of the 53,553
Hispanic population living in Omaha.
Table 8
Population, Race and Ethnicity

CCE72
#
Total:

Omaha
%

212,280

Population of one race:

#

%

408,958

204,248

96.2%

396,689

97.0%

127,429

62.4

298,815

75.3%

44,732

21.9

55,950

14.1%

American Indian and Alaska Native
alone
Asian alone

2,671

1.3%

3,391

0.9%

4,656

2.3%

10,014

2.5%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone

179

0.1%

326

0.1%

24,581

12.0%

28,193

7.1%

8,032

3.9%

12,269

3.0%

46,240

17.4%

53,553

13.1%

White alone
Black or African American alone

Population of two or more races:

Population of Hispanic Origin
Source: 2010 Census
Age

As indicated by the median, the age of the population within the CCE72 is slightly younger at 31.2, than
that of the City at 33.5. Starting with young adults, 20 to 34 year olds, each older category has a higher
proportion of people in the city as a whole than in the CCE72 area. Notably, young adults have the largest
difference with a 10 percentage point difference.
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Table 9
Age

CCE72
#
Median Age

Omaha
%

31.2

#

%
33.5

Under 5 years

17,661

8.4%

30,504

7.5%

5 to 19 years

45,695

21.5%

84,467

20.6%

20 to 34 years

54,664

25.8%

147,605

36.1%

35 to 59 Years

64,911

30.6%

130,409

31.9%

60 to 74 Years

18,824

8.9%

43,326

10.6%

75 Years and Older

10,425

4.9%

22,887

5.6%

Source: 2010 Census
Household Composition and Size
The composition 80,000 households within theCCE72 are similar to those of the city . The percentage of
households having one or more people under 18 years within the ALIC is 32%, compared to the City at
31%. The percentage of households with one or more people over 65 years within the ALIC is 20%,
compared to 21% for the City. These age categories can be considered measures of vulnerable within a
populations and the ALIC has a clearly higher proportion. Married couple families have the largest
difference in proportion with 33% for the CCE72 and 41% for the city.
The number of persons per household in the ALIC is approximately the same as the City as a whole at 2.6
and 2.5 respectively.
Table 10
Household Composition and Size
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CCE72
#
Total:

Omaha
%

#

80,537

%

162,627

Households with one or more people under 18 years

1,147

32.0%

50,832

31.3%

Households with one or more people over 65 years

15,767

19.6%

15,192

21.0%

Family households

45,504

56.5%

96,477

59.3%

Married-couple family

26,496

32.9%

66,101

40.6%

Other family

19,008

23.6%

30,376

18.7%

Nonfamily households

35,033

43.5%

66,150

40.6%

Person Per Household

2.5

2.5
Source: 2010 Census

Housing
The vacancy rate for housing in the CCE72 is 12.1%, somewhat higher than for the City. Tenure for the
CCE72 tips toward homeownership by a small margin with 53% owners and 47% renters. The cost of
housing is less within the CCE72 than for the city as a whole with the median gross rent in the city is $712,
compared to 502 for the and the median housing value at $100,000 for the CCE72and the City at $132,000
Table 11
Housing Units, Vacancy, Tenure and Costs
CCE72
#
Total Housing Units:
Occupied
Vacant

Omaha
%

90,321

%

177,518

80,537

87.9%

162,627

91.6%

8,784

12.1%

14,891

8.4%
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Tenure:
Owner occupied

42,947

53.3%

94,815

58.3%

Renter occupied

37,590

46.7%

67,812

41.7%

*Housing Cost:
Median Gross Rent
Median Housing Value

$602

$712

$100,003

$131,900
Sources: 2010 Census and 2010 ACS
*2006 to 2010 ACS

Economic
Basic measures of economic well-being find those living in the ALIC much worse off economically than
those in the entire city. At less than $10,000, the per capita income within the ALIC is 38% of the city
per-capita income. A similarly dramatic difference is found for median household incomes with the
ALIC at $17,427 and the city as a whole at $46,230. The unemployment rate within the ALIC at 21%, is
more than four time the rate for the entire city. The percent of the population that is of low- and
moderate-income within the CCE72 is nearly 60%, compared to 45% for the city.
Table 12
Economic Indicators
CCE72
#

Omaha
%

#

%

Income:
Per Capita

Median Household Income

$19,166

$26,123

$36,0743

$46,230

Unemployment Rate:

11.4%
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CCE72
Low/Mod Population

122,022

Omaha
59.8%

174,060 45.0%

Source: 2006 to 2010 ACS

Low- and Moderate-Income Area

The City of Omaha includes an area in which a substantial percent of the population are of low- and
moderate income. The City of Omaha refers to this area the Low- and Moderate-Income Area (LMA) in
which 69.3% of the population is of low- and moderate-income. The LMA is generally defined as the
area east of 42nd Street south of Dodge Street, and the east of 48th Street north of Dodge Street (See
Map 3).
Map 3
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
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The LMA occupies 33.5 square miles and includes the following 43 Census Tracts:

Table 19
Low- and Moderate Income Area Census Tracts
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3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

11.00

12.00

16.00

18.00

19.00

20.00

21.00

22.00

23.00

24.00

25.00

26.00

27.00

28.00

29.00

30.00

31.00

32.00

33.00

34.01

34.02

38.00

39.00

40.00

42.00

43.00

49.00

50.00

51.00

52.00

53.00

54.00

59.01

59.02

60.00

61.01

61.02

Racial and Ethnic Composition
As would be expected, the racial and ethnic composition of the LMA is considerably more diverse than
the City of Omaha. The largest racial group is that comprised of White residents with 41% of the
population, compared to 75% of Omaha’s population. African Americans comprise 25% of the population
in the LMA. Residents identifying themselves as of some other race comprise 0.3 percent of the LMA
population, compared to three percent for Omaha.

At 30%, the proportion of people of Hispanic origin is more than two times the percentage of the whole
city.

Table 20
Population, Race and Ethnicity: Low- and Moderate-Income Area

LMA
#
Total:
Population of one race:

%

123,316
119,965
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Omaha
#

%

408,958
97.3%

396,689

97.0%
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LMA
#

Omaha
%

#

%

White alone

49,229

41.0%

298,815

75.3%

Black or African American alone

29,894

24.9%

55,950

14.1%

American Indian and Alaska Native
alone

1,223

1.0%

3,391

0.9%

Asian alone

2,626

2.2%

10,014

2.5%

70

0.1%

326

0.1%

368

0.3%

28,193

7.1%

,351

2.8%

12,269

3.0%

36,555

29.6%

53,553

13.1%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone
Population of two or more races:

Population of Hispanic Origin

Source: 2010 Census

Age
The age of the population within the LMA is somewhat younger than that of the City of Omaha. The
median age within the LMA is four years younger than that of the city.

Table 21
Age: Low- and Moderate-Income Area
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LMA
#
Median Age

Omaha
%

#

29.3

%
33.5

Under 5 years

11,374

9.2%

30,504

7.5%

5 to 19 years

28,403

23.0%

84,467

20.6%

20 to 34 years

33,028

26.8%

147,605

36.1%

35 to 59 Years

36,625

29.7%

130,409

31.9%

60 to 74 Years

9,260

7.5%

43,326

10.6%

75 Years and Older

4,626

3.8%

22,887

5.6%

Source: 2010 Census

Household Composition and Size
Differences exist in the composition of households within the LMA compared to the city as a whole.
Among the more significant is the proportion of “Other Family” households within the LMA at twelve
percent of all households compared to nineteen percent for the city as a whole.

Table 22
Household Composition and Size:

Low- and Moderate-Income Area

ALIC
#
Total:
Households with one or more
people under 18 years

%

44,007

15,628
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Omaha
#

%

162,627

35.5%

50,832

31.3%
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ALIC
#
Households with one or more
people over 65 years

Omaha
%

#

%

7,570

17.2%

15,192

21.0

Family households

24,723

56.2%

96,477

59.3%

Married-couple family

19,384

44.0%

66,101

40.6%

5,339

12.1%

30,376

18.7%

19,284

43,8%

66,150

40.6%

Other family
Nonfamily households

Person Per Household

2.6

2.5
Source: 2010 Census

Housing
The housing vacancy rate in the LMA is somewhat higher than the housing vacancy rate for the city as a
whole. Renters occupy more housing units within the LMA while tenure rate for the City favors owners at
58% over renters at 42%.

The cost of housing is less within the LMA than for the city as a whole. The median gross rent in the LMA
is $627 compared to $712 for the entire city. The median housing value of owner-occupied units in the
AMC at $84,638 is considerably less than for the city as a whole.

Table 23
Housing Units, Vacancy, Tenure and Coats:

Low- and Moderate-Income Area
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LMA
#
Total Housing Units:

Omaha
%

50,854

Occupied

#

%

177,518

44,007

86.5%

162,627

91.6%

6,847

13.5%

14,891

8.4%

Owner occupied

19,263

48.8%

94,815

58.3%

Renter occupied

24,744

56.2%

67,812

41.7%

Vacant

Tenure:

*Housing Cost:
Median Gross Rent
Median Housing Value

$627

$712

$84,638

$131,900
Sources: 2010 Census
*2006 to 2010 ACS

Economic
The 23% of people in poverty within the LMA is nearly two times the rate of poverty within the entire city
at 13.3%. Though not as dramatic a similar difference is found for median household incomes with the
LMA at $29,746 and the city as a whole at $46,230. The unemployment rate within the LMA is 11.6%,
compared to 4.3% for the city.

Table 24
Poverty, Income and Unemployment:
Low- and Moderate-Income Area
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LMA
#
People in Poverty

Omaha
%

#

%

31,972 23.0% 62,322 13.3%

Median Household Income

$29,746

Unemployment Rate:

$46,230

11.6%

6.9%

Source: 2006 to 2010 ACS
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Neighborhood Revitalization
Strategy Areas North Area
2013 to 2017

Introduction
This document was developed in response to the Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s authorization of the Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area (NRSA) program, and
serves as a policy framework for spending Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and other HUD
dollars within the North NRSA. It is intended that this document will define the strategic use of CDBG
dollars in the implementation of community goals and fund programs and services on a geographic scale
appropriate to where people live. Additionally, the NRSAs offer enhanced flexibility for the use of CDBG
funds in a manner that promotes innovative programs. The North NRSA will not only guide CDBG
funding decisions within distressed communities but also provide strategies and action categories that
define an intentional effort to revitalize individual neighborhoods.

The Housing and Community Development (HCD) Division of the Omaha Planning Department has been
the lead agency involved in the drafting of the Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies. Participants in
the North NRSA include: general stakeholders—those who live, work or own a business in the North
NRSA and key development partners in the North Omaha community—banks, developers,
neighborhood and community organizations.

The selection of neighborhoods for which Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies are developed has
been determined by a combination of factors. First, neighborhoods are eligible based upon criteria
established by HUD to assure programs serve communities experiencing a high concentration of
economic distress. Second, the City has determined that the area within the North NRSA would be
optimizing the kinds of flexibility and incentives that designation as an NRSA permits. With housing a
major component of this economic development effort, significant portions of the NRSA in which
housing related activities will take place are necessary to have the desired economic impact.

The “Key Strategies” section of the document provides the policy context for the identification of
implementation actions that will lead to the kind of economic revitalization that best serves the North
NRSA. The “Core Actions” are those activities that have been identified through community deliberation
and can be implemented within the five-year revitalization timeline. Major action items have below
them measurable performance targets that allow revitalization to be tracked at intervals over time. In
the end, the desired result of all actions is defined within the “Outcomes” section of the document.
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Area History

The history of the North NRSA goes back to before Omaha was chartered in 1857 and most of the
remaining portions of the area were made part of the City of Omaha by 1887. The northern third of the
“Enis Lowe Map” of 1854 was within the North NRSA. In 1857, the originally chartered City of Omaha is
almost completely contained by the North NRSA. By 1887, only a small portion in the northeast had not
been annexed by the City.

Early residents of the area were Germans, Irish, and Scandinavians. By the early 1900’s mainland Italians
and Eastern European Jews populated the area. During this period, one of two pockets of African
Americans populated a portion of the North NRSA. At this time, segregation was not as prevalent as it
would become for most of the first half of the 20th Century. Non-African American populations would
initially populate portions of the North NRSA, but would move farther north or west to suburbs like
Dundee and Benson.

No such option was available to African Americans by the 1920s. While the 1920s may represent the
most vibrant time for African Americans living and working in and near the North 24th Street commercial
corridor, it also marks the beginning of racial segregation in Omaha. The area of housing segregation
was bounded by Cuming Street to Spencer Street, and 16th Street to 33rd Street, and would not begin to
loosen its grip on African Americans in Omaha until well into the 1950s.

Population and housing loss lead the decline that marked the decades that followed. Social and
economic disparity fueled civil unrest in the 1960s, destroying much of the commercial infrastructure
and further hastening the out-migration of people from the North NRSA. The first sign of population
stabilization in the North NRSA in 50 years is indicated by the 2000 Census with a loss of just 1.6% from
1990 to 2000.

Today the area contains Omaha’s most physically, economically and socially distressed neighborhoods.
Few portions of the North NRSA show no signs of distress; some areas have large amounts of vacant
land originally developed for residential and commercial purposes. While progress can be seen in parts
of the NRSA, areas of decline persist indicating the magnitude of the problems that remain and the
importance of a comprehensive approach to address them.
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The North NRSA contains two locally designated historic districts. The Kountze Park neighborhood in the
northeast quadrant of the area was originally developed in the 1880’s for some of Omaha’s wealthier
residents and is characterized by an abundance of Queen Anne style residential architecture. The park
itself was the southern portion of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi and Exposition. The Bemis Park
neighborhood has similar residential characteristics, though it developed somewhat more slowly with
much of the areas development occurring after the turn of the century. In addition to interesting
architectural characteristics, Bemis Park was the first suburban neighborhood in Omaha to follow the
topography of the land to layout streets, rather than following the grid pattern that had been used
previously.

Boundaries
The following map indicates the boundaries for the North NRSA.

North NRSA Boundary
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The North NRSA includes the following census block groups.

Tract
3

Block
Group
1, 2, 3

Tract
40

Block
Group
1, 2, 3

4

1, 2

42

1, 2

5

1

51

1, 2, 3

6

1, 2

52

1, 2
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7

1

53

1, 2, 3

8

1, 3

54

1, 2, 3, 4

11

1, 2, 3

58

2, 3

12

1, 2, 3

59.01

1, 2, 3

16

1, 3

59.02

1, 2

19

1, 2

60

39

1, 2

61.02

1, 2, 3, 4, 5
5

Demographic Criteria
The primary demographic criteria for qualifying as an NRSA is as follows:

The designated area must be primarily residential and contain a percentage
of low- and moderate-income residents that is equal to the "upper quartile
percentage" (as computed by HUD pursuant to 24 CFR 570.208(a)(1)(ii)) or
70 percent, whichever is less but, in any event, not less than 51 percent.

The North NRSA contains a variety of land use districts but is primarily residential in nature based on
land use information gathered by the City. Using block groups from the 2000 Census, the upper quartile
of residents that are low-and moderate-income is determined to be 60.4% for Omaha. The North NRSA
exceeds the upper quartile requirements with 75.6% of the residents of low- and moderate-income.

Consultation
The City of Omaha has taken advantage of the process it uses to develop the Consolidated Plan to
develop the North Omaha NRSA. All stages of the process, the first public hearing and focus group and
other meetings, provided participants with the conceptual framework for the North NRSA and
affirmed the general direction taken in its development. Upon completion of the North NRSA Plan, a
copy was distributed to every agency and individual that had participated in the development of the
Consolidated Plan and the North NRSA. One important change made to the Consolidated Plan is the
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greater importance placed on NRSAs in Omaha. The City of Omaha Application for Housing and
Community Development for FY 2013 included modifications to the Consolidated Plan priorities and
the minor changes to the boundaries of the NRSAs from the previous Five-Year Strategy.

The City of Omaha has welcomed and received input regarding the North Omaha NRSA based on
review by stakeholders. Comments about the North Omaha NRSA were given at the various public
forums and letters of support have been written, all of which have been included in the Citizen
Comment attachment of the Consolidated Plan. During the development of the North Omaha NRSA, a
plan to guide the development of North Omaha was also taking place. This planning effort, the North
Omaha Development Project, has boundaries that are very similar to those of the North Omaha NRSA.
The North Omaha Development Project identifies a framework which is congruent with and
supportive of the approaches taken in the North Omaha NRSA.

Assessment
The North NRSA has a strong neighborhood-based action plan in place. Community development
corporations and other individuals and organizations are committed to the process of implementing
development in accordance with this plan. The North NRSA is buoyed by private market activity in both
the housing and commercial sectors. The challenges ahead include the ability to: 1) develop and expand
businesses for job creation and retention, 2) create, through housing development, a larger geographically
closer market and 3) capture a greater market share of residents' retail/consumer spending originating
within and outside the North NRSA.
Economic Conditions
 The population of the North NRSA is 46,701 based on the 2010 Census, a loss of 6.2% from the
2000 Census.
 A total of 20,391 housing units are in the area, a loss of 3.0% from 2000.
 The percent of vacant housing in the area at 16.7% is almost twice the rate of the city at 8.4%.
 The tenure of occupied housing units in the area is 38.6% owner-occupied to 61.4% renteroccupied, compared to 58.3% owner-occupied and 41.7% renter-occupied for the city.
 The unemployment rate in the area is 16.3%, far greater than the 6.9% for the city.*+
 The household family income in the area is $24,499, compared to $46,230 for the city.*
 At 37.1%, the rate of poverty in the area is three times that of the city at 15.3%.*+
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The percent of people (25 years and older) that have graduated from high school within the
North NRSA is 77.6%, compared to 88.3% for the city.
The percent of people (25 years and older) with Bachelor’s degrees, at 13.6%, is less than half
that of the city of 32.4%.
Cash only gross rent is $614, compared to $710 for the city.
Median owner-occupied housing values are $75,549 within the South NRAS, compared to
$131,900 for the city.

Opportunities
 Availability of vacant land in previously commercial and residential locations.
 Some vacant land in areas never before developed.
 Similar (though still lower) rate of high school graduation.
 Lower housing costs for both rental and owner households.
Problems
 Housing conditions are worse overall in the North NRSA than in rest of the city
 61.8% of the housing was constructed before 1950
 Fewer middle and upper income housing opportunities.
 Lower rates for higher levels of education (the North NRSA percent of people with Bachelor’s
degrees is 13.6% compared to 32.4% for Omaha.
 Unemployment rate at 16.3% in North NRSA, almost three times that of Omaha.
 Poverty rate in North NRSA at 37.1% more than doubling the 15.3% of Omaha.
Sources: 2000 and 2010 Censuses and *2006-10 American Community Survey
+ Indicates use of the following Census Tracts when Block Group Data not available: 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 19, 39, 40, 42, 51, 52, 53, 54, 59.01, 59.02, 60.
Economic Empowerment
The “Key Strategies” portion of the revitalization strategy provides a realistic development strategy and
implementation plan for promoting the area's economic progress. The “Core Actions” portions focuses
on activities to create meaningful jobs for the unemployed low- and moderate-income residents of the
area as well as activities to promote the substantial revitalization of the neighborhoods.

Performance Measures
Each “Core Action” will have at least one “Outcome Indicator(s)” associated with it. Outcome
Indicators will be in a form that allows for measurement in units such as: numbers of low- and
moderate-income people or households served, numbers of employed, housing units or businesses
created within the North NRSA as a result of the implementation of that core action. A timeframe will
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estimate the number of “units” of progress (households, businesses, housing units or jobs) for the
five-year period of the strategy and for each year thereof.

The “Outcomes” portion of the strategy will provide results that provide evidence or at least indicate
improvements. These Outcomes are expected to be achieved in readily measurable terms such as:
population increases, higher median family incomes, lower unemployment, lower vacancy rates for
housing and higher levels of owner-occupied of housing units. These represent the "benchmarks" for
the strategy that will be within the five-year timeframe of the plan.

Vision

The North NRSA is envisioned as a community where business, residential and recreational activities
flourish. This community is safe and stable, good jobs are accessible, with housing affordable to and
occupied by low-, middle- and high-income residents. Recreational opportunities exist for area children
and adults and attract people from the entire region. The physical environment of the North NRSA is
well maintained and free of litter and vacant and underutilized properties. Neighborhood commercial
areas are well defined, vital and well connected by streets that accommodate people using public
transportation, in cars, on foot and on bicycles in attractive, safe settings. Commercial districts provide
the goods and services area residents want and need are integrated, as are area residents, into the
larger economy of Omaha and the region.

Key Strategies

Economic Development
Develop and expand businesses to provide jobs for North NRSA residents, particularly those with lowand moderate-incomes. Attract businesses that provide goods and services to residents of the North
NRSA, particularly those with low- and moderate-incomes, as well as from the larger community.

Core Actions:
1.1 Provide incentives for business development and expansion.
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Buildable Lots--Acquisition, relocation,
CDBG
demolition, site preparation, professional
services, public improvements and
conveyance of property to sustain pace of
construction of commercial/industrial
purposes.

Lots made available
for commercial and
other business
purposes.

2013

1

2014

1

2015

1

2016

1

2017

1

5-Year
Total

5

1.2 Make improvements to the infrastructure for commercial and other type businesses within the
North NRSA.

Commercial Area Improvements—
Improve the public infrastructure in
commercial districts and the facades of
businesses located primarily in NRSAs to
increase access by surrounding areas.

CDBG

Number of businesses
assisted.

2013

1

2014

0

2015

1

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year
Total

3

1.3 Provide business education/training opportunities available for North NRSA resident-business
people.

Micro-Enterprise Program—Improve the
business knowledge of entrepreneurs by
increasing the availability of training

CDBG

Number of microbusinesses assisted.
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2013

23

2014

23

2015

23
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programs for micro-enterprises in North
Omaha.

2016

23

2017

23

5-Year
Total

115

1.4 Develop public relations and other strategies to improve the perception of the North NRSA
throughout the city

Housing
Residential neighborhoods should be maintained and enhanced through a combination of City policies
that encourage private investment and public expenditures that help make and keep these
neighborhoods desirable for area residents and within the context of the larger real-estate market.

Core Actions:
1.1 Provide home ownership education, arrange financing and construction of homes affordable to
middle and lower income households. Higher rates of homeownership can help to stabilize a
community and serve to prevent displacement of existing residents as the neighborhood
undergoes revitalization.

Housing Counseling—Increase access to CDBG
decent, affordable housing by providing
operational support to a non-profit
organization that provides rehabilitation
and homeownership counseling services
to low- and moderate-income households.

Income eligible
households helped to
maintain or improve
their housing circumstances.
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2013

180

2014

180

2015

180

2016

180

2017

180

5-Year
Total

900
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Develop Owner-Occupied Housing—
CDBG
Increase the number of owner-occupied
HOME
housing units by preparing sites,
conveying land and assisting developers
with construction/rehabilitated financing.

Affordable Housing Lending—Increase
CDBG
access to mortgage lending by providing
operational support to a non-profit
community development intermediary
that provides affordable loans to low- and
moderate-income home purchasers.

Income eligible
households purchasing
newly constructed or
rehabilitated housing
units.

Income eligible
households provided
with mortgage lending
assistance to purchase
affordable housing.

2013

10

2014

10

2015

10

2016

10

2017

10

5-Year
Total

50

2013

29

2014

29

2015

29

2016

29

2017

29

5-Year

145

Total

Buildable Lots--Acquisition, relocation,
CDBG
demolition, site preparation, professional
services, public improvements and
conveyance of property to sustain pace of
construction of affordable housing.

Lots made available
for construction of
affordable housing
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2013

25

2014

25

2015

25

2016

25

2017

25

5-Year
Total

125
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1.2 Support homeownership opportunities for low- and moderate-income households through
funds made available from the city and other sources provide Homebuyer Assistance.

Downpayment Assistance—Increase the
affordability of homeownership to lowand moderate-income households some
of whom are first-time homebuyers by
providing downpayment assistance to
purchase newly constructed or
rehabilitated single-family homes
developed under the auspices of the
Consolidated Plan.

HOME
ADDI

Number of newly
constructed or
recently rehabilitated
houses made
affordable by
downpayment
assistance.

2013

20

2014

20

2015

20

2016

20

2017

20

5-Year
Total

100

1.3 Provide rehabilitation loans and grants to low and moderate-income homeowners for
emergency, moderate and major housing rehabilitation.

Target Area Program—Provide
rehabilitation assistance in the form of
grants to low- and moderate-income
homeowners to improve the quality of
their homes and make modifications, if
necessary, to accommodate the special
needs of household member(s).

CDBG

Reinvestment Area Program—Provide
CDBG
rehabilitation assistance, in the form of a
grant to leverage a private loan, to lowand moderate-income homeowners to
improve the quality of their homes and
remove architectural barriers.

Housing units
rehabilitated for
income eligible
households

Housing units
rehabilitated for
income eligible
households
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2013

12

2014

12

2015

12

2016

12

2017

12

5-Year
Total

60

2013

4

2014

4

2015

4

2016

4

2017

4
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Handyman Program—Provide
CDBG
rehabilitation assistance, in the form of
grants, to very low-income and/or elderly
households to make minor repairs and to
remove architectural barriers.

Emergency Repair—Provide rehabilitation CDBG
assistance, in the form of grants, to very
low-income and/or elderly households to
make critical emergency repairs.

Housing units
rehabilitated for very
low-income and/or
elderly households

Housing units
rehabilitated for very
low-income and/or
elderly households

5-Year
Total

10

2013

277

2014

277

2015

277

2016

277

2017

277

5-Year
Total

1,385

2013

61

2014

61

2015

61

2016

61

2017

61

5-Year
Total

305

1.4 Provide rehabilitation loans and grants to owners of housing units for low and moderate-income
renters.

Rental Rehabilitation Program—Increase HOME
the number of decent affordable rental
CDBG
housing units by providing substantial
rehabilitation of predominantly vacant
single-family rental housing structures.

Decent, affordable
housing units
rehabilitated for lowincome renters
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2013

10

2014

10

2015

10

2016

10

2017

10

194

5-Year
Total

50

1.5 Assist in the development of rental housing units for low- and moderate-income residents of the
North NRSA.

Rental Housing Production--Increase the CDBG/
supply of decent affordable rental housing
HOME
units for low- and moderate-income
households in the North NRSA.

Decent affordable
housing units occupied
by income eligible
households.

2013

15

2014

15

2015

15

2016

15

2017

15

5-Year

75

Total

Public Facilities
Facilities that serve specific age sectors and the general population enhances the quality of life within
the North NRSA.

Core Actions:
1.1 Assist in the development or provide enhancements to recreational opportunities within the
North NRSA in collaboration with larger redevelopment efforts.

Parks/Open Space--Sustain a suitable
living environment by increasing the
amount of parkland and/or open space.

CDBG

Land parcels
developed or
expanded for use as
parks or open space.
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2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year

1
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Total

Public Facilities--Sustain a suitable living CDBG
environment by providing public facilities
and improvements that provide services
and recreational and educational
opportunities in low- and moderateincome neighborhoods for qualified
populations with special needs and the
homeless.

Public facilities in l/m
areas used to provide
needed services or
amenities.
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2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year
Total

1
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Neighborhood Revitalization
Strategy Areas South Area
2013 to 2017

Introduction
This document was developed in response to the Federal Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s authorization of the Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area (NRSA) program, and
serves as a policy framework for spending Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and other HUD
dollars within the Omaha’s South NRSA. It is intended that this document will define the strategic use of
CDBG dollars in the implementation of community goals and fund programs and services on a
geographic scale appropriate to where people live. Additionally, NRSAs offer enhanced flexibility for the
use of CDBG funds in a manner that promotes innovative programs. The South NRSA will not only guide
CDBG funding decisions within a distressed community but will also provide strategies and action
categories that define an intentional effort to revitalize individual neighborhoods.

The Housing and Community Development (HCD) Division of the Omaha Planning Department has been
the lead agency involved in drafting Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies. Participants in the South
NRSA include: general stakeholders—those who live, work or own a business in the South NRSA and key
development partners in the South Omaha community—banks, developers, neighborhood and
community organizations.

The selection of neighborhoods for which Neighborhood Revitalization Strategies are developed has
been determined by a combination of factors. First, neighborhoods are eligible based upon criteria
established by HUD to assure programs serve communities experiencing a high concentration of
economic distress. Second, the City has determined that the area within the South NRSA would be
optimizing the kinds of flexibility and incentives that designation as an NRSA permits. With housing as a
major component of this economic development effort, significant portions of the NRSA in which
housing related activities take place are necessary to have the desired economic impact.

The “Key Strategies” section of the document provides the policy context for the identification of
implementation actions that will lead to the kind of economic revitalization that best serves the South
NRSA. The “Core Actions” are those activities that have been identified through deliberation and can be
implemented within the five-year revitalization timeline. Major action items have below them
measurable performance targets that allow revitalization to be tracked at intervals over time. In the
end, the desired result of all actions is defined within the “Outcomes” section of the document.
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Area History
South Omaha, in its early history was a separate municipal entity from Omaha, through social and
economic ties were always present. It was considered the most diverse city in Nebraska in terms of it
inhabitants countries of origin, and though the area is now part of Omaha, it is still very racially and
ethnically diverse. Following a hard fought annexation battle, the some 28,000 residents of South
Omaha were added to the 175,000 of Omaha in 1915. In addition to the people that have lived in South
Omaha, the most dominant force, certainly economic force, has been the meat packing industry. It was
the reason for South Omaha’s existence and subsequent explosion in population. So vibrant was South
Omaha in its early years that it became known as the “Magic City” for its ability to weather the worst of
economic times and continue to grow. Ultimately, the meatpacking industry that fueled the growth that
South Omaha experienced, to the point of being the largest stockyards in the country, was the primary
economic and redevelopment obstacle to overcome. When the meatpacking industry began to change
in the 1970s, it left animal livestock markets throughout the country with abandoned meatpacking
infrastructure, none more massive than in South Omaha. Today, a relatively small meatpacking presence
exists but the vast acres of animal pens and packing houses have nearly all been replaced by more
compatible commercial and industrial land uses.

Boundaries
The following map indicates the boundaries for the South NRSA.

South NRSA Boundary
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The South NRSA includes the following census block groups within their census tracts.

Tract
26

Block
Group

Block
Group

1

Tract
29

27

1

30

5, 6, 7

28

1, 2, 3

31

1, 4

32

1, 2
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Demographic Criteria
The primary demographic criteria for qualifying as an NRSA is as follows:

The designated area must be primarily residential and contain a percentage
of low- and moderate-income residents that is equal to the "upper quartile
percentage" (as computed by HUD pursuant to 24 CFR 570.208(a)(1)(ii)) or
70 percent, whichever is less but, in any event, not less than 51 percent.

The South NRSA contains a variety of land use districts but is primarily residential in nature based on
land use information gathered by the City. Using block groups from the 2000 Census, the upper quartile
of residents that are low- and moderate-income is determined to be 60.4% for Omaha. Each Census
block group within the South NRSA exceeds the upper quartile requirements with the overall proportion
of low- and moderate-income residents exceeded at 69.8%.

Consultation
The City of Omaha has taken advantage of the process it uses to develop the Consolidated Plan to
develop the South NRSA. All stages of the process, the first public hearing and focus group and other
meetings, provided participants with the conceptual framework for the South NRSA and affirmed the
general direction taken in its development. Upon completion of the South NRSA Plan, a copy was
distributed to every agency and individual that had participated in the development of the Consolidated
Plan and the South NRSA. One important change made to the Consolidated Plan is the greater
importance placed on NRSAs in Omaha. The City of Omaha Application for Housing and Community
Development for FY 2008 included modifications to the Consolidated Plan priorities and the minor
changes to the boundaries of the NRSAs from the previous Five-Year Strategy.

The City of Omaha has welcomed and received input regarding the South NRSA based on review by
stakeholders. Comments about the South NRSA were given at the various public forums and letters of
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support have been written, all of which have been included in the Citizen Comment attachment of the
Consolidated Plan. One organization, the Nebraska Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, invited
representatives the City to meet with their leadership to discuss the South NRSA and begin a dialogue
with them about housing and community development in South Omaha. Among the participants were:
President of the Latino Community Development Corporation, Executive Director of the Nebraska
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, President of the South Omaha Business Association and the President
of the South Omaha Neighborhood Association. As was anticipated, this meeting was the first of a series
anticipated to be held between the City of Omaha and the Nebraska Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. A
deliberate process of becoming familiar with the various organizations and about how the housing and
community development programs work in general and for specific programs.

Assessment
The South NRSA has a strong neighborhood-based action plan and community development corporations
and individuals and organizations are committed to implementing development in accordance with this
plan. The South NRSA is buoyed by private market activity in both the housing and commercial sectors.
The challenges ahead include the ability to: 1) develop and expand businesses for job creation and
retention, 2) preserve viable neighborhoods by encouraging owners of housing and commercial structures
to maintain and rehabilitate them, and 3) capture a greater market share of retail/consumer spending of
residents' living within and outside of the South NRSA.
Current Conditions
 The area contains 18,865 people based on the 2010 Census, an increase of 12.3% from the 2000
Census.
 More than 6,217 housing units are in the area, a loss of 1.1% from 2000.
 The percent of vacant housing in the area (8.7%) only slightly higher than the 8.4% for the city as
a whole.
 The tenure of occupied housing units in the area is 52.7% owner-occupied to 47.3% renteroccupied, compared to 58.3% owner-occupied and 42.7 % renter-occupied for the rest of the
city.
 The unemployment rate in the area is 9.4%, compared to 6.9% for the city as a whole.*+
 The median household income in the area is $34,090, compared to $46,200 for the city as a
whole.*+
 At 20.9%, the rate of poverty in the area is greater than that of for the entire city (15.3%).*+
 The rate of overcrowding is 7.7% in the South NRSA compared to 2.3% for the whole city.
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The percent of people (25 years and older) that have graduated from high school is 51.3,
considerably lower than the 88.3% for the city.
The percent of people (25 years and older) with Bachelor’s degrees, at 6.4%, is less than onefifth the rate of the city at 32.4%.
Median cash only gross rent is $628, compared to $710 for the city.
Median owner-occupied housing values are $84,674 within the South NRAS, compared to
$131,900 for the city.

Opportunities



Lower housing costs for both rental and owner households
Population increasing

Problems
 61.0% of the housing was constructed before 1950.
 Fewer middle and upper income housing opportunities
 Lower rates of higher levels of education (the South NRSA percent of people with Bachelor’s
degrees is 9.3% compared to 32.4% for Omaha as a whole.
 Unemployment rate at 10.9% in South NRSA, almost three time that of the city as a whole.
 The rate of overcrowding is 13.3% in the South NRSA compared to 3.7% for the whole city.
 Poverty rate in South NRSA at 23.0%, twice that of Omaha as a whole.
Sources: 2000 and 2010 Censuses and *2006-10 American Community Survey
+ Indicates use of the following Census Tracts when Block Group Data not available: 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32.

The Vision for the South Omaha NRSA

The South NRSA is envisioned as a community where business, residential and recreational activities
flourish. This community is safe and stable, good jobs are accessible, with housing affordable to and
occupied by low- middle- and high-income residents. Recreational opportunities exist for area children
and adults and attract people from the entire region. The physical environment of the South NRSA is
well maintained and free of litter and vacant and underutilized properties. Neighborhood commercial
areas are well defined, vital and well connected by streets that accommodate people using public
transportation, in cars, on foot and on bicycles in attractive, safe settings. Commercial districts provide
the goods and services area residents want and need are integrated, as are area residents, into the
larger economy of Omaha and the region.

Key Strategies
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The “Key Strategies” portion of the revitalization strategy provides a realistic development strategy and
implementation plan for promoting economic progress in the South NRSA. The “Core Actions” focus on
activities that assist in the expansion and development of businesses that will provide jobs to area
residents of the area as well as activities to promote the revitalization of neighborhoods.

Each “Core Action” will have at least one “Outcome Indicator(s).” Outcome Indicators will allow for
measurement in units such as: numbers of low- and moderate-income people or households served,
number of employed, housing units or businesses created. Within a timeframe estimates of the
number of “units” of progress (households, businesses, housing units or jobs) for the five-year period
of the overall strategy and for each year thereof are provided.

The “Outcomes” portion of the strategy details the outcomes that are expected because of the
implementation of core actions and key strategies. These outcomes are in measurable terms such as
population increases and higher median family incomes. These outcomes are the "benchmarks" for
the strategy, the hoped for accomplishments of the five-year plan.

Economic Development
Key Strategy:
Develop and expand businesses to provide jobs for South NRSA residents, particularly those with lowand moderate-incomes. Attract businesses that provide goods and services to residents of the South
NRSA, particularly those with low- and moderate-incomes, as well as residents from the larger
community.

Core Actions:
1.4 Provide incentives for business development and expansion.

Commercial/Industrial Development-CDBG
Increase access to affordable financing for a
commercial development located primarily
in the South NRSA.

Number of businesses
assisted.
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2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1
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Buildable Lots--Acquisition, relocation,
demolition, site preparation, professional
services, public improvements and
conveyance of property to sustain pace of
construction of affordable housing or
commercial/industrial purposes.

CDBG

Lots made available
for commercial and
other business
purposes.

5-Year
Total

1

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

1

2017

1

5-Year
Total

2

1.5 Make improvements to the infrastructure for commercial and other type businesses within the
South NRSA.

Commercial Area Improvements—
CDBG
Improve the public infrastructure in
commercial districts and the facades of
businesses located primarily in the South
NRSA to increase access by surrounding
areas.

Number of businesses
assisted.

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year
Total

1

1.6 Provide business education/training opportunities available for South NRSA resident-business
people.

Micro-Enterprise Program—Improve the
business knowledge of entrepreneurs by
increasing the availability of training

CDBG

Number of microbusinesses assisted.
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2013

2

2014

2
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programs for micro-enterprises in South
Omaha.

2015

2

2016

2

2017

2

5-Year
Total

10

Housing
Residential neighborhoods should be maintained and enhanced through a combination of City policies
that encourage private investment and public expenditures that help make and keep these
neighborhoods desirable for area residents and within the context of the larger real-estate market.

Core Actions:
1.6 Provide home ownership education, arrange financing and construction of homes affordable to
middle and lower income households. Higher rates of homeownership can help to stabilize a
community and serve to prevent displacement of existing residents as the neighborhood
undergoes revitalization.

Housing Counseling—Increase access to CDBG
decent, affordable housing by providing
operational support to a non-profit
organization that provides rehabilitation
and homeownership counseling services
to low- and moderate-income households.

Develop Owner-Occupied Housing—
Increase the number of owner-occupied
housing units by preparing sites,
conveying land and assisting developers
with construction financing.

CDBG
HOME

Income eligible
households helped to
maintain or improve
their housing
circumstances.

Income eligible
households purchasing
newly constructed
housing units.
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2013

35

2014

35

2015

35

2016

35

2017

35

5-Year
Total

205

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

5
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Affordable Housing Lending—Increase
CDBG
access to mortgage lending by providing
operational support to a non-profit
community development intermediary
that provides affordable loans to low- and
moderate-income home purchasers.

Income eligible
households provided
with mortgage lending
assistance to purchase
affordable housing.

2017

5

5-Year
Total

10

2013

10

2014

10

2015

10

2016

10

2017

10

5-Year

50

Total
Buildable Lots--Acquisition, relocation,
CDBG
demolition, site preparation, professional
services, public improvements and
conveyance of property to sustain pace of
construction of affordable housing or
commercial/industrial purposes.

Lots made available
for construction of
affordable housing

2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

0

5-Year
Total

0

1.7 Provide rehabilitation loans and grants to low and moderate-income homeowners for
emergency, moderate and major housing rehabilitation.

Target Area Program—Provide
rehabilitation assistance in the form of
grants to low- and moderate-income
homeowners to improve the quality of
their homes and make modifications, if
necessary, to accommodate the special
needs of household member(s).

CDBG
HOME

Housing units
rehabilitated for
income eligible
households
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2013

1

2014

1

2015

1

2016

1

2017

1
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Reinvestment Area Program—Provide
CDBG
rehabilitation assistance, in the form of a
grant to leverage a private loan, to lowand moderate-income homeowners to
improve the quality of their homes and
remove architectural barriers.

Handyman Program—Provide
CDBG
rehabilitation assistance, in the form of
grants, to very low-income and/or elderly
households to make minor repairs and to
remove architectural barriers.

Emergency Repair—Provide rehabilitation CDBG
assistance, in the form of grants, to very
low-income and/or elderly households to
make critical emergency repairs.

Housing units
rehabilitated for
income eligible
households

Housing units
rehabilitated for very
low-income and/or
elderly households

Housing units
rehabilitated for very
low-income and/or
elderly households

5-Year
Total

5

2013

2

2014

2

2015

2

2016

2

2017

2

5-Year
Total

10

2013

36

2014

36

2015

36

2016

36

2017

36

5-Year
Total

210

2013

14

2014

14

2015

14

2016

14

2017

14

5-Year
Total

70

1.8 Provide rehabilitation loans and grants to owners of housing units for low and moderate-income
renters.
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Rental Rehabilitation Program—Increase HOME
the number of decent affordable rental
CDBG
housing units by providing substantial
rehabilitation of predominantly vacant
single-family rental housing structures.

Decent, affordable
housing units
rehabilitated for lowincome renters

2013

1

2014

1

2015

1

2016

1

2017

1

5-Year
Total

5

1.9 Assist in the development of rental housing units for low- and moderate-income residents of the
South NRSA.

Rental Housing Production--Increase the HOME
supply of decent affordable rental
housing units for low- and moderateincome households in the South NRSA.

Decent affordable
housing units occupied
by income eligible
households.

2013

2

2014

2

2015

2

2016

3

2017

3

5-Year

12

Total

Public Facilities
Facilities that serve specific age sectors and the general population enhance the quality of life within the
South NRSA.

Core Actions:
1.2 Assist in the development or provide enhancements to recreational opportunities within the
South NRSA in collaboration with larger redevelopment efforts.

CDBG
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2013

0
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Parks/Open Space--Sustain a suitable
living environment by increasing the
amount of parkland and/or open space.

Land parcels
developed or
expanded for use as
parks or open space.

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year

1

Total
Public Facilities--Sustain a suitable living CDBG
environment by providing public facilities
and improvements that provide services
and recreational and educational
opportunities in low- and moderateincome neighborhoods for qualified
populations with special needs and the
homeless.

Public facilities in l/m
areas used to provide
needed services or
amenities.
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2013

0

2014

0

2015

0

2016

0

2017

1

5-Year
Total

1
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